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HANKFU1
This annual Thanksgiving Day is a worthy and
unique American institution. It originated with our
religious-minde- d
fathers, who came together in one place,
God that He had averted starvation
to
thank
one
at
time,
for their wives and children.
An annual day of thanksgiving a day when we
pause to give especial thought to the blessings of the
year is good for our souls' health.
An attitude of gratitude is the attitude of successful
living. It implies optimism. One who sees nothing to
be grateful for, can be grateful. It implies hope. One
who is without hope in the future can be thankful for
the past. It implies faith. One who does not believe
that blessings will be continued can see occasion for
thanksgiving. It implies a willingness to work. The
one unwilling to work knows that the future holds nothing for him.

America has reason today to bs thankful; the rest
in the wreckage
of the civilized world stands knee-deeof war. Albuquerque has reason to be thankful today;
no city has been less harshly dealt with in the depression.
Each individual has reason to be thankful; we probably
have fared better than we deserve.
So with faith in ourselves and in the future; with
hopes running high; with the will to work vibrating within us, we greet this day. We should be thankful, indeed.
This morning the people of- Albuquerque have their
faces toward the rising, not the setting, sun. We live
in the militant present, with our thoughts upon the
unborn tomorrow, instead of upon the dead yesterday.
We mourn no past; we courageously welcome the future.
How fitting to the occasion is the fact that tomorrow
begins the Chamber of Commerce drive for members!
What better occasion for drawing a mark between the
p
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Thursday, November 24, 1921.
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DELEGATIONS OE

TO BE PRESSED
(By The AHsnriated

SIGNS MEASURES
THE CAPITOL
Session

First and Special
Adjourns Sine Die, the
House at 4:01 and the
Senate at 4:37 O'clock,
NOMINATIONS
ARE NOT ACTED ON

Among the Chief Bills Approved By President Are
Those on Tax Revision
and the Maternity Act.
(By The Amwlnteil I'reuM

APPLICATION FOR A
WRIT OF MANDAMUS
DISMISSED BY COURT

the
New York, Nov.
Fortified
Associated Press).
sentence
by the
today by Federal
Imposed
Judge Van Fleet on members
of the tile combine, government prosecutors were preparing tonight to press their attack on other alleged members
of the building trust whose Indictment followed In'iuiry by
the Lockwood legislative committee.
District Attorney Hayward
ordered to the Essex county
jail in New Jersey four of the
Bevonty defendants who trended guilty recently to violating
the Sherman act.
Having
pleaded guilty, he announced,
the quartet could not appeal,
so that it appeared to- - be their
fate to be the first violators of
the Sherman law to bo put behind bars since the measure
was enacted in 1890.
Before pronouncing sentence
Judge Van Fleet expressed belief that a mere fine would not
serve as a deterrent. He added, however, that the Jail sentences were shorter than would
have been the case if the defendants
had not pleaded
guilty.

POWERS DISCUSS
On

Mrs. Obenchain, who Is unrr
Indictment charged with the murder of J. Bolton Kenedy, sought
her freedom on the ground
that she had been held against her
will for more than sixty days without trial.
When the writ came up today.
counsel for Mrs. Obenchain said
Arthur
that as her
Burch, had gone on trial, and as 11
had been agreed that she would
be tried Immediately afterwards,
there was no occasion for presdmj
the application further.
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conditioned and well trained.
Tliey arc even better now.
Today's
game with the
Tyobog will bo a fast nnd closely contested affair. It Is worth
the tinio of all lovers of football.
The crowd should be large.

i

FORECAST,
Denver,' Colo., Nov. 23. Now
Mexico: Generally fair Thursday,
colder north and east portions; Friday fair.
Arizona: Generally fair Thursday
and Friday; little change in tem-

perature.

IjOCAL ItF.rORT.
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
recorded by the university:
8
Highest temperature..
ft

Lowest
Range
Mean
Humidity at
Humidity at

Precipitation

24'
''
43
4o

6 a. m
6 p. m

Maximum wind

16
Njiu-

velocity,....

haractar of day,

i

.
i
M
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ALTERNATIVE

THANKSGIVING

FOR

French People Have the Far Eastern Situation Is Not
Moral Support of Four!
As
Ssttled;
Regarded
Nations in Facing Their
Several Clashes of OpinProblems, Premier Told,
ion Have Occurred,
(Br Thp Amnrlnlrtl rre
Nov. 23 (by the
Washington,
Associated Press). Facing each
other in an executive session, delegates of the great powers exchanged opinions today on the
limitation of armies as it touches
but adjourned without
Europe,
making a joint declaration of policy, either as to Europe or general
land armament.
Premier Briand of France, making his Inst appearance In the conference before leaving, reiterated
reasons that move his country to
maintain the world's largest army
e
and suggested that the only
would be a pledge by the
Gerpowers to aid Franco should
many or aiiy other nation again
threaten civilization.
Symputhy for France.
To this representatives
of the
United States, Great Britain, Italy
and Japan replied with renewed expressions of regard and sympathy
for France, declaring their governments firmly committed to the defense of free institutions and giving
assurances that the Frenh peoplo
had the moral support of all the
powers In facing their problems.
But no one camo forward with
a ttrnnosal to writn Rurh n Tilpdire
Into a public and joint declaration
f po!1
such as) M Hvlnna ln(U.
cated would be asked to Induce
France to reduce its army beyond
the point already contemplated.
Neither was there a move to formulate a comprehensive program for
land armament reduction like that
under consideration for naval forces
and the meeting ended after desigto handle
nating
collateral subjects of aircraft, poison gases and rifles of warfare.
Briand Will Satisfied.
Tonight M. Briand declared himself well satisfied to take home the
oral expressions of moral support
voiced by the representatives of the
powers today and in Monday's open
session. There were Indications
that some of the French had hoped
he might take along also a formal
written pledge, but tho premier was
said to have realized tho restraints
under which the other national
........ fmtn1 Vipmsnl Vf nq trt the
(rvrtiino
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CHIEF ESCAPES,

BILL;

IT BECOME

FLEESJOU.S.
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'OPEN DOOR' POLICY iEAJSS THE

FREIGHT RATE SLASH ON FARM

OPENING OF CHINA TO FOREIGN

ENTERPRISES, BRITISH CLAIM

WAGES, PROPOSED BY CARRIERS

rri.)

Plan Is Laid Before the I.
as a
tute for the Order Reducing Charges on
Hay and Grain Shipments; Scope of
templated Pay Cut Is Not Announced.

4s

WEATHER

pl-

Briand Makes His Last Ap- Consideration Is Proceeding
Not
Is
But
pearance and Tells Why
Smoothly
France Feels That a
Showing Sufficient Speed
to Suit Everybody,
Large Army Is Necessary
PLEDGE 0FATD IS
TO TAKE A RECESS .

a Difference of Understanding
Between the Delegations, But Great
ain's Representatives Have Outlined Their
Views Regarding the Matter..

The Aggies liavc on. excellent football aggregation and
an unusually good coach. Early
In the sonson they were well

OF

LAND ARMAMENT

There May

WORTH WHILE.

a Month

the 24

Mada-lynn-

Nov. 28.
The application of Mrs. Madalynne
Obenchain for a writ of mandamus
directing the superior court here
to restore her to liberty, was dismissed today In the district court
of appeals on motion of the
T.ns Angeles. Calif..

c

N.--

(Ur The AinuelntfH rrcsO
Washington, Nov. 23 (by the Associated Press.) When tho arms
for tho
quit work
delegates
Thanksgiving recess, these considerations embraced several polnta
Of Interest In their discussions:
Whether tho effort to apply
accepted principles to specify
CHOSEN
NO
rasps In the Far Fast would bring
definite accomplishments or only
tend to futile debate.
Whether, in view of the position
IN
e!! Franco nnd the general situation in Europe, any serious attempt
should be mado to agree on a limitation of Jand armament.
Whether a way can be found to
hasten consideration of details of
the nnvy Irmitatlrtrrplun, which is
proceeding smoothly, but too slowly to satisfy some delegates.
Box Is Filled Six Times
Clashes of Opinion.
Of these matters, the first was
With Temporarily Passed
brought
sharply to the fore tonight
Jurors, But They Are Reby several clashes of opinion regarding elements of the Far Eastmoved By Challenges.
ern negotiations. It today's execunil mini mm TiHI'l "T"
imiiidwiu-iiHihVr iit
itive session of tho nine delegations,
i
Hi'iriVYii
n
imiili.iiwteiiiiiiiii
t
iii)
rimr
inTl
Asnnclated
The
Frriii.)
(By
the right of the Chinese delegates
Los Angeles, Calif., Nov. 23.
to speak for all of China was reThe Jury box in the trial of Arthur
ported to have baen questioned by
WAGE INCREASE ASKED
C. Burch for the alleged murder
FARMERS ARE FACING
France, and later a British Interof J. Belton Kennedy, was filled
BY RAILRfiAn 9H0PMFN
REVOLT
pretation of the general principles
A NITRATES
SHORTAGE HARDING
six times today with temporarily
was challenged by some of the
passed jurors but on each occasion
Chinese. Earlier in the day the
(By The Aanoclated rrrm.)
a peremptory challenge removed
(By Tbe Aasorlntrd Prem.)
land armament problem had been
InZX.
Now
Nov.
23.
Vork,
Nov.
Wage
Tho
one of the number and another
Atlanta,
Ga.,
debated behind closed doors by the
creases of thirteen cents an hour
TAXATION
was called for examination. Three
farmers of tho United State3 face a
delegates of the big five powers
have been requested of virtually all
of the peremptory
challenges
without further result than the apserious shortage of nitrates and
carriers in the country by the heads
were by the prosecution and threa
to
pointment of a
fertilizers for 1924 and tho only
ot shop crans unions, representing
by the defense.
consider collateral subjects like the
about 400,000 employes, who have
way to overcome the situation will
The defense also challenged for
use of airplanes and poison gase3.
S LAW asked the railroad executives for
cause Mrs. Frank D. Owens, who
be by the Importation of that prodPremier Brlnnd of France, making
20. This
conferences December
declared she was unable to enter
unless means are found to
his farewell speech to tho conferuct,
action follows tho railroads' petiupon the case with a presumption
ence, pressed his argument that
to
to
tion
the
the
situation, according
remedy
railway labor board proof the defendant's innocence. The
his country dared not disarm unDaniel Vasquez, Arrested the opinion of Chester E. Gray, Executive Signature Is A- posing to cut the wages of shop
court sustained the challenge.
less she had guarantees from the
chairman of the Muscle Shoals
crafts employes to the "going rate
There were nine women and two
An
Hour
Within
ttached
Gets
other
at
powers and although tho
committee of the American Farm
Nogales, Sonora,
paid for the same class o labor in
men In the box temporarily passed
discussion drew renewed
nureau
industries."
general
other
in a
federation,
expressed
Senate
After
when court adjourned until Friday
the
and
Crosses
Completes
Away
of sympathy from
A decision of the labor board anstatement given out here.
expressions
morning.
every other national group, no one
Mr. Gray's committee
made a
Enactment of Measure. nounced
July 20, 1920, but declared
District Attorney Woolwlne In
Boundary Into Arizona.
to
retroactive
proposed any formal Joint declaraMay 1920, raised the
study of Muscle Shoals last April
his questions to jurors today retion of policy.
and ho sees in the offer of Henry
pay of bollcrmakers. blacksmiths,
B.t The Aniinrliitrd Prc.)
e
(By Th ABSorlnltd Prcm.)
ferred frequently to Mrs.
Delegates Impatient.
take over the nitrate plant
Washington, Nov. Z3. The tax electricians, tinsmiths and sheet
Nogales, Ariz., Nov. 23. Daniel Ford to
Obenchain, Indicted Jointly
On the side of the naval reduca blessing to the farmers of revision bill became law late today, metal wo: kers from 72 cents an hour
with Burch, and asked several Jur- Vasquez, alleged to have been om there
of
85.
to
The
sixth
class
tion
shop crafts
program developments were
ors If their Judgment
would of the leaders of a revolutionary the country.
so completely out of the picture
"If Muscle Shoals Is not imme- President Harding signing it at tho workers, the carrepilrmen, 67 reto
be affected by any "false sense of government in Mexico, who wa3
of
the
hour
an
increase
from
ceived
of
some
capitol
that
during
closing
delegates showed Impainto
put
the the
operation,"
sympathy or chivalry by reason of arrested in Nogales, Sonora, yes- diately
'subject.
80 cents an hour.
special session of congress.
statement
require
Is tience and pointed out tho possible
a woman being Implicated."
In
ho
anv
ease,
terday, escaped today and escaped either the said, "It will
The
at
cut
was
apparently
cent
executive
12Vs
The
per
signature
general
danger that tho negotiations might
Importation or the going
across in the International boundin wages, effective July 1, reduced leaving confident that his principal become confused by too exhaustive
of about 160,000 tons of tached within less than fln hour
ItTCAIt ADMIR Tj T.OGAV DIES.
enary Into Arizona, according to an without
five classes object In coming has been accomp
senate
after
the
had
tho
of
the
first
a
completed
wages
discussion of details. It is possiIn
1924.
mado by Mexican nitrogen
and that If any attempt Is ble
Washington, Nov. 23. Rear Ad announcement
will be
"At the present time the tender actment of the measure hy agree-39 from Co cents an hour to 77 cents, lishod
miral L, C, Logan, 75, retired, died officials. Ho has not been
made to take up in detail the ques askedthatto the naval experts
to
of
conference
tho
the
the
while
by
ing
report
rate,
pay
present
their methods
made by Henry Ford Is the hose to
tion of land armaments the nego- - so as to simplify action.
today.
72
29.
was
Six
at
Borah,
republicans,
placed
carrepairmen
expedite
plan that presents Itself for an im- Ladd, LaFoIlette, Moses, Norbeck cents.
(Cnntlnuen on I'tige Two..
,
Tomorrow will bo a day of rest
mediate and continuous oneratioti and
voted against the reso far as meetings of the confer
Norris,
of this plant.
the
Undoubtedly
and one democrat, Broussard,
ence and Its
ara condevelopment of Muscle Shoals on port
cerned, although it may see some
the scale that Mr. Ford proposes voted for it. Taxes
Repenled.
Many
real progress through consultations
would be a blessing not only to the
This is the bill which repeals tho
states of the south, but to the excess
among individuals and groups.
profits and transportation
whole nation. We must get cheao taxes, does
most
of
the
with
away
I fertilizers
and lots of them, which
and luxury
nuisance
can be done only by putting the
PAPER OVERCHARGED
taxes, reduces Individual taxes nil
plant at Muscle Shoals Into oper- - along tho line and increases the
FOR PRINTING
TAX
ation.
Income tax from 10 to
"Muscle Shoals Is a Gibraltar to corporation
sena
12V4 per cent.
if
any
Few,
LIST, SAYS AUDITOR
protect American agriculture and
the measure were
a big Bertha to bombard the en- tors supporting
Be
satisfied with nil of its sec
entirely
(Bt The Arttiri-trenched interests."
SubstiC. C.
tions, but they took the view tnac
Santa Fe, Nov. 23. TravelBritIt contained more good provisions
ing Auditor Whlttler charges
than bad ones. The measure is
the Santa Rosa Sun's 7,416.81
LIBERTY BONDS MOUNT generally conceded to be only a
Guadalupe
against
county
Contemporary one and the understand
TO NEW
for printing tho 1919 delinRECORDS ing Is thnt a new revision bill will
quent list of taxpayers la not
have to be framed within a year
or so.
correct, and that the amount
(Bt Tfte Auoclntrd Prm.)
fBT THK ASSOCIATED PHL'SS
should be $7,012.71, based on
New York, Nov. 23. Most of tho
In four hours of debate the bill
.
Washington, Nov. 23 (by the
tariffs shoull he
actual count of the lines, In
bonds lwued by tho United received much condemnation. Each
(BT? THE ASSOCIATED I'HESS.)
socuuea rrcsa). incident to tne crease of the 5 Der cent tariff Liberty
a report on the county filed !n
States government to meet expenses of tho dozen senators who tpoke
"Tho effect of the proposal,"
Washington, Nov. 23. A 10 per
uuupuon Dy me j?ar ;ast commit which China is permitted to collect of the war mounted to new
Governor Mechem's office.
high had some complaint to make, while
reduction on carload freight said the application "will be an
tee of the Root declaration of on Imported goods.
Whlttler also says the Sun
records for the year on the stock several sharply criticised the bill. cent
In
carload
reduction
immediate
on
rates
farm
products, coupled
principles that should govern re
Senntor Smoot, republican, Utah,
got the list printed by the Las
exchange today, while Victory
on the products of agriculrates
In
a
reduction
railroad
with
latlons of other nations with China,
wages,
notes duplicated their recent record said:
Vegas Optic and the Optic's
was proposed by the carriers to tho ture and tho products of animals,
it developod today that there was PRINCE OF WALES IS
bill was $1,161, although the
of par for odd lots.
"Thn peoplo from one end
Interstate Commerce commission but, as soon as and to the extent
important discussion among the PARTICIPANT IN POLO
claim at the legal rata
Sun's
of tlio country to the other are
Transactions
In these Issues apIs obtoday as a substitute for tho order that a reduction In wages on
delegates as to Just what these
was $7. 415. SI to the county.
not witlsfled 'with the Mil."
proximated $10,000,000 tar value.
the
labor
tho
board
tained
from
of
commission
dated
the
CONTEST IN BOMBAY The
October
In
1922,
principles moon. There may be a
The difference, he says repredemand
evidently proceeded He declared he thought
of understanding bedifference
proposed application, a further re
sents clear profit.
from high financial quarters, In- the bill would "bo materially 20 reducing rates on hny and grain duction
In rates (except as mean
tween the delegations on this sub
Tho substitute sched
"discrimshipments.
The AMorlated from.)
its
of
because
The
(By
amended,"
comcounty
onlv
insurance
paid
cluding
banks,
exInto
to
be
dls
while
exBritish
as
but
put
an
effect)
ules
be
for
would
effective
ject,
viewpoint,
on the claim and
London.'Nov. 23. The prince of panies and other large corporations. inatory" taxes and high surtaxes.
$1,737.85
users
trlbuted
of
among
of
six
months."
transp
plained was that so far as "the Wales on
perimental
period
Assailed.
the
3 He made the greatest
Sidn't
rest
Managers
pay
because
of
the
Liberty
fifth
day
Monday,
open door" was concerned, that
The penate mannirers were as Tho commission was asked to re- tation In such maner as this
lack of funds. Judgment for
at a net advance of 76 cents
term hereafter will have a very of his visit In Bombay, partici- gain
20 In mission may determine.
its
decision
of
October
dem
open
Senator
sailed
Hitchcock,
the
balance
was
4
to
$100
by
obtained! la
Tho first
$96.
per
Us
"The proposal thus dealk ,,..ri
order that argument might be givspecific application.
pated In a polo match, according rose
the district court, but tho su30 cents to $95.40.
The sec- ocrat, Nebraska, and others who
tho needs of agriculture and '"unIt will mean, it was said, equal to a Bombay dispatch to the Lon ond
In en In behalf of their proposal.
asserted
that
represented
court
they
34
cents
preme
to
the
and
$95.24
reversed
recently
dertakes to make further reduc"The suggested reduction on car
opportunity for all foreign enter- don Times. He was to have In lourtn
their negotiations' with the house
the judgment, It was said. The
36 cents to $95.54.
It was explained, tions not confined to agriculture
load
prises In the development in China
of
the
not
sentiment
the
shipments,
managers
can
Sun
scouts
get paid only out ot
are mado
and the general opening of China spected 20,000 boy and girl
would cover grains, hay, cotton- as further reductions
majority of the senate, but only
delinquent tax collection.
The policy but parents In the remote parts GRAND JURY INDICTS
to foreign enterprises.
"dominant element" of seed and its
the
except possible."
that
of
products
of
tho
was
were
allow
to
afraid
it
of "spheres of influence"
"Your petitioners." the applicacity
meal nnd oil
citrus and fresh
the republicans In tho senate.
"submit that, if NOMINATION
FORMER POSTMASTER
.
added, has been superceded by one their children to pass through the
Senator Walsh, democrat,
fruits, livestock and dairy prod tion continued,
OF PECK
Is to be a further reduction
of international cooperation. Under recently disturbed areas and the inthere
ucts.
The scopo of tho proposed
Massachusetts,
Inveighed
'
the formula thnt all nations are to spection was abandoned.
out in wages was not indicated, In rates for the benefit of agricula system under which,
ttf Til Airir.,1 frru )
REJECTED
BY SENATE
against
Fears
would
rates
same
dav
that
the
tariff
to
entitled
the
bring Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 23. Guy
the statement merely stating that ture, there seems little justification
he said, 'managers of the house
on '
to
for confining such reductions
goods Imported into enma, further disorders proved unwar U. Shoemaker, until last July postin secret
oad
benefit
"the
reduction
thus
tlio
of
senate,
meeting
Amoclsted
Th.j
(By
ilk Is .iflld bv the British that it will ranted.
frraa.)
master at Laramie,
could overturn tho expressed
obtained" from the railroad labor grain, grain products and hay. or
Wyo., was
Washington, Nov. 23. The nom
be r"sonabla to expect foreign
among those indicted bv the fedboard shall be passed on to the to any particular section. The inatlon of Maj. RJO.
will of congress. He warned
form-- r
Peck,
would
China
sea,
poods gntertlng
by
eral Jury here today, "it became
economic reason In favor of rermrxxsoPHFJi head.
that If this system was continpublic in reduced ratca
general of the Thirty,
pay tri same duties as those enter-i- n
Nov. 22. Etlenne Emlle known this afternoon. Shoemaker
ductions apply with equal force to brigadier
Paris,
would be a revoluIn rates mad
there
red
(Kansas-Missourued,
Any
fifth
,tio
division
by land. It Is understood by Marie Boutroux, 76, noted French Is accused of embezzlement of postion in the country. Other
since Pcpte tuber i, lflO, would other products of the farm and to to be lieutenant
colonel, was retfij P;ltish that the conference has philosopher, died here today. He tal funds while postmaster. About
other sections.
senators disagreed as to the
i nis 10 per
constitute a pci t
late
jected
today
by
the
df'ternined that the Llkln tax on had been a professor of philosophy $1,000 was involved in the alleged
Bentt.
"Your petitioners, In view of the
result pictured, but agreed that
'i Jad's eug- the
cent," und-aljQhh'ied.
it there Is to be an in- -, an tnei sorDonno since 1SS5.
...
the system was faulty.
benT. toYo! Underrto
gostion.
m
i peculations.
(Continued on Page Two.)

"Washington, Nov. 23. The first
h
and special Bession of the
congress ended late today,
after President Harding had vlsit-- l
ed the capitol and signed measures',
enacted in the closing hours. The
house was the first to close up,
shop, adjourning sine die at 4:01,;
and at 4:37 o'clock the senate quit.
Chief among the measures signed1
by President Harding today were
the tax revision and maternity bllls.j
After finally disposing of the tax
bill, the senate turned to clean up
some 600 odd presidential nominBut nearly half of the:
ations.
number were left to die under the(
law. Most of these were mlnori
postmastcrship
appointments. ...Itj
was understood attempts to pul,
through the last minute nomina-- j
tlons had been blocked largelyi
through charges of several senators thnt an effort was being made
to "railroad" appointments.
Controversy in Senate.
Meanwhile, the house was await
ing announcement that the presimadent had signed the tax and comternity bills and had nosoother
Informed,
munications and when
adjourned. The senate finished Its
executive business ana piungea
Into controversy over the resolution by Senator King, democrat, of
Utah, calling for an investigation
of the activities of interests favorof dyes
ing an embargo on imports
and chemicals but could not hold
and
adjourned.
a quorum
Frequent reference was made In
the closing debates to the length
of the session, which began April
11, some saying that the work had
caused Irritability and lack of cooperation among members.In
reguCongress will convene
lar session December fifth.
Sixty-sevent-

TrrHS.)
23 (by

EDITION

N;nKle

THE THREE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY

'WILDING TRUST

CITY

Dally by Carrier or Mull

TACK AGAINST

S QUITS

MANY

past and the future. AH should greet with enthusiastic 'plete that program, voluntary contributions from those
applause the coming of the day of democracy in the able to give it, will be asked.
Religious, politics and labor questions will be barred,
building of our home city.
The Chamber will be active only m those things which
those
Yesterday,
having the reorganization plans
in hand decided on a twelve dollar per annum member- are or common concern.
Some of us have fought hard to get to this day of
ship fee, paid in advance as will suit your convenience. a democratized Chamber
of Commerce. We have said
No one will have more than one membership. Corporathat every element in our population would rally to the
tions, as such, are barred. This was done that every
support of such a movement. The Journal's faith is
citizen might have an equal share in the enterprise.
that this will occur.
Directors will be selected by mail, by the new strongWith all
interests in Albuquerque clasp
members. No nominations will be made. Each will ing hands, thisconflicting
in a pledge of complete coopera
morning
have a complete membership list before him from which tion,
every citizen has an added reason for thanksgiving.
to select. No unseen influence can organize this body. It
spells success.
The program for 1922 will be decided upon in the
Will we make this plan a going concern in the next
same way. Only that which a majority think can be three days? We will. But everyone must join in the
done, will be undertaken. When the new directors have movement.
made a budget of the additional money needed to com- NO ONE CAN STOP US, BUT OURSELVES.

OBNING JOUKNA

POIvTY-KOND YKAlt
VOI,. CIAM. Xo, 55.
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SANITY OF

WOOLD PUT FRARCE AND ITALY

PRESENTTAR1FF

iv). i ber, 24, 1921.
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IMPROVEMENT

London has had its equivalent to
a lord mayor since the days of the
,
Homans.

New Mexico Steel Co. Inc.
1100
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WE HAVE JUST UNLOADED A CAR LOAD OP

BALDWIN PIANOS
and

5

THoiiualo
(The

Player-Pian-

o

exposition

Player-Piano- s
that has

carried every prize at every
for the last fifteen years.)

Tills enables you to make n uplift Ion from the largest stock of
1'IAXOS nml l'LAYKK-PIAXOtarried in .New Mexico.
Wo also liavo several excellent linre-nluIn retro viikou
una several USED I'LAYER-I'IAXOat very reasonable prices.
S

S

EASY MONTHLY PAYMENTS CAN BE ARRANGED

tfliedling Music Company
Phono 087.

821

West Central Avenue.

INTO TALK OF FRIENDS

Two Indictments, One Containing Four Counts, Are
Returned Against Alleged
Mail Bandit.

CARNES

fldfri,

1U47--

eiPEC" Ai 1ST IN OCULAR
107 S.

Glass-Lumb-

lltl.

(IE I.CMHCK
C. HAI
I'Don
422 South First 81 reel.

J.

in-

uz

J s

tent.

Attorney Davis asked that the
case not be set for trial immediately but that a delay of a week or
ten days be granted.
"I understand that you desire
this delay," said Judge William H.
Sawtelle, who presided, "In order
to secure the presence of witnesses
from outside the Jurisdiction of
this court and for that purpose
alone."
"Yes, your honor," replied Mr.
Davis. Both cases then were set
for trial on December 5.
Thomas A. Flynn, United States
district attorney, previously had
announced that his office, was
ready to proceed with the cases
immediately.
After the eases had b"cn set for
trial Mr. Flynn nsked that botn
cases be tried by the same jury nt
the samo time. To this Mr. Davis
objected and the court announced
that it would rule later on thw
noint.
"Tho cafis Involve different
characters of evidence, different
Issues are different and In every
way and should not be tried bv the
samo Jury at the same time," Mr.
Davis Bald.
Plea of Not Guilty.
When asked to plead to the second indictment, charging Gardner
with having committed the robbery at Maricopa, the defense
asked for time to examine the In
dictment beforo entering a plea
The court said that a plea of not
guilty could he entered today but
that it would allow the de'fenso
two days to file any demurrer to
the Indictment. With this under'
standing tho plea of not guilty was
entered. The prosecution was al
lowed two days after the filing of
me ciemurrer ny tno defense III
which to flic nn answer.

SLEW

SISTER-IN-LA-

(By The Awoclnted

Frei.)

Francisco, Nov. 'li. '.telephone and press communication
with Portland and points as far
north as Montana, cut off yesterday by the overflowing of the was
river In central Oregon,
restored today by shooting across
the river a weight to which was
attached a light wiro. A projectile gun picked up In the vicinity
was used, according to the Pacifl3
comTelephone and Telegraph
pany. The Southern Paclflo railroad line and state highway
out as well as the teley
phone lines, but telephone
men extended po)es from
each sldo of the river up to tha
inaln channel, a gap of about 400
feet. After ten atempts tho wire
landed successfully and an emergency cable pulled across.
San

San-tia-

m

wen-washe- d

We want good clean cotton
rags, good size, no small
pieces. Bring them to the

FURNITURE

DON'T DELAY LONGER
Take a
g
course in our DAT or NIGHT
SCHOOL.
Business, Shorthand, Typewriting,
Banking.
Secretarial, Pace &
Pace Higher Accountancy, Civil
Service Courses prepare for examinations. PRIVATE AND IN- DIVIDUAL INSTrtTTPTTO'W enl.
clal attention Riven to backward
students.
Call or Write for Information.
ALBUQUERQT715
BUSINESS
COLLEGE.
high-grad-

e,

money-earnin-

LUMBER
ALBUQUERQUE

I

GLASS, PAINT,
CEMENT. PLASTER.
LUMBER COMPANY

423 NORTH FIRST STRKFT.

jT.'I.'S

Gallup Egg
Aztec Fuel Company

THE HOOSIER

Phone 251

The cabinet that saves
miles of steps.
$1.00
down (and small monthly

the
Hoosier in your kitchen
May we deliver yours?
payments)

places

Letterheads
Folders
Blotters

With Special Holiday Designs Must
be ordered SOON. See our Samples-- no
excellent line. Orders for

ed

Checks

com-pnn-

BLOCK

STRONG

placed

Cards
can be
Greeting
for only a few more days.

Albright & Anderson, Inc.

2nd at Copper

Phone 75

208 West Gold Avenue

Si:t pounds Is about the weight
of a swarm of wasps.

fl

W

vrew.)

Nov.
23.
Chicago.
Thomas
arrested yesterday
Catherwood,
with tho murder of his
charged
sister-in-laMrs. Iietly Sharpies,
z., confessed early today, accord
Inff to police.
Robbery was the
motive ascribed by the police when
ner hank boolc, which had contained $G5, was found partly
burned In the kitchen stove. Her
husband said oho had been saving
this sum for Christmas shopping.
She was found strangled whe:
her husband returned from work.
By her side was her baby In Its
crib. In her lap was some fancy
work she was making for Christ
mas presents.

so

'

j

mi

SO NERVOUS

How Miserable This Woman Was
Until She Took Lydia E. Pink-ham-'s
Vegetable Compound

Delivering the Goods

Toomsboro, Ga. "I suffered terribly with backache and headache all
J
ww "i the . timp. was
J'nr'W" wwaw&i,.i
-n
'
I'mini weak and nervous
I

ft

I'M

i

The horse is being driven
to his stable; the gas
truck (started and lighted by
an Exide Battery) goes on
long hauls; and through the
great zone in between, the
electric street vehicle is coming
into its own. Propelled by an
closer

didn't know

what to do, and
could not do my
work. My trouble
was deficient and
irregular periods.

read in the

Exide-Ironcla-

Battery, it de-

d

livers the goods
with least
trouble and most economy.
i,

Propulsion is only one of

the many functions that Exide
Batteries perform in the daily
life of the nation. They supply the reserve power for
Marconi wireless plants; they
provide the current that sends

nine-tent-

Ask For It!

your voice over the telephone
that operates rail
system
road switches, and lights farms
and yachts.
Experience in making batteries for all purposes, from
the very dawn of the. storage
battery industry, is available
to you when it comes time to
replace the starting and lighting battery in yoilr automobile.'
You will find Exide quality
an economy in long service and
dependable ipoww.
j$. When
you need a new Exide
or repairs on any make of battery, let the nearest service
station be of help to you.
.

The Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia

Tt

yon do not use
Winter,
your car inshould
be
your battery
atored in an EXIDE

"If
vrr

I

Service Station."

of

Germany Is

consuming much less
ot certain articles than before the
war; the annual consumption! of
sugar per head haa decreased near
ly nine pounds and coffee anditea
over tnree pounds.

This means that you wtiV
always ask (or

SCOTT'S EMULSION
Scott A Bowne, Blootnfidd.

N. J,

J

V

.

CHICAGO MAN ADMITS
(Or The

1057-Y-

I

CO.

RAGS WANTED

four
ono containing
counts, charging Roy Gardner, escaped convict mailrobber, of attempts to rob the United States
mails at Maricopa, Ariz., on November 3, and at Phoenix on November 13, were returned by the
grand Jury in tho United States
district court here lata today.
Gnrdner pleaded not guilty to both
indictments.
Immediately after Gardner entered his plea to the first indictment, his attorney, Carl A. Davis,
asked and received permission to
file a written motion In which
Gardner asked tho court to havs
a Jury determine his sanity at tho
time of his alleged offense.
"Mentally Unsound."
The written motion filed by
Gardner's attorney contained a
statement by Mr. Davis which declared that the defendant was "not
Adv.
charged
guilty of the offense
against him, for the reason that at
the time referred to In tho Indict- RESTORE 'PHONE AND
ment ho was mentally unsound
and did not have a criminal inPRESS COMMUNICATION
dictments

i.e. FRACTION
Fourth. Phone

I

er

FOR SALE
WATER MOTOR
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

"My friends all toll me how well
I am looking and-- I never get tired
of telling them auout Tanlac, It is
such a wonderrui medicine,- Mrs. Mollis Henderson, 849
Third East, Salt Lake City, Utah.
"I was completely
nntlmied. "and didn't seem to
have any strength or energy left
My appetite was very poor ana tne
little I managed to eat seemedSev-to
do me more harm than good.
eral times I broke down completelyto
and Just had to give up and go
hed. I was so weak I Just had to
and I
drag around all the time,
worried and worried, for I didn't
to
end.
know where it was all going
"But Tanlac just seemed to be
me
few
in
a
for
and
made specially
weeks I felt perfectly well In every
respect. This was all of three years
ago and I havo enjoyed good health
ever since. Tanlac certainly Is a
I have made It
grand medicine andbottle
every now
a rule to take a
It
keeps me feeling
and then, and
well and strong. I am all the time
every
telling someone about It, and
time I do I feel that I am doing
them a good turn."
Tanlac is sold In Albuquerque by
ttio Alvarado Pharmacy and all
other leading druggists everywhere.

paperswhatLydia
E. Pinkbara's
vegetable Com
had done
pound
FREIGHT RATE SLASH
for others and rie
cided to give it a trial. I got good
ON
FARM PRODUCTS,
results from its use so that fam now
WITH WAGE REDUCTION able to do my work. I recommend
your Vegetable Compound to my
friends wno have troubles similar to
uiojj penorjuoo)
('uo
mine and you may use these facts as
condition and of the special needs a testimonial. "Mrs. C.F. PHILLIPS,
of the transportation industry, do Toomsboro, Ga.
not believe that any further re- -'
Weak, nervous women make unductlons in rates than tho.. herein
homes, their condition irritates
happy
should
made
be
until
mentioned,
there is a reduction in operating both husband and children. It has
been said that
of the
costs."
This proposal waa made by the nervous prostration, nervous decarriers, the application pointed spondency, "the blues," irritability
out, to aid In the economlo read- and backache arise from some disjustment ana relieve ttie "serloun placement or derangement of a woeconomlo distress" of the agrlcul. man's system. Mrs. Phillips' letter
tural Industry, despite the fact that proves that no other remedy is so sucthe financial condition of the railcessful as Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vegeroads does not warrant such a table Compound.
move.
"The net operating Income of
the railroads In 1920 amounted to
$62,000,000, as against a normal In
other year of more than $900,000,-000the application eald, adding
that "even this amount of $62,000,-00- 0
Expect to find the
Included back mail pay received from the government for prior
Fisherman, the
years of approximately $62,000,000,
"Mark
thus showing, when the operations
Supremacy,"
of that year alone are considered,
bottle
of
on
every
an actual deficit before making any
emulsion that you buy.
allowance for either interest or
,"

W

Tel.

,"

(By The Adsorlaled Fre.)
Phoenix, Ariz, Nov 23. Two

Col-mo-

A

if Wind Shield
j

e.

PyJ$"' ""trili
Q.WWi"tlr&

MRS. HENDERSON

GARDNER TO BE

A suggestion
has been advanced that France and Italy be
placed on an equality with Japan In naval armaments, if they so
desire. On this basis, the present and proposed strength of the five
powers in capital ships and auxiliary surface craft (cruisers, destroyers and flotilla leaders) would stand as follows:
CAPITAL SHIPS.
Present
Tonnage
Proposed
1st Line. 2d Line. 1st Line
Present Proposed.
600,(550
18
18
15
Hnlted States
728,490
22
32
10
604,450
993,800
Great Britain
4
10
299,700
10
359,720
Japan
7
288.1123
7
300,000
10
France
4
5
10
300,000
158,060
Italy

AUXILIARY SERVICE CRAFT
(by the AsTonnage
communique'
Present.
Proposed.
Issued today on the meeting of the
United States
506,379
450,000
450.000
660,0715
Great Britain
committee on Pacific and Far East- -'
156,828
270,000
Bald:
Japan
$rn questions
. . . 146,348
270,000
France
"Th! committee on Pacific and
... 105,592
270,000
Italy
ij'ar Eastern questions met at 3:31
would each
Britain
Oreat
and
United
the
States
Ultimately
p. m. Tho topic of discussion was
The proposed
300,000.
of
and
tons
have
500,000
capital
Japan
ships
the customs revenues of China. Mr.
tonnage of auxiliary craft also is that to be ultimately allowed,
iKoo on behalf of tho Chinese deleHe em-- ; present excess not to be scrapped until replacements begin.
gation made a statement.
jihasized that the Chinese Rovern-tnehad no desire to Interfere
Hvilh the administration of marl- "It constitutes a serious impedior with devotion of ment
customs
.tinie
upon the economlo developA
3 ho proceeds of the customs reve ment of
China.
iue to tho liquidation of various
Needs.
China's
secured
loans
thereon,
foreign
"As the system stands, there Is
it'rior to 1 842. ho said, China
only one uniform rate and no difnjoyed the full right of
The disadof rates.
In 1842, ferentiation
'customs duties.
is obvious because It does
Aowever, and In the subsequent vantage
econolme
account
not
the
into
take
after having made treaties
social needs of the Chinese
ith Great Britain. France and the and
China Is in need of maKTnited States a limitation on this people.
for which
metals
and
chinery
5
of
rule
"fright was Imposed. Tho
China, would like to impose a tarwas
establishcent
advalorem
frer
iff rate even lower than the B per
ed and the rates were based on cur-In cent. For luxuries such as cigars
rent prices then prevailing.
and cigarettes they ought to pay Course on How to Use the
,1 858, aa prices began to drop and
heavy tax. As it stands, therefore,
B
collected
apcent
Mails May Ultimately Be
actually
the per
the Chinese tariffs are not scienthe
excess
of
in
somewhat
peared
tific.
Established
in
.$.
Every
cent prescribed, a revision
"The present tariff has occawasj)r
asked by tho treaty powers.
Institution.
Educational
sioned a serious loss of revenue
Itcvihinn Was Made.
the Chinese exchequer. The
"A revision was accordingly upon
Item of customs duties Is an Imfn Tho Aunrlated Frrni.)
made. Later, however, ns prices portant one in the budget of near- Minneapolis, Minn., Nov. 23. A
(mounted, no request for a revision lv nil countries: for instance. Great manual textbook
dealing with the
'was forthcoming and the Chinese Britain raises 12 per cent of its
of
entire poatoftice
the
'Kovernment did not press for a re- revenue
customs
duties;
operation
from
vision, seeing that the revenue France 15 per cent, and the Unit- department ana metnoas oi umuIs
sources
other
tnir
the
system,
.then collected from
gigantic
ed States 35 per cent before the
was not Inadequate to meet its world war. but the customs reven- - being prepared by a committer
r.aoa litiHcAt
The customs rate IIB 111 IIIU 'liItilivnw
"requirements.
uv..e.v- - B It HOW here, for Introduction In the gradi
schools of this state with the hope
tnen prevailing was mucn hwh man !stan,i3 becomes a comparatively
for. It si(Inf iPant factor.
5 per cent stipulated
of ultimately establishing this book
It
wa only In 1902 that a revision
makes
In every public educational instirreBent regime
,rho
.was made to afford sufficient funds) difficult for the Chinese govern-t- o tution in the United States. It is
meet the Chinese
obligations ment' to auk for a revision as It hope to Instruct children while they
are young in how to use the post- Wising out of the Boxer protocol. waB Rh0wn in 1912 and In 1918.
In that tariff the rate was calcu-- i
if the effective 5 per cent office, in an effort to lessen tne
"j,en
lated on the basis of the average pnou(i be levied, the revenue re- - mistakes which are costing the
win still be hardly ade- government millions of dollars.
prices of 1S97 to 1 899. In 1912 (in!.i,in
attempt waa mado by the Chinese
mmt8 j0 mect the requirements of
Phillip E. Carlson, of this city,
revl-j.hto
another
have
"government
rhinese government."
president of the Minnesota Educa'sion, but It failed, owing to the
tional association, Is head of the
'difficulty of securing the unanicommittee which is drawing up tho
mous consent of sixteen or seventextbook. Approval of the underteen powers. H was only after six
taking has been given by PostmasPERSONAL NOTES
vears that In 1918 another revision
General Will Hays, who. after
ter
was effected.
The tariff of 1918
the manual is completed, will give
STATE.
THE
OF
cent.
per
fields only
his and the department's authori"Mr. Koo proposed to restore to
zation to use the book in the pubChina the right to fix and to dl- lic schools, according to Postmasferentiato Import tariff rates, but
LEVY.
ter E. A. Purdy, of Minneapolis,
ias it appeared hardly possible to
of
Miss Annie Gibson, teacher
president of the National Associa.establish a new regime all at once, the Fairview school, Is in Albu- tion of Postmasters.
"lie said, full autonomy should be
the
of
week
Association
attending
The National
this
visrestored China after a period to be querque
is pledged to the
Postmasters
teachers' convention, and also Gibagreed upon. In the meanwhile, iting her mother, Mrs. Nancy
move, the head of the organiza;Chlna would Impose a maximum son and other relatives.
tion announced.
irate and would like to havo full
Mr. Carlson declared that not
A daughter was born Tuesday,
freedom within1 that maximum, November
Mrs.
Mr.
Lige enough attention was given to the
and
'such as tho right of differentiation Chrlstman. 15 to
postal subject at educational meetamong tho different classes of
Miss Maxlno Bolt came home ings, and he announced that at
commodities.
But as the present
Watrous to spend the next annual convention of the
financial condition of the Chinese Saturday from week
with her par- organization, this subject would
'government was such as to require Thanksgiving
hold an important place.
T. J. Bolt.
Mrs.
ents.
Mr.
and
some Immediate relief, it was pro"Lack of knowledge of how to
Lou Myers arrived Friday from
posed that on and after January 1, Santa
Fe, where he has been oper- use the postoffice properly Is cost'1922. the Chinese imoort tariff bo
ing the government millions of dola well drilling outfit.
raised to 12', a per cent, as it was ating
E. Johnson of the lars," said Mr. Purdy. "The inProf.
Emmett
In
the
for
with
treaty
stipulated
schools arrived Saturday struction which this book proposes
the United States, Great Britain Watrous
to spend Thanksgiving week with to give, will obviate to a great deand Japan,
the gree, many of the improperly
"Among reasojis he alleged In his family. He also atattended
made out money orders, registered
Albuquer-qu'support of the Chinese proposals, teachers' covention
mall losses, improperly addressed
the following is the gist:
destruction
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Llbby of No letters and packages,
"The existing customs regime In
were guests Sunday of Mr. an ! of merchandise by faulty packinr,,
thina constitutes an infringement lan
and
the
like."
of China's sovereign right to fix Mrs. T. J. Bolt.
Completion of the textbook
Miss Ruth Irwin, who is attendtariff rates at their own discretion.
probably will be after the first of
:,
"It deprives China of the power ing the Normal university at Las
to make reciprocity arrangements Vegas, came home Saturday to the year.
While spend Thanksgiving week with her
with the foreign powers.
oil foreign goods imported into mother, Mrs. George Gibson.
Mr. and Mr3. L. J. Wood, Mr. DELEGATIONS
OF
China pay only 5 per cent, Chinese
goods exported to foreign countries and Mrs. T. J. Bolt, Mr. and Mrs.
POWERS
DISCUSS
liave to pay duties of a maximum James Cook, Mr. and Mrs. Cates,
rate. Examples were given to show K. J. Robinson, Jesse Robinson,
LAND ARMAMENT
John Simmons, C. C. Kendrlck,
this lack of reciprocity.
Frank Stewart and others went to
(euo Hill uiojj panunnoo)
Optimo Monday to attend the closing out sale of Mrs. Emma Row-el- l. tuitions never will
take a trend IniMrs. Rowell will move to Las mical
to the army of France.
Vegas in the near future.
Work
Here
a
Foundation.
Tho people of the Arkansas val
to
Designation of
ley district and vicinity will enjoy deal
with aircraft, poison gas and
a community dinner at the school the rules
of
warfare bring Into the
house Thanksgiving. A Thanksgivseveral new elements.
ing service will be held at 11 negotiations
Since it would be difficult for the
r,
o'clock by Rev. Massegee of
to
make any agreement
powers
followed by the dinner, aftr five
on any of these subjects without
which those present will enjoy a
sanction of all the other
the
having
For Infants social afternoon
with games and nations, the expectation is that the
Invalids music.
work done here will be merely a
The
schools
at
Levy and Arkanfoundation for a possible worldNO COOKINQ sas
were
Wednesdismissed
Valley
wide conference to handle such
All
relot
for
Drink"
a
"Food.
vacation
Ages.
the
day
evening
fb
mainder of
week. problems.
Aircraft development as proceedQuick Lunch at Home Office,n4 The Fairview Thanksgiving
school
a
had
full ing under the
direct supervision of
fountains. Ak fot HORUCKS.
week's vacation, the teacher going the
various governments
is acto
to
attend
the
Albuquerque
counted universally as giving prom
W-- void Imitations & Substitutes
teachers' convention.
ise of sweeping effects on the commercial world, and It is taken for
granted that no measure will be
proposed that would seriously cur-ta- ll
The dis
that development.
cussion of use of gases is expected
merely to be a Beginning for a
world discussion and the problem
of revising the rules of warfare
must be, in the opinion of the delegates either put later into the hands
of a continuing commission or re
ferred to a world tribunal.
Tt'ashlnmon, Nov.
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STATE CHAMPIONSHIP WILL GO
TO WINNER OF AGGIE--

ALBUOUEROUE IS

IL M.

U.

GAME AT VARSITY FIELD TODAY
Invaders, 20 Strong, Arrive Last Night for
Decisive Struggle This Afternoon; Aggies
to Feel, Loss of Two Backfield Men, While
Lobos Will Have Regular Line-up- .
Tho Agglo Pivot.

St rone Lineman.

.v

ri

XH'i

fc:tBM Illialiil
.

"Chief" TJoonc
right tackle.

C

the husky Asslo

Calkins will be in the game this
afternoon from the moment the
first whistle blows, which means
trouble for the Agiiies' ends. Calkins entered the Arizona game in
the last quarter and opened up
some dashing work, which, for a
from
time swept the Wildcats
their feet. "With him again In conout
dition to piay
the full game
the team will bo strengthened
greatly.
John Popejoy, who entered the
Arizona game a day after ho had
been confined to bcMl with illnes.),
will undoubtedly hit the Aggies'
line In a damaging fashion. The
Lobo line will consist of the same
men who fought Arizona, but will
not be weakened by the necessity
A of calling line men into the backfield
as wan done last Saturday.
Coach Johnson has been giving
his men only light practice, consisting for the nvost part of punting, interference and signal practice for the past three days. Om
new play which has been developed will bo entirely new to fpof-baartists in this part of the country, and is expected to furnish lots
of excitement for the country gentlemen from Mesilla Park'. The
interference, which proved a weak
point in the Arizona game, has
also been receiving much attention and will bo Improved this afternoon.
The varsity wlil enter the game
this afternoon with the firm intention of proving to tho home folk
that U. n: M. has a valid titlo to
the championship of the state, and
whatever may be the outcome It is
certain that the locals will not be
outfought.
Captain Greenleaf and Manager

-

-

the Aggie ocnter.
week's
the
practice from tho
bleachers.
Ticket sales for the game hav3
been exceptionally heavy, according to Manager Fernstrom, and a
record crowd is anticipated for tho
game which will decide the statu
"C'llf Hare

championship.
A rallv to express the confidence
of the team in the fighting qualities of the Lobo pack was held last
night in Rodey hall, and "Beat
the Aggies" proved the popular
sentiment. The student body will
be present as a whole at 2:15 o'clock
this afternoon to greet tho 'varsity
with a cheer."
Tho first whistle will sound at
2:30 o'clock.
The New Mexico Aggie football
team, 20 strong, arrived from Mesilla Park last night on the 6:35
train from Kl Paso. Coach Bergman and a number of Aggie rooters accompanied the aggregation.
In talking over the game with some
of the players it seemed the concensus of opinion that whilo they
did not predict a victory for themselves they intend to give their
heavier opponents a hard fight.
The Aggies last year won the
title of state champions and will
today defend their right to again
claim it, against their only rivals,
the New Mexico university. Tho
teim won over the New Mexico
first
Military Institute during the
of the season by a score of 32 to
week
fr
were
the
llowing
but
0,
by the Arizona university by
a score of 31 to 0.
The Lobos played Arizona last
week and were only defeated by
a score of 24 to 0. This gives the
local team some shade on paper,
and with the advantage of playto bring
ing on their own field hope
tho championship back to Univerthe coming year.
John Fernstrom declare them- sityTheHeights for
Is somewhat
Aggie line-u- p
selves certain of a victory for the
of Brookshire
loss
the
by
crippled
and
and
their opinFllver,
Cherry
two of the best
ion is enthusiastically endorsed by and McGary,
in the southwest. McGary
the fans who have been watching was on the
eleven
last year, while nrookshire has
been the exclusive kicker and passer for the red and white gridsters
up until today's game.
The .Llnc-VECZEMA ON FACE
New Mexico
eeen
White
Graham
RE.,
..KT Greenleaf (C)i
Uoona
KG.... Fergusson
Miller
ITCHEDTERR1BLY
ll

back-fielde-

rs

...

will

Pimples For About A Year,
Hardly Slept. Cuticura Heals.

few days would blister.
At night I hardly slept a
wink on account of the
terrible itching, and when
I scratched my face It

would burn. I was disfigured terribly.
" I saw an advertisement for Cuticura Soap and Ointment and sent
for a free sample. I bought more, and
after using two cakes of Soap and
one box of Ointment I was healed."
(Signed) Mrs. David Betz, 41S9 Fox
St., Denver, Colo.
Rely on Cuticura Soap, Ointment
and Talcum to care for your skin.
'.
tinteBKlirrMtr
H, Maiden

Hin." Bold
Dtp. Ointment 2648,wul
00c. Tfclclun26c.
Cuhcur aoap shave wiinouc mug.
Snap 26c.

Hernandez
J. Popejoy

Bernhardt
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COUPON

Good for 100 Credits in
The Albuquerque Journal
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100
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Miss,
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Mr. or Mrs.

CAST 100
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ORATORY WON BY
L SPEAKERS

The final phases of the teachFinal Business Session of
here were the
convention
ers'
Hears An- oratorical and declamatory conConvention
nouncement of Elections tests held in the high school and
Methodist church last night.
and Decision of Location
The oratorical contest was held
The last general meeting of
the N. M. E. A. which assembled
yesterday afternoon In the armory, included in its business the
announcement
that Albuquerque
was again chosen as the convention place for tho association for
the coming year, and the proclamation of the election of Mrs.
Lockard as president.
The first number on the program was a bass solo, by the
basso of the Normal School quartette of Ias Vegas. This was
followed by an announcement by
John Milne, urging that more
money be pledged toward the
paid secretary fund.
"We have gone as far as we
can under the present conditions,"
said Mr. Milne. "We are at the
People, It is
turning of the road.
up to you. It is not for you to
ask me what I am going to do
about it, it is a matter of what
are we going to do about it?" He
went on to state the financial con$1,250
dition of tho association
had been pledged. This was not
enough. After the announcement
by Milne, pledges were collected
sum
throughout the audience. Theadded
was raised to $1,840, which
to the income of the meeting,
which was $2,671, would go to
make up a fairly large amount.
The speeches of the afternoon
were made by F. G. Blair and
Mr. Blair
Miss Agness Voyce.
Bpoke well and was enthusiastical- Miss voyce
ly applauded.
teacher's
the country
problems. She said:
"In considering the concrete
problems of rural education we
must consider first then the general aim of education. What life
values does It seek to preserve
The first aim
and emphasize.
of education Is to develop capacity. Our recognition of the importance of the child's physical
senses should not be less than
our vital realization of the value
of his finer capacities. It is not
more terrible for a child to be
blind than for him to be insensate to spirtual beauty. We must
dscovcr the child's finest capacities whatever they are. The development and training of individual capacities is the first step in
laying the foundation for life. But
In addition to this we must give
him a code, a standard, a working
prnlclpal to Influence conduct and
in very concrete terms we must
help him to decide what things in
life are worthy his efforts to attain."
In another part of her address
she said:
"When we have attained .the
ideal rural school people will no
longer speak of sending children
away to get the advantages of a
city school, but children will be
sent to the country to be protected
from the haphazard influence of
city life and to enjoy the superior
equipment and consecrated school
life of the richly equipped and efficiently taught rural school. But
it will be several generations before the ideal rural school Is attained. What specific effort can
he made by the rural teacher of today, to enrich the environment of
her particular school. The fundamental need of the country child
The tragedy
Is for self expression.
is indigent
of uncommunicativeness
Folk
dancing,
of the rural soil.
phantomine, dramatization, special
more
far
all
are
programs,
day
to the
development of
vital
. highest
...
.VIIJ .Vtnn lha lYin.f
rigid and thorough knowledge of:
text nooKS.
.
. . .The business session wnicn ioilowd was one of superlative ImIt was announced that
portance.
as
Albuquerque was again chosen
the meeting place of the conven
Fe
by a
tion, winning over Santa
The results
majority of nine votes.
of the election of officers showed
presthat Mrs. Lockard was chosen
ident,, with a vote of 212, Adellno
sonchen was elected vice president
hv a vote of 249. G. B. Jones was
,,nnnimnnslv elected treasurer; E
secC Best was elected railroad
n
retary, and Mrs.
was elected to the vacancy on the
executive committee,
rri,- - omonrimenta were all carried
received 186
. which
...or. n
m
fnr ond 215 against. This
that the
amendment
provided
pt
power of choosing the place
should
meeting of the associationexecutive
of
the
hands
in
the
be
committee.
Th rennrts of the committee on
finance, hecrology and resolutions
followed, and were unanimously
accepted as read.
th nuestion of President
tt
house
Blckley as to whether the
had any further business to present
the
there was silence. Accordingly, prochairmnn raised his gavelh and anthirty-sixtclaimed that the
nual meeting of the New Mexico
Educational association was thereNovember.
by adjourned until next

in the church.
First came tho
college section, which was represented by Roy Hickman of tho
state university, who spoke on
and
"Our Japanese Question,"
Tom Fort, of the Agricultural
college, whose subject was "The
Peaceful Penetration of the Japanese." Both of these young men
are intelligent speakers, with easy
grace and confidence in presenting
their topics. Mr. Hickman, perhaps, was a trifle more natural In
his address.
He won first place
The High school oratorical contest followed.
There were five
entrys, all female with the exception of Maxwell M. Merritt, of
Albuquerque, who carried off first
ease.
honors with consummate
His topic was "The Question of
the Century," and was a logically,
argument on the
disarmament question, with some
refer nee to the league of nations.
Mr. Mcrritt's forceful
and convincing
personality was very
evinced.
pleasingly
The second place went to .Elsie
Mills of Springer, who delievered
an Interesting and amusing essay
Soldiers."
about "Our Returned
She recommended tho relinquishing of Jobs and sweethearts to
Other
the demobilized soldier.
contestants were Josephine Caason
of Gallup, Catherine Van. Stone of

-

100
Credits

FREE CREDITS FOR
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Address.

Dist. No.

This coupon, neatly clipped out, name and address of tho
candidate filled in, and ma'ha of fle'ivered to the Campaign
Joili rmt. will count as 100 FREE)
Department of The Mornlnf:
CREDITS.
It does not cc it anything to cast these Coupons
for your favorite candidate and yu are not restricted in any
sense In voting them. Of t nil vnl'i hi a and send them in
they all count.
This coupon must bo polh'd before

9 p.

m., Tuesday

Tov. 20.

CAPTAIN GUEST

IN

AND FUNERALS
AKMIJO Mrs. Albert Armijo.
45, 713 South Fourth street, died
Wednesday morning at her residence, after a few days' illness of
Mrs. Armijo is surpneumonia.
vived by four daughters, Mrs.
Bandies of this city, Rebecca and Cecelia, both school teachers, Aurelia, and two sons, Alberto, Jr., and Alfonso. Funeral
have not yet ttcn
made. Crollott is in charge.
WHITE Funeral
services for
Richard Walker White were held
iit Strong Brothers chapel yesterday afternoon at two o'clock, Ituv.
Winfred
H. Zeigler
officiating.
Knights Templar escorted the bo;y
to the train.
The remains were
shipped to the home of his birth
at Sioux City, la.

Announcement was made yester
day that Captain Guest, who has
been for several years in charge of
the Roswell corps of tho Salvation
Army, will be transferred to the
Albuquerque corps.
K.
Commandant
Quant and
Lieut. L. Grissin of the local corps;
for Doug- next
week
to
leave
are
las, Ariz., where they have been
transferred.
Captain Guest has made a not-- ;
able record at Roswell. He is a
Rotary
member of the Roswell
the Albuquerque
club. Rocently
Salvation
Rotnrv club petitioned
Army headquarters to send Captain
Guest here. He has heen in tne
has
city a number of times and Ro-!
frequently addressed the local
on
Roswell
in
work
his
larlans

TEN'ORIO Tho body of Benjamin Tenorio, who died November
22, will be sent to his former homo
at Willard, N. M., today, accompanied by his father, for burial.
Neil McN'erney Is In charge.

"B" Theater Repeating today
for the last time "The Affairs cf
Anatol," tho Cecil B. Do Mille's
production; also repeating the In- picteresting "Current Events"
tures.
Lyric Theater "Nazlmova," the
great Polish film star, will appear
loday for tho last time as the leading character in "Camille;" uls11
repeating for tho last time the
comedy, "Ninety Days or Life."
Pasitime, Theater "Buck" Jons
is at the Pastime today and will remain several days. He Is tho principal star In "Bar Nothin'," and it
is a fine picture. Larry Somon Is
alno at this theater In "The Fall
Guy."

SMITH Funeral services
for
Chatfleld II. Smith, who died .November 19, will be held at
chapel Friday at 3 p. m.
Albuquerque Elks will be in charge
of the services, as Mr. Smith was
a visiting Elk from Los Angeles,
Calif. Burinl will be In Fairview
Neil
cemetery.
McNerney is in
charge.
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Tho above represents a picture of one of the
Turkeys which will be served today
Liberty Cafe for our

DINNER

TURKEY

With all the nice things that usually go along with
turkey to make the meal a real, genuine Thanksgiving
Feast.

DINNER

TURKEY
Served from
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No One Can Stop Us, But Ourselves

Give Thanks
Today
For The Manifold Blessings
Enjoyed By 0 urCommunity
And On Friday, Nov. 25

,Ve begin to carry out the plan; approved by a mass meeting of business
men, and by the officers and directors of the Chamber of Commerce; out of
which it is expected to create a vigorous, united community effort which
will capitalize those blessings of today so that Albuquerque shall realize
from them tenfold of cause for Thanksgiving in 1922.
Success for this plan calls for a minimum of 1,500 ACTIVE members in
the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce for the year 1922: Not merely
members paying monthly, quarterly,
or annual dues to the
Chamber of Commerce to the total of $12.00 each per year; but members
who take an active, personal interest in determining what the Chamber of
Commerce shall undertake for Albuquerque, in seeing to it that the Chamber of Commerce CARRIES OUT whatever it undertakes; and an active,
personal participation in the community effort to that end.
Each mepiber of the Chamber of Commerce will be entitled to one vote-- no
more. Directors will be elected by the members voting from a ballot
containing the entire list of the membership, after the campaign has been
completed.
At the same time each member will be asked to select, from a list of projects to be submitted by printed ballot, TEN PROJECTS which he regards as most important for the Chamber of Commerce to carry out during 1922; or to propose others not listed, which may be regarded as most
important. The TEN PROJECTS receiving the highest number of votes
will constitute the major program of constructive work to be undertaken
by the Chamber of Commerce during 1922. Thus the members will deterr
'
mine the work to be done and will elect the men to direct it.
Two hundred workers for Albuquerque have volunteered for the membership campaign. They will assemble to begin their work tomorrow, Friday
morning' November 25, at the Chamhe Chamber of Commerce. Each will
signed to a block. Each will solicit every resident of the block assigned to,
him to become an active member of the Chambe rof Commerce. Each will
be prepared to explain in such further detail as may be necessary, the pjan
of the membership campaign, and the tentative plans for more intensive
work by the Chamber of Commerce during 1922.
Remember that each of these 200 campaigners is giving his time and effort
to Albuquerque, FOR Albuquerque and for the welfare of all of us. Remember that a city of 50,000 in 1927 rests absolutely with OUR ' WILL'
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A plan for the drainage of the
disvalley lands in the county was held
cussed last night at a meeting
at the chamber of commerce parLee
lors at the call of County Agentwere
Reynolds. Several changes
by
outlined
suggested In the plan
the county agent and kdmunu
these
Ross, county engineer, and meet
mm ha tnken un at another
few
a
days.
ing to be hold within
Drainage is one of the greatest
confronting the valley
questions
tne
farmers In the county and meetopinion was expressod at the effort
ing last night that a united
will bring the much desired drainage activity.
The meeting last night Is the first
of a series planned by the county
agent for the discussion of drainage and tho organization of land
owners toward that end.

L

DEATHS
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Otero-Warre-

CARD OF THANKS.
We desire to thank the many
friends for the kindness and symour sad
pathy shown us during
the death of our
bereavement
husband, father and son. We especially thank the Painters' Local
No. 823. Employes of Joseph E.
Nelson and Son, and Santa Fe
Shops, also Strong Brothers, for
their benevolent services and Rev.
W. A. Guy for his consoling words.
MRS. JOHM.M. SCHENCK AND
FAMILY.
A, H. MURRAT.

Santa Fe, and Dorothy Brooks of;
Raton.
Tho declamatory contest at the!
High school was entered by nine
contestants.
First place went to
Mabel Stead of Deming, whoso
was
"The Matinee." Second
subject
honors were carried off by "The
Song of Patsey," given by Mary
Hunker of Las Vegas. Honorable
mention was mado of Leona Kail-lar- d
of Gallup, whose selection was
"Tho Sign of the Cross."

i j.

Calkin
RH
FH W. Hernandez
lrniiiv (Pi
LH
Wilfley
Boyk'in
Jnes
Q
Mason
Good.
Look
Lobos
of the Lobos will
The line-u- p
consist wholly of regulars, for the
first time this season. Although
two of the pack were severly hurt
in the Arizona struggle, they have
recovered sufficiently to he able to
play their usual game this after
noon.
The greatest Improvement will
be in the backfield. ' Walter Hernandez, who was taken from the
field last Saturday after a supreme
will be
exhibition of gamcness,
back at full to play his usual game.
wns
seriously hurt in
Wilfley, who
the Arizona
the first quarter ofrecovered
and
game, has also fully
excellent
an
has been making
week's
practice.
in
the
showing
DRAINAGE MEETING
camels In the
HELD BY RANCHERS
Of the 120,000
British service during the World
OF COUNTY VALLEY
action.
in
were
killed
war. 22,812
Tinvia

"I was troubled with eczema for
year. It broke out In pim
ples on my lace ana in a
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TO BUILD IT.

No One Can Stop Us, But Ourselves

Albuquerque Gas and Electric Company

Paid For This Advertisement For Albuquerque
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the firm conviction of the committee that no cantaloupes ehould
be grown In the Mesllla valley
hereafter until conditions have so
changed as to Insure the farmers a
should
profit. This means there
be no acreage put Into melons unless freight rates are materially re
come
duced and other expenses
down In proportion to the reduction In prices of cantaloupes on
the market."
Is

GROWERS

TELL THE WORLD
THEIR POS

Issue

11

ARE

TO

(PICIAl Dlf PATCH

MoftM!N

Cantaloupe growers, in the Mesllla
Uie
valley, from Hill, N. M.. to ultiTexas line, have Issued their commatum to railway companies, and
mission merchants and crate
through a
paper houses. Itofcame
the Farm Bujoint committee association,
conreau Marketing
S. Hookland. presisisting C.of E.S. Locko,
secretary; H.
dent;
H. Brook, president of the
Butte Irrigation district;
Patrick MeElroy, James Quesen-berrN. M. Smith and II. U. McDowell.
The association seeks to place
the cantaloupe crop, which prom-ise- s
to be a matter of from 1,200
to 1,600 cars next season, undera
so that
the farmers' control,
reasonable profit on time and capital may result. Briefly, the terms BOARD STARTS ACTION
are:
IN COURT TO GET KEYS
Growers demand as a guarantee
from distributors over and above
TO INSANE HOSPITAL
other charges 30 cents for each
flat crate of Standard and 20Jumboa
cents (Sperlnl CorrenpnndVno to The Jnorniil
to August 11, 1922, and
East Las Vegas, N. M., Nov. 22.
thereafter; 15 cents for each flat
Suit for mandatory Injunction
crate of pony melons to August
11 and nothing ttiereafter, and B0 requiring Dr. Royal B. Tracy to
for
Dews
for
crate
a
cents
Honey
show cause why he should not
the season. The rate 16oftocommis15 per surrender the keys to the New
sion is reduced from
Mexico hospital for the Insane, has
cent.
The land devoted to melons will been filed in the district court for
Miguel county. November SO
be limited to from 1,600 to 1,200 San been
set as the date for the
acres, as follows; Lns Cruces, 400 has
will be before
acres; Dona Ana, Mesilla Park, hearing,D. which
J. Ideally. The board of
Vado, Anthony and Vinton, 150 Judge
directors of the hospital made the
acres each.
"The committee also recom- complaint.
The complaint sets out that Dr.
mends," says the report, which
was adopted by unanimous vote at Tracy was medical superintendent
the hospital prior to November
a largely attended meeting at the of
17, when he was notified of his reTemple of Agriculture, November
he has retained keys,
19, "that the whole matter be moval; that
including those to the front door,
shaped up with the distributors on to
the superintendent's office, and
a basis giving the Farm Bureau to the
The request is made
Marketing association control of that thewards.
court issue compelling Dr.
the acreage, that the acreage should
cause why a manto
show
diTracy
be signed up by the association
datory Injunction should not be
rect, and that the Industry be con- issued
requiring him to surrender
trolled, except In certain details, by the
keys and desist from interferthe association."
with
the management and conThe new contract embodies ing
these demands. Growers are signed duct of the medical superintendall ent's office.
tip on the tinderstanding that asThe suit was filed by Attorneys
melons will be handled by the
W. G. Ward, O. O. Askren
sociation or not grown. The print- Charles
and
ed form printed by the organiza- for Charles G. Hedgcock, counsel
tion shows a 1 per cent reduction is plaintiffs. John D. W. Veoder
representing Tracy.
In commission. The new rate Is 15
per cent.
The work of signing up growers ELIMINATION OF HALF
is to be continued until the acreOF FACTS TAUGHT IN
age required has been secured. To
facilitate this a committee will be
SCHOOLS ADVOCATED
appointed for each of the districts
In the foregoing.
By The Associated Preti.)
The matter of signing up JapPhoenix. Ariz., Nov. 22. Eliminanese wan fully discussed by the
ation
60 per cent of the facts
of
committee, "and In view of the
fact that there Is no legislation to taught In the grade schools was
enforce the constitutional amend- advocated ofby Miss Katherine Mcment barring Japanese from own- Laughlin,in an the University of California,
address befoVe the anership or leasing of land," the re- nual
of the Arizona
port says, "the association taxes the State convention
steps to prevent these people from day. Teachers' association here to
Browing melons or shipping them;
McLaughlin declared that
but on the contrary, allows them theMiss
time so gained In the schools
to Join the association and signs should
them up on the same basis as the physical be devoted toShegiving more
especially
American growers until the re- criticised training.
the present manner of
quired legislation shall be enacted. teaching geography
In
which
the
"It was the consensus of opinion
ton the part of those present that pupils are required to learn many
facts
boundaries
of
the
the number of distributors to be states, concerning
capitals of various countries,
recognized by the association shall and similar
which, she denot exoed three and that the clared, were subjects,
without practical value
gTowers' preference as to the par- to the children In later
life.
ticular firm with which they deW. R.
superintendent of
sire to do business bo recognized schools in Hull,
Clarksdale, was elected
If the distributor chosen accepts president of
the administrators'
the association's terms, with the section of the association
today and
that
understanding, however,
only Mrs. v.
county superfirms having proper rating and be- intendenta.ofwneeier,
Yavapai county, was
ing placed on the accredited list elected secretary-treasure- r.
of the association shall secure any
The administrators decided to
cf the business."
hold their next meeting in Tucson
Continuing, the report says "It during University week In April.
KIo-pha- nt
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Maria Jcrltza In one of her most charming poses.
Maria Jeritza, a leading dramatic soprano of the Vienna opera
company, is to make her appearance soon before opera patrons in the
United States. She will have the role of "Marietta" in "Die Tote
Stadt," one of the novelties to be presented this season by the Metropolitan opera company.
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NORTH DAKOTA'S

IKE

STRONG BID

NEW EXECUTIVE
IS ON THE JOB
R. W. Nestos Is Sworn In
As Governor, Succeeding
Non - Partisan
Frazier,

Leaguer, Recalled.
(Br The Aannclirfod Prrnt.)

Bismarck. N. D., Nov. 23. R. A.
Kestos, an attorney of Minot, was
sworn in late today as the thirteenth governor of North Dakota,
replacing Gov. Lynn J. Frazlcr, a
league choice, who
was ousted In the October 28 recall
election.
With Mr. Nestos there went Into
office Sveinbjorn Johnson of Grand
Forks and J. A. Kitchin of Sentinel
respectively
Butte, independents,
d
chosen in the recall election to
William
General
Attorney
Lembke and J. N. Hagan. commissioner of agriculture and labor.
of the credit of
the state, reduction in public emof the state's
curtailment
ployes,
and completion of the
payroll
Grand Forks state mill and elovator
project, a part of the
league's program of state ownership, were promised by Governor
Nestos In his inaugural addreBS.
He promised to make a thorough
examination so far as possible of
and
every department, industry
activity, for the support of which
tax moneys have been used.
Governor Frazier, who began his
third term last January, will return
to his farm near Hoople. Mr.
Lembke will return to his law office In Fargo.
suc-ceo-

EXPECT LARGE CROWD

IC.LU.SC
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In view of the fact that the
Frances Willard School for Girls
is to be moved from Helen, the
chamber of commerce committee
hus decided to make an effort to
secure the institution tor this city.
About 75 pupils are now enrolled
In the school and it is said that
at least that number have been
turned away this year on account
of lack of accommodations to care
for them.
The school Is supported by private contributions and by state and
national W. C. T. U. appropriations.
It is planped, to expand tho school
In a more central
and to locate
point.
cities are
Mexico
Several New
bidders for the institution and will
probably offer Inducements to seTho chamcure its establishment.
ber of commerce committee Is
the
offering a site for
buildings and possibly some- - other
of the
bonus. The expenditures
school are considerable each year.
The board in charge of the
school is composed of women of
this Btate who are active In AV. C.
T. IT. work and is headed by Mrs,
Anna fitruniuuist, president of the
New Mexico W. C. T. U.

H. B. Kent, president of the
State college, presented the Morn- to the 1921
ing Journal prizes
County Corn club winners yester- day at the office of County Agent
Lee Keynolds. Cecil Goff received
the first prize and Hussell Goff
find George Corey divided the sec
ond prize. All ttiree of the boys
are about 14 years old.
Desiring to stimulate the Interest
of valley farmers in corn production and to develop a better type
of corn In the valley, County Agent
Reynolds organized a Boys' Corn
club hist spring and as an Inducement, the Morning Journal offered
prizes for the best showing made
by tho boys.
Eighteen boys entered the club
and planted an acre of corn with
the
special test seed furnished by culcounty agent. The fields were
tivated under the county agent's
direction and in most cases, but
for the flood, which washed many
of the fields last summer, the results would have been remarkable
and would have given a good test
of the various types of corn and
ways of planting. The flood, however, destroyed many of the crops
and after several of the other boys
had had hard luck of one type or
another, but a few fields yielded
good results.
When distributing 'the prizes,
President Kent urged the boys not
to be disappointed at the result
of their efforts this year.
"It is by experiments such as you
have made, that development is accomplished," President Kent told
them, "and we want each of you
boys to enter tho club next year
and raise even better corn after
the experience you have had this
year."
He also pointed out to them that
the club work gave them a chance
to learn tho most scientific methods of farming, so that when they
owned farms of their own, they
would be able to operate them in
such a manner that they would be
profitable.
"The services of the State college and the county agent are at
your disposal at all times," President Kent told the boys, "and we
want you all to get enough experience out of the club work that you
can soon operate good farms for
yourselves at a profit. We would
like to have EO Bernalillo county
boys enter the corn club next
year

Mother's Rccommcndtion.
Mrs. Kate Deets, Mnysvillo, Mo.,
recommends Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy as follows: "I gave Chamberlain's Cough Remedy to my children when they had croup and
whooping cough and I and rny husband have both taken It for colds
and coughs and It hns never failed
to give the desired relief. I cannot
praise this medicine too highly."
This remedy contains no opiate
and may be given to a child as confidently as to an adult.
A

Journal want ads get results
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For the Benefit of the Boys
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There never was a more truthful the blood., ami as a
fact spoken. When health falls, you may suffer with consequence,
many commost everything else fails. When plaints
you feel yourself getting worn-ou- t,
To throw off the waste products,
and weak, you know you must use
a blood purifier and
that you can't work and think system
builder to
out the
right. Everything is against ydW. poisons. During theclean
50 yeare,
Before you can attain full success S. S. S. has restored past
thousands of
and happiness, you must do somepeople to normal health, by relievthing to bring back your vitality
them
of
waste
the
ing
your ability to think straight and which cause Impoverishedproducts
blbod
to act
run-dow- n,

quick.

What causes

and Its allied

so much

111

troubles

skin

dis-

health? orders, rheumatism and a lowered

tTsually It is due to the inability
of the system to throw off waste
products. The body is continually
using up the foods we eat to give
Strength to our system. There is
always a certain amount of waste
that ordinarily should be carried
off through the pores of the skin,
through the kidneys, and through
the alimentary canal. When this
is not done, waste products get In

Albuquerque Journal Salesmanship Club
Good For 20,000 Extra Credits

L

--

Accompanied by the nomination blank, and your first
subscrlplton, this coupon will start you In the race for the
magnificent Morning Journal prizes, with a grand total of
more than 87.000 credits.
This coupon may be used only
once and is valid only when accompanied by a subscription

remittance.
Name of

Subscriber........

Candidate's Name..

Las Cruces,
cember S.
"The plan to create a new public playground in southern New
Mexico seems to meet with favor
In many parts of the southwest,"
Mr. French added.
"It appears to
be a popular move, especially since
It Is understood that no forest res
ervation will be Included In the
park and that the federal govern
ment will not be askea for a penny,
In fact, no appropriation will be
asked from the government."
W. M. Danburg, secretary of the
Santa Fe Chamber of Commerce
says among other things In a letter
to Mr. French, after announcing
that Ralph E. Twltchell, president
of the organization will attend the
convention In Las Cruces:
"We feel that the establishment
Of a park at this time will miter
ially help the whole state, end as
far as ws ars concerned we want
to suppress any counter movement
ror th location ot a pane elsewhere and make It possible to get
the one you folks ars advocating
established at an early date."
Elaborate preparations ars being
made by the chamber or commerce,
.i

vitality.
Get S. 8. B. at your druggist
use it strictly according to directions and write Chief Medical Director, Swift Speciflo Co., 722 S.
S. S. Laboratory, Atlanta. Oa.. for
advice (without charge) and for
his special illustrated booklet on
'1'acta About the Blood" free.
lrriga-tUHis advice will greatly benefit you. the farm bureau and the
district to entertain the deleS. S. S. is sold by all druggists.
P.
Porter,
gates and visitors. R.
vice president of the Bowman Bank
& Trust company, Is head of the
entertainment committee,

FIRST SUBSCRIPTION COUPON

;

. Y.'...

:.n,:.:,.t,:.

,:,:.'

TV

m

.; ir

.
Amount Enclosed,
This coupon will count 20,000 free credits when returned
to the Salesmanship Club Manager, together with the first
subscription you obtain. It must be accompanied by the cash,
and the subscription must be for a period of one year or
longer. The 20,000 free credits are In addition to the number
given on the subscription, as per regular schedule.
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EAT YOUR

THANKSGIVING

DINNER and SUPPER
at the

CAFE

DE LUXE
Capt, Eddie Anderson of the grid
team, above, and Roger Kiley,
That Eddie Anderson and Roger
Eiley should be star members of
Notre Dame's great football team
this year is merely in keeping with
their athletic careers at the Catholic institution. For these lads
have formed a Damon and Pythias
combination in athletics ever sine
they entered the college.

'

'

.

ny The

Sliced Tomatoes
SOUPS

Puree of Turkey, with Rice,
Consomme Royal
ROASTS
Stuffed Young Turkey,
with Cranberry Sauce, or
Stuffed Young Chicken,
with Oiblet Snuce

IN

Anwu-lalei- l

MENU

Baltimore Oyster Cocktail
RELISHES
Hearts of Lettuce
Queen Olives,
with Thousand Island Dressing
Gweet Pickles
Celery Hearts,

JAP
SAYS
PRINCE
RANKS,

NO FRICTION
"

"The Home of the Best Cooking"
Thanksgiving Turkey Dinner
and Supper, $1.00
(From 12 noon to 2 and
from 6 to 8 p. m.)

Tread.)

Washington, Nov. 2i (by the Associated Pica's). Following a public denial tonight by Prince Toku-gaw- a
of a rumor that the appointment today of Vice Foreign Minister Hanihara as Japanese plenipotentiary to tho conference was due

j

VEGETABLES

Potatoes, au Oratln,

California Asparagus Tips In Cream
Succotash
DESSERT
Plum Pudding with Vanilla Sauce
or Ice Cream
DRINKS
Tea,
Milk
Coffee,

to a disagreement of policy between Admiral Kato and Ambassador fihidohara an official bulletin
was issued saying Baron Shidehara
was suffering from Inflammation
of the kidneys. The bulletin was
signed by one Japanese and two
American physicians.
Prince Tokugawa criticised thej
rumor ux a utapi euineiiL ukiwrcii
tho Japanese delegates as "silly
nonsense."
He said that Mr. Hanihara was appointed as fourth plenbecause
of the illness
ipotentiary
of the ambassador placed too much
work upon tho other delegates.
"Poor Shidehara is in bed," he
said. "We have never quarreled
and' do not intend to do so."

MUSIC

By De Luxe Orchestra
Come and enjoy a real good Thanks- giving Dinner or Supper In the warm- lest and nicest cafe In the city.

1

-.

V,

Sao Paulo, tho second city of
Brizil, has ono of the finest munici
pal theaters in the world, costing
several minion dollars.

"PELICIOUS

cakes can be made very
if you use in them the richest,

eco-nomic-ally

highest grade of shortening.

to The Jonmnl.)

Las Crudes, N. M., Nov, 23.
Frank T. French, chairman of the
local committee of the Southwest
ern National
Park association, said today that New Mexico, Texas, Arizona, Oklahoma and
will be represented at the
Out Kansas
Demass convention in

The Most Influential Private Citizen of England Says the
Greatest Aid to SUCCESS is Good Normal Health.

$1.50 a Plat
Everybody Invited
Dinner Will Be Served from 11 a. m. to 3 p. m.
and from 5 p. m. till 8 p. m.
If You Have No Way of Getting Out
Phone 688 or 778 For FREE Auto

m

This sounds contradictory, but in the recipe
below the extra richness of Crisco makes up
for the absence of eggs and milk. Crisco is
100 rich pure, white vegetable oil hardened
by the patented process which prevents rancidity.

All-Ye- ar

Have You the Necessary Energy and Vitality to Win
Today? Will You Have It Tomorrow?

24

NOVEMBER

THURSDAY,

AT PARK CONFERENCE
AT LAS CRUCES DEC. 3

With Your Success?

(Albuquerque, N. M.)

1IIIIIIIB

illllllliS

Don't use butter, eggs
or milk in this cake

Egg production wilt be greatly
Increased and tho health and vigor
of poultry promoted througn tnc
use of International Poultry Food
nnnltrvj rn tilers
1Ta,1
rrnln
auiiiv.,
.'j by Vaio
Sold
Bros.,
everywhere.
307 Nortn First street.
u--

-

Served at

Be

St. Anthony's Orphanage

President H. B. Kentof the.
State College, Compli
ments the Boys on Their
Work During the Year,

JOURNAL

Clayton, N. M., Nov. 23.
Interest in the Clayton high
team
football
has
school
reached the stage where the
whole town Is backing the
school In their Thanksgiving
day game with the Raton High
school at Raton. This Interest was malnfested to the extent of hiring a football special train to take the 125
boosters to Raton. This was
made possible by the Rotary
club, which has been
with the school board
and faculty In Increasing InIn
school work here.
terest
Nearly every member of the
Rotary club will. go with the
team.
Clayton High school
has not been defeated this

Dinner

Thanksgiving

Will

CHEN THE

JOURNAL PRIZES

Crate and Paper Houses.
soiirnul.)
fo
23.
Nov.

A Genuine

'

WILL BE RUN TO
way Companies, Commission Merchants and
FOOTBALL GAME
w

TWINS IN SPORT
ARE THESE LADS
AT NOTRE DAME

FAMOUS VIENNA SOPRANO COMES
TO CHARM OPERA PATRONS IN U. S, CORN CLUB

SPECIAL TRAIN

An Ultimatum to Rail-

(Special ronwotHlemn
Las Cruces, N. M

November, 24, 1921

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
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Begili tonight tha following
Beauty Treatment: Cleanse the
fkin with warm water and Black
and White Soap. Rinse end dry
thoroly. With the finger tips,
gently apply Black and Whitj
Beauty Bleach.
Allow to remain fen ovet night
Next morning again cleanse tht
akin with Black and White Soap.
.Should the ekin seem irritated
or tha least bit inflamed, due to
exposure to nun or wind, use Black
and White Cleansing Cream.
All druff gtores guarantea and
Bell Black and White
Beauty
Bleadh, 60c; Black and White
White
and
Black
Soap, 25ej
Clcensing Cream, 25c and 50c the

APPLE SAUCE FRUIT CAKE

9

cupful brown sugar

1

V2 cupfuls apple sauce
jj
1

cupfuls flour
cupful Crisco
lb. raisins

teaspoonful powdered cloves
teaspoonful powdered cinnamon
1
teaspoonful grated nutmeg
2 teaspoonfuls baking soda
Yi teaspoonful salt
3
tablespoonfuls vinegar

Kin-kea-

d,

ft

k

1

preparations. Address Dept,.B,
riougn, Memphis, xonn,

1

I

ISC

Cream Crisco and sugar thoroughly together,
add apple sauce, flour, raisins, spices, salt, and
soda mixed with vinegar. Mix and pour into
greased and floured
cake tin and bake
in moderate oven
one and a half hours.

i

Fop Frying-fo- r

Shortening

For,Cak9Makinj'

r.

Do you know the knack of successful baking?
This book will teach you.
It gives complete directions for mixing and baking cakes,

Late

today, in an open field south of
Cheyenne, city and county peace
officers, surrounded Herbert
wanted for the killing lor.t
Goswilder In a West
night of Jack
Cheyenns resort. Kinkead surrendered without resistance.
Both Kinkead and Goswilder,
according to authorities, were dis
charged from ths military service
at Fort V. A. Russell yesterday.
Kinkead, it Is alleged, was given a
dishonorable discharge while Goswilder, who was a corporal In the
Fifty-thir- d
cavalry, was discharged
honorably.
Goswilder died at a Cheyenne
hoitrr h 'ter he had
hospital tr
been shot in in bead.

k

Experienced cooks prefer Crisco for delicate
cakes because it is tasteless and odorless and
permits the use of dainty and unusual flavorings. Fastidious people demand it in all cooking becauseit makes food taste better.

Try Crisco in this recipe

Write' for 6py of Birthday and
Dream Book, and a leaflet which
tells yon all about the merits and
uses of Black and White toilet

ALLEGED SLAYER IS
CAPTURED BY POSSE
(By Tbe Aiwoclated PreM.)
Cheyenne, Wyo., Nov. 23.

.

OeautyU;ninrpassed

Ths wonflMtiltu r--n
i
Dearly. white complexion
rndred, bring back the
Wtarance of youth. Re.
suits are instant Highly
ntiKptlc Exeru a oft and
soothing action. Ovet 73
Sean in me.
Stiut 13 c tot Trial SIm
FfKD. T. HOPKINS ft SON

also 615 original recipes
cookies and shortbreads
Harris Neil, formerly cookery editor of the
Ladie Horn Journal. Contains a complete
dinner menu for every day of ths year
365 in all. Illustrated and cloth ' .
1

f

oouna.

.
- t.
V
i ou may. nave one

cepy oy sending coupon
and 10c in stamos.
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& Gamble

Co,

Dept. of Home Eco

nomies, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Please send postpaid, "A Cal
endar of Dinners.
I enclose 10c

jane
Addresa

P.O.
VI

3$
The Procter

Do you use Crisco cowL

. State.

Woman s Daily Mag aztne Page
hemty eimis
SHAPED

Bjr L.AITRA A.

KYEUROWS

Whether the eyebrows are thick
or thin, or whether they are light
or dark in color, dos not matter
so much ns mo.-- t wohi'cn think.
The important thing is tho shape
of the eyebrows. If they are badiy
shaped with lairs that grow outside thn proper tirch of the brow
A.l
they simply cannot bo pretty. aver-apthis Is very fortunate for tho
difbcautysoekcr, because it is
ficult to change tho color of the
eyebrows but not at all difficult
to change I heir s'lnpo.
I would not advise you to hav?
tho eyebrows shaved. This is a
prorrin that was considered fashionable a couple of years ago when
eyebrows were only supposed to
be the thickiuvs of a pem II nark.
It. led to a groat many oiherwise
pretty women completely spoHWi.'
their ppp":irn:ieo by bavin;? artificial eyebrows marked on whi r
normal and pretty ones natjraliy

OXE WEEK'S MEAT S I'OH
real, poached egg on toast, glass
Dinner: Lamb
CHHJMIEN OVER THREE. of milk, applo.
chop, baked potato, squash, cornThe following menus for a week meal mush with milk and sugar,
are suitable for children over three preserves, muffins.
years of age. They are well balFriday Breakfast: Hot cereal,
anced and delicious:
stewed prunes, popovers, glass of
Dinner: Baked fresh fish,
Sunday Breakfast: Orange, hot milk.
cereal, poached egg on toast, glass boiled potatoes, creamed potatoes,
of milk. Dinner: Chicken or leq creamed
canned
string beans,
of lamb, mashed potato, spinach, bread pudding.
Supper: Cream
hot "Brown Betty" pudding with cheese or peanut butter, sandwichhard sauce. Supper: Hot grape-nut- s es, cocoa, preserves.
Hot cedirh, applo sauce, glass of
Saturday Breakfast: on
milk.
toast,
egg, jam
(Recipe given below for real,
this dish.)
glass of milk. Dinner: Beef loat.
Monday Breakfast: Hot cereal, sweet potatoes baked, beets, cusmuffins, stewed prunes, glass of tard pudding. Supper: Baked rice
milk (the stewed prunes, being and tomato dish, glass of milk,
rich in protein, may take the place stewed sweetened raisins molded
of an egg now and then). Dinnet: and senved with mock whipped
Cold
chicken or lamb, cream.
Of courso the housekeeper-mothe- r
cauliflower,
potatoes,
boiled
steamed date pudding.
can make changes in this
Supper;
Baked hot cornmeal mush cakes set of menus. For instance, if her
with maple syrup (to make these, child is very active and seems to
boll cornmeal mush, pour it into need even more than these noure
tins to cool and mold, ishing meals will give him, she
then bake these molds till brown. may add soup to the dinners. If
This takes the place of fried corn- you have dinner at night and a
meal mush: for fried foods are not lunch at noon. Just change the
menus about, naming the suppers
good for children).
Breakfast: Pear, hat "luncheon." These meals may be
Tuesday
Dineaten by the entire family grown
cereal, soft boiled egg, milk.
ner: Lamb chop, baked potato, people as well as children with
canned peas creamed, gelatine des- benefit.
sert. Supper: Boiled rice served
The grapenut dish mentlonel
hot with milk and sugar, cookies. above is made by adding 1 cup of
Wednesday Breakfast: Orange, uncooked grapenuts to a pudding
hot cereal, toast with peanut but- dish in which you have put 1 quart
ter, glass of milk (the peanut but- of milk,
cup of sugar and a
ter is also rich in protein and may pinch of salt. An egg may be addtake the place of an egg occasion- ed if desired, but is not necessary
ally). Dinner: Vegetable milk to the dellciousness of the dish
chowder (simply boil potatoes, on- Or less sugar may be added If it
ions, carrots and cabbage, diced, is desired to have it only slightly
in seasoned hot milk till tender, sweet. Bake this dish for an hour
then thicken slightly with a litt.e In a moderate oven and serve eithflour), bread and butter, prune er hot or cold.
The steamed date pudding reclnc
whip.
Supper; Split pea soup,
wholewheat bread and butter, co- I will be glad to send to any readcoa, cookies.
er upon receipt of a stamped,
Breakfast: Hot ce
Thursday
envelope,
left-ov-

Iffy rk

v

'

p

cup-cak-

You can keep tho eyebrows per-

'

Ml

fectly shaped by pulling out all
ugly hairs with a pair of tweezers.
There will be surprisingly few that
should be pulled out. Half a dozen
thick coarse hairs growing too
high or too low will ouite spoil an
It Is
otherwise pretty eyebrow.
easy enough to pull these out, an
when they grow in again, as of
courso most of them will, to pull
them out once more. And hers is
a suggestion worth remembering.
If your eyebrows are very rough
looking rub over them with a hit
of muscllage, shape them as th"
museilngo dries and let th"m stay
like, this all night. This daily treatment will do wonders in training
rough or coarse eyebrows.
H. V. IC: Almond oil will not
Injure the eyes. Send a stamped
addressed envelope and I will bo
glad to mail the eyelash formula.
Bookkeeper: Your trouble is not
at all unusual for a young girl, but
since tho condition is abnormal,
you cannot enjoy the best of health
while It lasts, so I would consult
the doctor about It.
A. B. C: A general reduction, to
t

e

A

1

2

Keep your eyebrows trim looking.
the extent of five to ten pounds,
would probably be enough to lessen the size of the bust and the
face. Hot baths have a tendency
to reduce tho weight.
Mrs. A. I. B. : The formula for
making the cream will be mailed
to you if you send a stamped addressed envelope.
M. V.; J. N. Y.j E. E. M. S.: CHARMING
Thn formu'as for the hair tonic
FOR
will be mailed to you on receipt of
a stamped addressed envelope.

THE NEW GENERATION
By JAXE THELPS
JO AX KET'FVrN HOHTEXSES
KEJ! AUKS.
CHAPTER 21.
thoughtfully, Joan walked homo. Malcolm Frost and Lon-nl- o
Carpenter passed her on the
opposite sido of the street and
called their greetings. Joan made
no answer, pretending she didn't
Slowly,

hear.

"There was a littlo girl.
And fho had a little curl,
ltlght in tho middle of her forehead.
When Hhe was good.
She was very, very good,
And when she was bad she was
hor rid!"

thev sang tho doggerel In
unison, Joan flung her lobbnl
head In disdain, and still no:
deigning to notico them further,
hurried home. She had weightier
things to occupy her mind than
As

what two stupid beys might think
of her. But she would deal wit'i
them later, was her unconscious
decision.
"Where's Mumnlc?" she asked of
Hn nnah.
"Gone over to Mrs. Thompson's
Then noticing
to call, honey."
Joan's serious face she osked anxfe'-"Don't
you
well, honiously:
ey? I've got some cakes for yon."
"I don't want any cakes! Not
now. anyway." she amended.
"That child sure am siek!" old
"When she
Hannah mumbled.
don't want no cakes there Is sure
something wrong with her."
d
on
Upstairs sitting
the broad couch in her mothers
room, Joan awaited her return.
Her
Tho thing was preposterous!
Mumsie never would think of
cross-legge-
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it!
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cwn-in- g
que for the pnt two yerrrs,
here from Ohio wne-- o she atnvik-Ing
been
d
tend
college. She b.n
her home here this - year with
of the
Ml"s lCdna Miller, sistTthey were marrlen on T'esdav bridegroom at 1215 Wst Roma
""hie'i
avenue.
evening, according to word
Mr. Miller has been employed
reached their friends her'; last
night. They are expected :o re for the past year in th? t ity engi

Hazel Paine of Ohio anrt
Victor A. Miller of IIn';e: man. X.
M., a former student at tli' state
university, eloped to Santa Fe where
Miss

neer's office in the position of assistant engineer. He Is a senior n
the engineering department of tho
state university and a member of
Sigma ChJ r..ternlty. He has beer,
living for the past three years t'.
the fraternity house on University
Hill- -

In some parts of China horses
are shod with straw shoes, and
hundreds of Chinese obtain a living
shoes on
by collecting tho cast-of- f
the highways.

8:30 p. m.

EARTHQUAKE TREMORS
ARE FELT IN WYOMING
(It? The Antedated Proa.)
i
Sheridan, Wyo., Nov. 23. Earthquake tremors were felt in the Big
Horn mountains In Sheridan county
at 9 o'clock today, according to
telephone reports received from
of Mountain Resorts. The
tremors
lasted several seconds,
windows of houses were rattled
violently while dishes in others
were reported to have crashed from
shelves.

W1XTER RECORDS HROKEX.
Sallna, Kas Nov. 23. Winter
records were broken here over
night with a temperature of five
degrees above zero. Snow flurries
begun this morning.

Be Better Looking Take
Olive Tablets
If your

skin is yellow complexiot
tongue coated appetite poor-y- ou
have a bad taste in your mouth- -a
d
lazy,
feeling you shoult
take Olive Tablets.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets a sub
ititute for calomel were prepared b)
Jr. Edwards after 17 years of study.

pallid

4ssWHAdsiil

Flavor is to coffee

what sunshine is to
a winter's day. Like
the sunshine it's the

flavor you enjoy.

Hills Bros.

"Red Can" Coffee
is flavory colFce.
Ill'IH

mI

m&mm

I haven't had a single cake, I am
so worried, and I'm hungry and

f fir

mmmmm

hi '

turn here shortly to make the;r
MISS HAZEL PAINE
home.
MILLER
AND
VICTOR
The bride, a pretty voung wrm-n- n
a decided ta'"tit f'ir art,
ELOPE J0SANTA FE lias with
been a resident ot Albuquer-

Tlmsday.
Country club "open
house,"
Thansgivlng afternoon.
Sigml Chi smoker at fraternity
house at 8 p. m.
Alpl. a Delta Pi sorority dance at

Dr.Edwards'OliveTabletsarearJurclv
'ngetablecompound mixed witholiveoii
ou will know them by their olive color
To have a clear, pink skin, bright eyes
w pimples, a feeling of buoyancy liki
.hildhood days you must get at the cause
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act or
'.he
liver and bowels like calomel yel
FROCK
UNIVERSAL AUNT IS
liave no dangerous after effects.
AFTERNOONS
ENTERPRISE OF ONE
They start the bile and overcome
Take one or two nightly anc
BUSY LONDON WOMAN note
the pleasing results. Millions o
boxes are sold annually at 15c and 30c
"When the scientific history of
this age comes to be written distinguished among tho names of great
inventors will bo that of Miss Fort,
tho inventor of the Universal
Aunt," writes from London a
woman correspondent of the Man"Like many
chester Guardian.
had a slmplj
great inventions, thiswas
already a
origin. Miss Fort
multifarious aunt, caring for many
'
h nephews and nieces whose parents
were abroad. They had to bo mat
and farewelled and taken to dentists and fitted out with cloth's.
'
"Like a flash the inspiration
x:,x
i'fl j came
to her. Why should I not be
a Universal Aunt? That was In
January of this year. Today Miss
Fort has an office and enterprise
known as tho Universal Aunts, and
she has on her books eighty assistant Aunts ready to do, in an or-- ,'
way the hundred and one
' ganlzed
ot
jobs that usually fall to the
tho mother's unmarried sistcrt.
Many a girl who has consulted
Miss Fort about ways to earn money has been asked the question,
'Have you a hobby?' They often
have some useful accomplishment
that they never thought of turnins
to practical account. They may be
clever dressmakers or know something about house decoration o.
animals as they are Interested i;i
London's history, or they nr
skilled In cleaning and mendin--ollace, or they are accustomed t"
travelers. For each of these and
many other gifts Miss Fo.t can
find a use, for Aunts are ca'lel
j upon to do everything
imaginable

hurting her by doing such an
awful thins. Yet in rplta of h r
what Hortense's rereasoning,
mark!) remained uppermost in her
thoughts.
i
"Widows older than your mother get married;" and "father said m b n
it would be a good match."
Good match for who?
"Perhaps for that old stiff Craig
Forrester!" she said aloud, kicking viciously at a rose colored pillow until it slipped to the floor.
"I'm sHwt-l- t would not be good tor
me, and so it wouldn't be lor
Mumsle.
Oh, I hate everybody J
and everything!" sho exclaimed,
springing up and running to th'
window. "Why doesn't she come?
Gone over there eo Mrs. Thompson can tell her to rnirry him, 11
Angry tears filled her eyes.
Then, too, she wanted some cakes.
She could smell the delicious odor
wafted up stairs from the kitchen.
She always ate two or three the
days Hannah made them: ate
Ihem ju't ns soon ns she returns
from school. She had been home
almost a half hour. It was terri-bl- o
in Mumsle to worry her so, and
make her go without her favorite
cakes.
When Mnrrnrnf Mma In .Trtun
did not hear her, so the mother
surprised a tearful child thrown
face down on tho couch, crying because of her fears that would not
be reasoned awav; also for tho
cakos cooling in the pantry.
"Why Joan ,dear, what are you
This charming afternoon dres3
crying for? What has happened?"' of georgette with long waisted
Joan seldom wept, nnd Margaret blouse effect, which is caught at
immediately pictured all sorts of oach side and tied in a lon-- bow,
school troubles.
a gay note of cheerfulness
"Hortenso Thompson nays yon gives
Its color of gold with green and
are going to marry that horrid by
red
motifs.
Craig Forrester, and I won t have
my Mumslo any more ever and
DR. BCRXIIAM DEAD.
Pomona, Calif., Nov. 23. Dr.
George T. Burnham, D7 years old,
a member of the faculty of the
University of Cincinnati, died at
the home of his sister, here yes
terday. Dr. Burnham was known
among students of the classics as
an authority on Latin and other
The funeral
Romance languages.
will be held In Pomona.
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KIRK MAN.
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Social Calendar

EFFICIEHT HOUSEKEEPING

By ICdnn Kent Forbes.

BADIA'
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you won't bo my Mumsie any more
if you do such an awful tning,
I'll run away or take poison
or something."
"There, dear, sit up and we'll
talk nicely."
"I hate Hortense Thompson! I
never shall speak to her again,
never, for saying such things."
"What did Hortense say, dear.'"
Joan stood before Margaret, accusing eyes bent seareblngly upon
The girl boasted that she
her.
could always tell what her mother
thought if she looked straight at
her.
"She said that Craig that everyone in town said he was in love
with you."
"I can't help that, can I, dear?"
Margaret smiled as she replied:
"I can't help his loving me if he
wants to."
"I don't want him to love you.
They raid you would marry him.
Vou won't, will you? Hortense
said that widows as old as yo'i
got married. But they don't if
they have a little girl to love, do
they, Mumsle? You would rather
be my Mumsio than anything else
In tho world, wouldn't you?" Joan
asked with the selfishness of
youth.
"Of course, dear; now let us go
down and get some cakes. Hannah Is hurt because you haven't
had nny after she baked them for
you."
"And you won' t marry Craig
Forrester, Mumsle?"
"Joan, dear.
Craig Forrester
hasn't ask-pme to marry him. Tt
Is only silly gossip Hortenso repeated.
Pay no attention, anl
don't tell Hortense or anvone th it
you told me. I should be embarrassed If you did."
"I'm so glad he didn't ask you,
Mumsle! Hey, Hannah, I am coming after those cakes now," Joan
called as she ran down the stairs.''
"I 'wonder If he had asked me
If I " Margaret muttered, as left
alone she thought of Joan's resentment.

lt
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MARSHAL FOCH SERVES
AS LEGION COMMANDER
FOR HOJJRJN BOSTON
Boston, Mass., Nov. 23. Marshal
Foch served as commander of th
Massachusetts department of thv
American legion one hour during
his visit here. He was unanimously elected at a luncheon given for
him by legion officials of the state.
After his election the French
generalissimo issued "general order No. 1" to legion men of Massachusetts. He dictated tho order
and signed it as department commander. Before his departure for
Philadelphia he tendered his resignation and was presented with a
jeweled emblem such as the department , gives Its retiring com

manders.
In his order to the legion meu
the marshal said: "Yours is a grenr
But you can male
organization.
It greater and stronger by gcttln-ever- y
man who served under th'
Amorican colors In the struggle
against the German enemv to enroll himsolf under its banner. He
owes it to himseir and to ms nation to be a member of the great
American veterans organisation.

Thanksgiving
Ice Cream Specials
Cranberry Ice,
new nnd tasty.
Fruit Salad

something

Tuttl-Frut- tl

Also

a

complete

assort-

ment of fancy bricks.
Individual Service to
Parties.

Albuquerque
Dairy Ass'n.
Phone

351

1

,

0 ONE

in the business world has escaped the trials that

have marked the course of business during 1921. Yet
as we measure the hardships of the American people
during this year with those endured by the people of
other nations; and as we measure our problems with
our blessings we are bound to welcome this great na
tional holiday of Thanksgiving i" a spirit of profound gratitude.
We have cause for especial thanksgiving today, because it is
apparent that in our nation, and i" our state and city, the recovery
''from uncertainty and fear and the resultant business depression, is
right at hand. Our feet are upon the solid ground once more, and
we are moving confidently into the future.
We have cause for especial thanksgiving in our own city today,
because it brings with it heartening" evidence of a revival of harmonious community effort; a strengthening of that fine spirit of cooperation which built this city and which will continue to build it
along constantly broadening lines. "No one can stop us but our- selves," is a good slogan because it is true. With this slogan Albuquerque will grow and prosper in 1922; and for that we may well
be thankful.
It is the firm determination of Rosen wald's to take active part
in applying the principle of this slogan in participation in commun-

ity undertakings, and especially to the direction of this institution.
It is our firm determination to make this department store an example of constantly broadening public service and steadily increasing efficiency of service.
This year has brought us a business triumph and a serious disaster. The triumph was the achievement of the 50th anniversary of
the establishment of our business. The disaster was the fire which
partially wrecked our store, closed it for many days and disturbed
for many more the even course of normal business to which we are
earnestly striving to hasten the return.
We enjoyed the hearty congratulations of the people of Albuquerque in our Golden Jubilee observance. We were heartened by
sympathy of the people of Albuquerque when disaster befell us. In
both triumph and trouble, as well as in the daily course of business
throughout this year 1921, we have sensed more strongly than ever
before the cordial friendship and substantial support of the citizenship of our home community with whose welfare and prosperity
our own is inseparably linked.
For this we are indeed thankful and we take this occasion on
the morning of Thanksgiving Day to again express to our friends
and patrons our sincere appreciation of friendship and patronage
and to assure you again that we will leave nothing undone to continue to merit both, in the policy of this institution and in its
equirmrtit for service.
We Wish You, One and Alb a Happy Thanksgiving Day.
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French Ask Chinese Dele Measure Signed By Harding
gates By What Authority
Says No
to
Presume
Embarrassment in En
They
Speak
for the Whole of China.
forcement Anticipated.

Washington, Nov. 23 (by the Associated Tress). The desire of
Italy to participate in the consortium dealing with Chinese fiscal
waa made known today
twenty-on- e
demands, would be op affairs an
Interview by Senator
posed by Jnnan, it was said today, during and Ambassador
Ricci. Ad
fB The AxNneintca rress.l
(By The Assoclstsd Press.)
but Japan would not oppose an ex
of
Italy to those now includ
Washington, Nov. 23 (by the As
amination of the treats which dition
Washington, Nov. 23. Passage
the
ed,
senator
remove
The
soclated Press).
said, might
attempt to of the anti-bewould be based on allegations that
bill which was
objection Indicated by China settle specific problems troubling
tho agreement is In conflict with some
Harding today,
the Far East, led today to the first signed by President forward
tho principle of the open door or 10 cue pian.
In the
Predicting it would be more dif snarp clash of opinions In the arms "marks a newof step
equal opportunity in cntna. in ficult
enforcement
a standard of the lim conference.
prohibition," Com
other words, It was Intimated itationtooffixland
than naval arma
Hayncs said tonlgnt.
A British view of the concrete missioner
Japan would be ready to discuss ments, the senator
said that to application of the four general The act, he said, strengthens the
any charge that the equal rights of reach
an
reducover
prohibition forces in dealing with
understanding
other nationals were being interprinciples
adopted, met with
fered with under the 1315 agree-- ' tion of land armaments the con- challenge from the Chinese, and the alleged medicinal preparation
ference must discuss reasons miti- the Chinese delegates were point sold on tho open market and used
ment.
gating in favor or against mainte- edly asked by the French to show for beverage purposes and limits
It Is admitted some inquiry may nance
or the reduction of land arm by what authority they presumed activities of the few physicians
be caused by Interpretations of the
to speak for all of China over pro "who were Issuing prescriptions
nationals of other powers of the aments.
The greatest difficulty for the teats
or tne soutu unina govern for liquor" to people not actually
clause undor which Japan capitallimitation of land armaments, he ment at Canton.
requiring it,
ists may have the first right to said,
was
"No embarrassment in tho enexpressed by Premier
make loans to China for the buildStrangely enough the Japanese,
Brland
when
said
he
south
Monday
who had been the first to raise ob forcement of prohibition," he said,
ing of necessary railroads in
Manchuria and eastern Inner Mon- France could not accept reduction Jections to the consideration of de "is anticipated from the provision
offi
golia. It is said Japan will be of her forces unless she received talis of the Far East, came forward Imposing penal liability upon
dwellings without
guarantee. Declaring Italy with a suggestion that they would
fully ready to present her case ad-on proper
and
on
are
France
the
and
best
other
warrants
not
an
terms,
searching
examination of their
oppose
this point as well as upon the
demands treaty property without warrants maliditional clause in the notes attach- no said reduction of the Ital an famous twenty-on- e
had been "Inspired with China to ascertain whether it ciously and without reasonable
ed to the treaty that the Chinese land armaments
by tho true desire of bringing about conflicts with the open door,
cause. The officers are given fair
government when asking for a loan In
Europe a situation of lasting
Hoot Iloaolutlon.
on the security of the taxes in these
warning that they must not search
Although the action of the dwellings without warrants and no
provinces (excluding the salt ana peace."
customs revenue) are to negotiate f "Our strategical position was French In questioning the creden attempt to do so will be made."
modified
he
said. tlals of the Chinese caused a mo.
after the war,"
"It appears that so long as a
for It with Japanese capitalists,
nrovision in the Before that we were faced with mentary flurry in the meeting of prohibition officer has reasonable
ffiilt nnn(hir
of having to fight the nine delegations, the divergence ground for suspecting a violation
general accord of 1915 declares the dilemma
France or Austria. Now we of opinion between the Chinese and of the prohibition act ho cannot bo
that if foreign advisers or Instruct- - either
to
must
try get such a reduction of British over
of the four punished for searching property
ors on political, military or police!
armaments which will not deprive principles ofapplication
the Root resolution other than a dwelling without a
matters are to be employed in I us
to
i
of
the
forces
be
defend
necessary
because warrant. No substantial decrease
widest
attention
attracted
south Manchuria, Japan "may
our sea communications.
From of Its possible effect on future ne- In the activities of prohibition ofemnloved first.
In
of
an
almost
view
deem the this point
Italy
Should the British ficers Is anticipated as the result
gotiations.
Apparently Japanese
most vital ciause of the treaty that Insular power. If our sea com view prevail, declared the Chinese, of the new act and I am confident
cut
we
off
were
munlcatlon
would
south
of
the
mean
It
the
lease
would
an internationaliza
which
that the United States attorneys
under
would be obliged to sur tion of Chinese economic resources. and the department of Justice ars
Jlanchurian railway and the ex- starve and
"
a
in
weeks.
few
render
The French objection was Inter not 'going to institute proceedings
railway shall be
years and the
tended ninety-nin- e
posed when the Chinese presented against officers, except in the case
a plan by which China would re of a wilful and wanton search by
lease of Port Arthur and Dalny STREET CAR FARES IN
reasonable
(DairCn) a similar period. The!
gain tariff autonomy by a gradual an officer without
CHICAGO ARE REDUCED change
from foreign control. The grounds for so doing' he added.
Kwanctung lease of the railroad
are
concessions
Chinese replied to the challenge
with which these
included was one of the fruits of
that they were representing the COCIJ ATTACK DIM,
(Br The Assoelnrrd
AS UNCONSTITUTIONAL
Chicago, Nov. 23. The Illinois only government In China, recog
the war with Russia, and Japanese
isnized by the powers, and were at
spokesmen insist Japan will nevern commerce commission tonight
car
or
street
aoroga-tiosued an order reducing
New York, Nov. 23. Belief that
consent to nny change
tempting to help the negotiations
in the lease of this territory, fares In Chicago from eight to five by furnishing whatever
bill could be attacked
informa the anti-bewhich they are inclined to regard cents, effective Friday. The rate tlon they could.
as unconstitutional was expressed
of fare established bv the commls
The difference of view between tonight by W. H. Hirst, general
as practically perpetual.
EX
S
OF
sion follows closely the petition of the British and Chinese developed counsel for New York brewers.
the
estate
between
boara
difference
the
Cook
The
when a British spokesman explaincounty rel
One ground for attack, ha as
peaker of the English Iiouho of for a temporary five cent fare, ed to newspaper men that his gov- - serted, was that the law discrimi
commons and tho lord chancellor, the order not being effective after pajuaoon jno; em pjp.m,M luduiuje nated against beer and In favor of
CITY
who occupies a similar position tn July 1, 1922, although the commis- principles as meaning acceptance other alcoholic liquors for medicithe house of lords, is that while the sion reserves the right to continue by China of a financial consortium, nal purposes.
in
date.
debates
that
after
order
the
cannot
take
the
of
part
railroad
of
speaker
operation
pooling
Moreover, he asserted, the eight
nnd can vote only when there is it
concessions held bv the powers, and eenth amendment Could not bo
The best oysters for eating are continued supervision of China's
tie, the lord chancellor Is entitled
interpreted as permitting con- -,
IATED
to speak and vote on all occasions, eighteen months old.
customs. The Root resolution, ac gress to "Interfere" other than
to
British
the
with
viewpoint,
cording
liquors intended for beverage
were adopted with acceptance by purposes.
China of these principles in view
Aa a special Klwanls committee
in tne third place, ho said, iiro- by the signatory powers.
vislons of the new law dealing with report undo by A. R. Hebenstrelt
an
search and seizure "inferentlally"
Agreement.
Deny
The Chinese quickly sent out violated, the fourth amendment as chairman, it was told how ex
8S word that they had agreed to no guaranteeing the aeourlty of homo- tending the city limits of Albu
querque would affect the people
such program.
While Dr. Alfred and person.
both Inside end outside of
Sze, Chinese minister to the United
"The brewers ara not greatly living
The report was
city limits.
States, declined to enter into a de- concerned over the ban on beer tho
made
before
tne Kiwanis club's
tailed discussion of the interpreta- for medicine," he continueJ.
"It luncheon
tion in the absence of an official strikes that the court will nnr ner- yesterday noon. The matstatement containing them, thejmlt congress to set itself up as a ter ofoutthe cost of living both in
and
city limits was
Chinese delegation declared com
scientific) body for arb'tiarily im mentioned of tho
by the speaker.
mlttee discussion had brought forth posing upon the medical
profession
Several
of
educathe
Iprominent
of
no expression by the delegates
TL
the congressional decision of what tors in tho
city for the N. M. a. A.
the British view, ana that China constitutes a medicine. This is a convention
the Klplaced no Buen mterprttation on matter for the medical profession," wanls club were guests of
Dr. F. G
yesterday.
them. The oontorthim. Dr. Bze
Blair of Illinois spoke on the need
not even oeeo mentioned. TO TEST VALIDITY OF
said,
for cooperation between business
According to the Chinese view,
THE AXn-BEEIJILIj men and school teachers.
Presithe Root resolutions apply to the
dent
Harry Kent of the New Mexopen door, as embodied In the jol
Philadelphia. Nov. 2.1. Test of ico College of Agriculture and Meof tho anti-be- chanic Arts, and President Cham-borliicy defined by John Hay, waiving the constitutionality
of special rights and privileges, un
bill, signed by President Hardof the Silver City normal
economic
and
be
will
political
hampered
ing,
begun, shortly by the school were also introduced.
development of China, nnd assur National Brewers' association, It
Sidney Well gave a report of the
ances of her territorial, political was stated today by H. A. Poth,
morning's meeting of the chamber
and administrative Integrity.
of the Pennsylvania of
secretary
commerce at which It was voted
THE WESTERN SCHOOL
view, if accepted, Brewers' association.
The British
to reduce the membership
fees.
Chinese assert, would be tanta"What
form the action will take Ralph Smith, manager
of the Har-ver- y
mount to international fiscal con- - or how wide its scope will be enn-ncurio rooms, was made a
be determined until there has member of the club. The atten'
COURSES:
.
n,,tr,
subjects
been a conference of those inter dance prize
A. I Mardonated
Notwithstanding these cross cur- ested with their counsel," he said. tin was won by Cliff by
Secretarial
Shorthand
Hayden. John
considering
rents, the committee
Fee
silent
tho
g'lve
boost, salted
StenoTypewriting
the Far Eastern situation, with spe- A SKULL AND CHARRED
almonds and mints to go with the
Bookcial reference at the moment of
graphic
SECRETARIES
fashioned
dinner
old,
Thanksgiving
keeping
China's financial affairs, made
BONES OF HUMAN BODY was served.
Business
Accountprogress toward a solution of her
next
KiwanThe
of
Bookthe
FOUND NEAR PHOENIX is club will meeting
ancy
customs by the appointment of a
bo held at the Santa
keeping
English
subcommittee.
Fo fhops where a hutto buffet
Higher
CONTENTED STUDENTS
China' Proposal,
Spelling
(By The Amoelnted Trent.)
luncheon will be served to be folDr. Wellington Koo, Chinese amHapld
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 23. A skull lowed by a tour of tho new builda
a
of
bones
and
human
to
GRADUATES
and
ENTHUSIASTIC
charred
bassador
Great Britain,
The annual election of ofCivil
China's pro- body, believed to be that of J. J. ings.
delegate, presented
ficers will take
at the folCommerof lowing meeting. place
resident
Service
SATISFIED EMPIX3YERS
posal for restoration of her tariff Knight, a wealthy
cial Iaw
Wichita Falls, Tex., who was last
autonomy by three stages.
Machine)
PenmanHe asked that from January 1 seen at Buckeye, Arizona, thirty
China be permitted to levy a max- miles southwest of here, on July
ship
Office
imum duty of 12
per cent, which t of this year, were found twelves
Individual Instruction
SalesmanTraining;
he said had been stipulated tn miles from Buckeye today. The,
ship
Secretarial
United
States, tones were about six miles from
treaties with the
Enroll Any Time
Advertising
Great Britain and Japan, and to the point where Knight's automoTraining
relief.
immediate
bile wag found shortly after he
give
Recognizing that It appeared was last seen. The discovery waa
new
a
establish
to
made by Albert Evcrsold and Tom
hardly possible
Tijeras Avenue and Eighth Street
customs regime at once, Dr. Koo Houck of Phoenix.
said China should Impose a maxiThe sheriffs oflce said an atmum rate with full freedom, with- tempt would be made to identlfV
the
in that maximum
including
I
the body positively by the teeth
right of differentiation among the and by indications of old fractures
I
Tor Thrss Censritlena
different classes of commodities. of various bones.
Jf
V Have Macia
Finally full autonomy, he said,
I
Eior By Using
fill
lift?
a
after
to
China
should be restored
BILLIARD TOURNAMENT
certain period to be agreed upon.
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ATTENTION

TO

MEN

NOTICE.
Last Will and Testament of Joseph
a . Ulraru, Deceased.
To Margaret Morrison Glrard. Al
buquerque. New Mexico; Charles
uirara, 117 south sichel Street,
Los Angeles, California; Joseph
F, Glrard, Long
Beach, California; Julia Emily Ward, 881
Guerrero Street. San Francisco,
California, and To All Others to
Whom It May Concern, Greetings:
You are hereby notified that the
alleged Last Will and Testament of
Joseph F. Glrard, deceased, late of
the County of Bernalillo and State
of New Mexico, was produced and
read In the Probata Court of the
County of Bernalillo, State of New
Mexico, on the 17th day of November, 1921, and the day of the proving of said alleged Last Will and
Testament was thereupon fixed for
Thursday, the 22nd dav of December, A. D. 102. at 10 o'clock In the
forenoon of said day.
Given under my hand and the
seal of this court, this 18th day of
November. A. D. 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT,
(Seal)
County Clerk.
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Strengthen The Nerves and Invigorate The Body Easy And
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Vests at
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U. S. Army Overcoats,

as good as new
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new,
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Shoes
New
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LIBERTY ARMY SUPPLY CO.
117 North First Street
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If you want to put some firm. ',
healthy flesh on your hoDea, increase
your nerve force and power, rleor
your skin and complexion and look
and feel 100 per cent, better, simply
try taking two of Mastin's tiny
VITAMON Tablets with each meI
and watch results. Mastin's VITA
MON Tablets contain highly conas well ss
centrated
the two other still mora important
Water
and
Soluble
A
vitatninca (Fat

WAIST

New
Long
Army
Pants, Just what you
have been looking for. , . .
Reclaimed Riding
PA
Breeches
New Riding
QQ Krt II
Breeches
DutJU
(fReclaimed O. D.
AA

Jr
50

(T-

51st)u

Shirts.....

51.1U

New O. D.
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Shirts
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$1.50
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Are Positively Guaranteed
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CINyiHE.
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to Put Oa Firm Flesh,
Clear the Skin and Increase)
Energy When Taken With
Every Meal or Money Back

TABLE!
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O. D.
Class--

Blankets.

a

stitutes. YoucangctMastin'a VITA-MON Tablets at all good druggists.

a

Underwear

garment.
Blankets,

aw

Soluble C) aud are now being used
by thousands. Mastin's VITAMON
Tablets never cause gas or upaet tbe
stomach but, on the contrary, improve
digestion. Be sure to remember the
the
came Maatiu's
original nnd genuine yeast-vitamitablet. There is nothing else like it,
so do not accept imitations or sub-

pie isiiaHiiiiiffliyiiaia me
Wr--

Underwear,

.
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raw

II

75c

garment. . . .
New Wool
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for cold weather
All-Wo- ol
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$3.50
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THE STAR FURNITURE

I

323 South

IS THANKFUL

FO- R-

First Street

-- The

fact that, furniture prices have
come down to the point most of us
believe them to be within reason.

3.

$1.75 to $4.00

Till

si iMl

J61' fJ

5:

Breeches.

I

!

Army & Navy Store

(By Tne Antoriated Press.)

I

Windsor Castle Is oldest royal
residence In the world.

IS WON BY SCHAEFER

Chicago, Nov. 23. Jake Schaef-fe- r,
Jr., of Chicago, tonight won
OF OCCUPATION TAX
the world's 18.2 balk lino billiard
Willie
tournament,
defeating
who
Suits against all person
title holder.
aro subiect to the occupation tax Hoppe.
out In six inSchaeffer
and have not yet paid It will be nings with aplayed
run of 212 and
filed Monday, according to an an-- I an average of high
88
had
nouncement of the city attorney a high run of 140 and Hoppe
an average
made yesterday. About 270 cases Of 69
of delinquency will be prosecuted.
The score by innings:
There are estimated to be about
Schaeffer
86; ST12; 16; 12; 130;
300 persons in the city who are 44
Total, BOO.
numof
and
to
this
the
tax,
subject
212.
run,
High
ber only thirty have paid their tax.
Hoppe 140; 26; 7; 126; 47;
The amount ranges from 15.50' to 346.
$50. The delinquents will be given
High run. 140.
until Monday to pay their tax before action will be Instituted.
The occupation tax has been of PRESIDENT OF OWLS
considerable service in supplying
IS FOUND GUILTY OF
the funds lost when prohibition did
away with the retail liquor dealVIOLATING MANN ACT
ers' licenses.
(Br Tbe Assnrtated
MISSION BOARDS OF
Indianapolis. Ind., Nov, 23. A
federal court Jury today found J.
BAPTIST CONVENTION
W. Talbot of South Bend, supreme
of Owls,
TO MEET HERE DEC. 6 presidentof of the Order
guilty
violating the Mann act.
Sentence waa deferred by Judge
The state mission board of the Anderson, permitting the defense
to
Baptist convention, the officers of decide whether the case would be
the state summer session, and the appealed. Meanwhile Talbot to out
board of trustees of Montesunu under bond.
The Jury's verdict held Talbot
college will meet in Albuquerque In
session on December ( guilty under
a two-da- y
each of four counts,
and 7.
charging violation of the Mann act
After separate sessions of each with each centering around the inof the boards, the mission board ducement by Talbot
Pearl Bag-le- y
and the board of the state summer
of Topeka, Kans., to go to South
session will hold a joint meeting.
Bend.
At the joint meeting the boards
will elect the state Sunday school
For an Impaired Appetite.
Loss of appetite always results
secretary, a .secretary of the Women's Missionary union, a state evan- from faulty digestion.
As a gengelist and an editor tor the Baptist eral rule, all that is needed Is a
New Mexican.
few doses of Chamberlain's Tablets.
They will strengthen the Btomuch,
London gets a shower of soot to improve the digestion and givo you
the extent of four and a half- - a
good appetite. They also cause a
pounds per aorevery dy, ,
gentle moyemont of the bowels.

How Yeast Vitamon
Tablets Put On
Firm Flesh

Go to

0

the big

-- The

fact that something or another
has made this year the biggest in
our history, despite the fact
prices would tend to reduce
the sales totals.

GAME TODAY

re-duc-

,

Go to the big game today.

Get
from things for an hour and a half.away
If
you ve a big job on hand, go anyhow
and see how much easier it looks to
you after you've seen the plucky Lobos
play. It'll give you new
and pep.
Some of the spirit is punch
bound to seep
through your hide. It'll do you good.

-- The

interest shown in the rejuvenation of the Chamber of Commerce.
This is purely selfish. Think what
a 50,000 population city would
mean to us.

--For

the privilege
in a city when

NOTK

As this space was intended to
advertise some of the smartest ulster,
ettes you've ever seen for anywheres-netheir price of $85 remember
t hey re here any time
you want to see
them,
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DUES

Plural Memberships

t

ii'ERANS PICKET ARMAMENT CONFERENCE TO URGE
RELEASE OF DEBS AND ALL OTHER POLITICAL PRISONERS

5. AMERICA
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Health Officer Re
ccives Promotion By Rock
efeller Foundation: Direc
Branch Work in Columbia

Will Be Countv

Abolished; Membership
Rejuvenation Campaign to
Start Friday Morning.
Annual Chamber of Commerce

NEW PRESBYTERIAN
GOING UP
CHURCH
IN MARTINEZTOWN

county
J. F. Docherty,
health officer, will leave next
Columbia
for
month
Bogota,
South America, wnere ha will he
director of that branch of the
Rockefeller Foundation. Dr. Doch
erty received a wire yesterday from
the directors of the Foundation aa
visinir him of his transfer.
Dr. Docherty has been connected
with the foundution since coming
here, a part of his salary being
paid by that institution. He has
been active in county and city
health work since his arrival and
is responsible for many of the
and sanit3ry measures which
have recently been aaoptea oy me
city and county.
One of the most important city
measures which Dr. Docherty spon
sored is the new dairy and mim
ordinance nasscd by the city com
mission several months ago. A
great part of his work has been
nnnfined to examinations and clin
les at the schools, thousands of
children having been examined
and treated during the past two
va rs.
The health office also operates
a number of regular clinics for poor
and makes montniy exam
inations of the sanitary condition
nf thn food markets and restau
rants of the city. It was also active in relieving the impure water
situation here a few weeks ago.
Dr. Dochertv has been conneciea
with the Rockefeller Foundation
fnr o number of years and has been
highly honored by the appointment
tr, tin. fnreltrn fields where the
foundation Is doing active construe.
tlve research and remeaiai worn
Dr.

membership dues will be reduced
from $S0 a year to $12 n year and
each member will have oniy one
membership. Thin is the decision
of the Chamber of Commerce reorganization comlttee, which has
arranged plans for the- membermornship drive starting Friday
aning. The dues will be payable or
quarterly
nually,
monthly at the convenience of th'S
member.
The "Buddy" teams have now
reached 100, meaning that 200 Albuquerque boosters will be on the
Job Friday morning when the
three-da- y
drive starts with a parade through the business district.
The committee is anxious that at
least fifty more boosters enter thee
active campaign and form twenty-fivmore teams.
The committee has been considering the amount of dues and the
all of their
plural membershipswasat decided
yesmeetings, and it
ought to be
terday that Albuquerque Chamber
of
ablable to support its
Commerco by single memberships.
The dues were therefore cut to the
point where every Albuquerquean
can well afford to be a member of
the chamber.
With the reduction in the membership dues came the necessity to
obtain 2,000 members instead cf
the 1,000 which had been decided
will
upon. Every Albuquerquean
be given an opportunity to enter
the reorganized chamber upon an
equal footing with every other
member.
Buddies who form the campaign
committee will meet at the Chamber of Commerce building Friday
morning at 9 o'clock. Headed by
a band, they will parade down
to First street,
Gold avenue
to Ceneral avenue to Fourth
to
the
and
back
street
scatter to the various blocks which
have been assigned to each "buddy" tram. The drive will bo carried on for three days, Friday, Saturday and Monday.

market.

at Slate and Arno street. The
church, of cement block, is being
built by the Spanish Presbytery of
the Itlo Grande. Tho contract has

been let to Marcus F. Sawtelle,
contractor.
The permit for the
buiM ...7 was taken out yesterday
at the office of the city building
inspector.

cam
forward
Merolmnts
with nn offer that they will
corn as payment of debt
nnd for payment of current
purchases, p'vin" tho farmer
10 cents a bi'shcl nhovo the
prevailing market prion. Tho
barter systmn of trade opens
Pnturday and continues twenty
days.

ao-co- iit

8.

Reason Given for Remarkable Increase in
Sale of New Product.
Feople who had been weak, lack-- .
ing in energy, nervous, irritable
and really suffering are testifying
voluntarily every day that Carron'.-Tonic has put new life, etorgy find
enaurance into tneir wenK noay,
tissuewithered
and shattered
nerves. It is only natural that thev
are loudly praising this wonderru
product to othors suffering as they
were, and.tha consequent swelling
or us sale.
Garron's Tonic is sold in Albuquerque by Aivarado
Pharmacy
and leading dealers In every elty.
i

61eydneypill
help weak, overworked or diseased kidney) and bladder to that the system Is
free from waste and poisonous matter
that cauei one to feel old, tired, lan
guid. They banish backache, rheumatic pains, tore muscles, stiff joints.
Mrs. J. D. Miller. Syricow. N. Y., writes:
"For min; vein I suffered with kidney trouble

nd rheumitism.
I bed severe becksehe and
felt miserable end all pUyed out, 1 got to
clace where I had to do something.
After Life
ins two bottles of Foley Kidney Pills 1 can say
la
I
backache
and
where
uaed to lay
my
Bono,
awake at nitfht with rheumatifc n.iin I can now
sleep in comfort and enioy good night'a rest.'

Sold everywhere.

l'Jil.

Notice la hereby given that Julian Garcia, of Bartun, N. M., who, on December
13. 1913, Rinds
Homeatead entry. No.
U25S2, for SCH NWH. wl W!4 SWti
NK14, and BH SW4, Section 13. Township N.. liange 6 K N. M. P. Meridian,
hita filed notice of Intention to make
three-yea-

r

proof, to establish

IT.

M..

Witt-lanames aa witnesses:
McCIulnnesa, of U l.leras, N. M. : Jesua
Marin Garcia, of Barton, N. M. : Dement-r- o
of Tljeraa, N, M. Solom
McQulnnesa,
Chaves, of Mortnrty, N. M.
N. M. HnHOKRB.
TWIster.

Claimant

SECTIONS MEET

BAM IS PLACED

IS

SQUOTEO

AUMIXISTKATKIX'S NOTKK.

FOR LUST

In the Probate Court of Bernalillo

TIE

CONTENTION OF
IN STRIKE ZONE

III HIGH SCHOOL

FRED

FISI1CK

MEMO

claim to

lane1 above described, before ttie
Group of veteran, with banner and flags, parading before Continental Memorial Hall, where the arms parley S.theCommissioner,
at Albuquerque, N.
ia being held, aa plea for release of the prisoners.
on the 19th day ot December, 1921.

County, New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Louis
Candelarla, deceased.
Notice Is hereby given that tho
undersigned was, on the 17th day
of November, 1921, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of
I,ouls Candelarla. deceased, by the
Probate Court of Bernalillo County,
and having qualified as eUoh Administratrix, all persona having
claims against the estate of said decedent ars hereby notified and required to present the same to the
undersigned in the manner and
within the time prescribed by law.
DOLORB8 Q. do CANDETjARIA.
Administratrix.
Dated November 18th. 1921.

Tfas Ever a More Tempting Feast Prepared
for the Delight of Mortals?

sorp

Crcnni of Turkey, with Klce

ItFLISIIFS

Tomatoes
Queen Olives
CHOICE OF ItOASTS
Koast Toiinp: Turkey, Oyster Dressing, Cranberry Sauna
llonst Sucking Pig, with Cnndled Yams
Koast Stuffed Spring Chicken
Ci'lcrjr Hearts

Mashed Potatoes

DKSSERTS
Homo Mntlo Old Faaliinned
Apple Plo
Pumpkin Plo

Tlum Pnddlnjf
Mince Pla

PRINKS

there's

Across from Pastime Theater

y 'ALBUQU(RQ(A

THE BEST IN THE SOUTHWEST

.,

Creamed Ppas

Tea
Coffee
Milk
And to think that you gat all this for 80e. Come
a big welcome here for TOTJ
Served from 12:00 td 2:10 p, m.
Supper a la Carte

Proa.l
(Dy The Asanrlutcd Tress.)
The final meetings of the sec
(Ht The
Wulaonburg, Colo., Nov. 23 (by
Fan Francisco, Calif., Nov. 23.
tional departments of education of
the
Associnted
Press). Continued Fred Flschback, who paid ho invitthe N. M. E. A. assembled yesterimprovement in tho strike situation ed
day morning at the high school.
for
England is dependent
Ilnnpo to tho party in
211 West Central Ave.
The high school rjrinclnals sec was reported today to Colonel Pat- the Virginia
of her bread upon foreign
rooms of rtoscoo Arhuckla at
tion was addressed first by Mr. rick J. Hamrock, adjutant general
sources
.s
of
it
supply.
St.
Hotel
where,
Francis,
the
officials
and rangers
Blair. HIb talk was more or less by company
several properties of the Colo- charged, she reci ivcd futui injuries
supplemented by the other discus- - at
at Arbuckle's hands, was a witness
siono which followed. The follow- rado Fuel and Iron company
trial today.
strike of miners In the film comedian's
by tho
ing people spoke: Mrs. Ituth C.
in wages, ac-- . Another witness was Hr. Asa W.
Miller, B. F. Haught, W. G. Donley against ato reduction
an announcement by Collins, called as an expert by tho
and discussions were led by several cording
Colonel Hamrock.
On tho other defense.
otners.
Flschback was Arbuckle's room
union officials said that the
A
The officers named by the sec hand,
situation
was
from mate during the period referred to
satisfactory,
tion were g. I.. Iusk of Roswell,
in tho trial. Ho denied that Mis
their
standpoint.
president: ilrs. Ella M. LaBar of Al
.Colonel Hamrock, in charge of Kanpo complained of pain after
buquerque, secretary; for members the enforcement
of martial law un- sufficing the injuries and said ho
of the council, J. W. Tanner, three der Governor
proclama- had been misquoted in a statement
years; Benjamin
Wheatley, two tion, visited theShoup's
Center, Tobusco, he madii to the ditrl"t attorney. In
years; K. Q. Brothers, one year.
Morley, Sopris and Fred-cric- k which ho waa quoted as saying
The English section assembled ' Borwind,
mines tod.iy to inspect rang- - "Miss llappe appeared to be in
room SIO instead of In the audito- iCi'3
rium, under Dr. Itosslor of the uni erty. patrolling the company prop agony."
START A COVRSK NOW In our PAT OR
Fischbnck said he was out on an
Vou Will Bo Satisfied.
versity ns chairman. Dr. J, W.
International Union Organizer automobile drive during the period
Clark of the same institution aoted Cochrane
L. A. MAT. Manager.
at Trinidad, said today tho party was In progress, and
as first speaker. His subject was'th
th Klluat)on was' satistactol.y
found Miss Itappe nn a bod In Ar-b"The Importance of English to the ni1 )hn.
,
minrs ,,nvn
kliVs room on hia return.
Dr. Collins testified
regarding
. KnrPa., of bladder
versny oiscusseu me engineer s wheth..
mpnnt
It was an Injury
tv,. of this ruptures.
poinr or view so rnr ns ngiiKn wB3lfh .,,,,, . ,,,u,. mi
caused
that
order
cunccrneq. miss neuecca, urauam, riiatl.,t j,
death, and tho prosecution
Miss Keith and Miss Katherlno would have to come ,,nomim.n)
from Mike ui- - contends that Arbuckle caused !t
Davis were the other speakers.
of the district by external force. Dr. Collins citvoda,
secretary
At the business session following union.
ed a number of causes which
these officers were elected: Presi
Miners
have been miht produce a rupture of thu
dent, Miss Gertrude Takken of Al barred fromorganizers
conducting meetings
externa! force besecretary, Miss Re of tho miners in tho C. F. & I bladder without
buquerque;
threo ramps, by order of the military of. ing applied but said they all were,
beoca Graham of Carlsbad;
members ot educational
council, ficials, Cochrane said. .Mine sup rare.
Dr. Olnv Kaarhoe, called by tho
Mr. Hesslor, one year, Miss Keith, erintendents
also have been intwo years, and Miss IJavis tnree structed by company officials to defense, testified that he attended
Miss Itappe after tho party and
years.
keep them off company property, found her suffering no pain.
A new section organized yester he
declared.
day morning under the name of
Robert Foster, International orn
the
community ganizer stationed here, was ordered
teachetw, with these officers; Pres out of Lester Camp in Huerfano JURIES TO CONSIDER
ident. Mr, Gooch of Santa Fe; vice county last week, Cochrane said.
ROY GARDNER'S CASE
president, Belle Reld of Las Vegas;
Tonight as the second day of the
secretary, Miss Davila of Albuquer- surrender of arms under the proc(By The Anxsnnlra
Hamrock
que; council members, Mr. Alvarez lamation
of Colonel
Phoenix, Ariz., Nov. 22. Roth
of Santa Rosa, one year; Mr. closed, the number of weapons
Chavez of Riley, two years; Mrs. turned in was comparatively small. grand and trial Juries have been
to report to the United
After midnight tonight arms will ordered
Delgado of Belen, three years.
Ptatos district court bore tomor
o
The
league, witn be confiscated after a search of row
morning to consider the cas?
Miss Belle Sweet presiding, met in residences in the district, nccording
of Hoy Gardner, escaped convicted
room 211. Miss Myrtle Plant was to plans made by the military.
mail
outrobber, who was captured
No more arrests were made
secretary. Prof. Hiram Hadley
hero one week ago tonight by HerIn connection with the shootlay outlined the present status of
o
the
league, and gave ing affair at Oakview for which man F. Inderlied, a railway mail
a few of the steps necessary for its four men are held. Colonel Ham- clerk. Gardner was attempting tr
rob a mall car at the Atchison
growth. He was followed by G. F. rock said ho would turn tho case
Mitchell and E. Q. Brothers, who over 'to the civil authorities, to- Topoka and Santa Fe railway eta
discussed' other phases of the gether with evidence collected at tion here when ho was captured
league and its work. The business hearings this week.
session of the league resulted In the
President, E.
following elections:
Q. Brothers, La Vegas; Miss Belle
Sweet, secretary; George Mitchell,
member of the council for three
yea rs.
The athletlclveeum aection as
sembled under G, B. Jones as chair
U
man, The program as printed in
the program booklets waa followed
without change. Several papers on
(By The Aasoclated Press.)
athletic were given, and intelligent
New Orleans. La., Nov. 23.
discussions followed. The officers
Centre college of Kentucky will
for next year are: President, Add!
play the University of Calson Moore of this city; vice presi
ifornia at Pasadena, Calif., New
section,
dents, for the northern
Year's day, according to an
Julius Kuhnard: Pecos eprtion, R
announcement
by
T. Hodges:
Wheatley,
Benjamin
Manager J. McGee of tho Censouthern section; secretary-treasureIs
tre
football
here
which
team,
P. H.. Atkinson: council mem
to meet Tulane
tomorrow.
bers, Miss Cooperrtuer, one year,
Manager McGee stated definite
and. Miss. Phillips, three years.
decision has been reached to
accept the invitation of the
To Cure a Cold In Onn Day
western college to meet It durTak Laxative BROMO QUININE
ing the Tournament of Roses.
tablets. The genuine bears the sig
with
Pasadena, Calif., Nov. 23.
nature of B. W. Grove. ' (Be sure
No
invitation
has been exyou et IROMO.) 80c.
Ly ona
tended to any eastern or western college or university foot1
of
W
ball team to play in the annual
Now-a-da- ys
eaat versus west game here
is
New Tear's day, It was stated
rising qualities.
tonight by J. J. Mitchell, president of tha Pasadena Tournament of Hoses association.

7

Astonishing Gains In
Strength and Endurance
For the past several months
druggists have been amnzed at the
way the sale of the product known
as Gorren's Tonic has increased by
leaps and bound). A thing of this
Ulnd Is unusual
and naturally
brings on the Question: "What's
causing it?"
If you could see and talk with
the many people who have derived
in
weight,
astonishing gains
Strength and endurance from the
new
of
wonderful
this
vat
product,
you could easily determine the reason for its tremendous sale.

Twenty aliens awaiting deportation at tho conclusion of their
tonus of sentence were found in
the stato penitentiary at Santa Fe
by Immigration
Inspector J. F.
Ham, who has returned from an
official trip there, Among these
convicts, who aro chiefly from
Mexico, are a Canadian, an Englishman, nnd a Greek from tho Island of Crete. They will all he
sent hark to their homos when
they have served their terms.
Joso Guerrero, a Mexican, who
has been held here In tho county
Jail since his arrest on a vagrancy
chargfl on November !, will be deported to Mexico within a few
days. He will bo taken to El Pas')
by Officer Ham. The man was
completely outfitted with supplies
and ammunition when arrested.

Overwork, worry, anxiety or sorrow
undermines itrength and health. These
cautes contribute to kidney trouble, lad
weak or diaesoed kidneys make ooe
feel old in middle age.

III.K Al IO.N.
(Pl'BMRHBH)
TtEPlTHUCATlON.
Department of the Interior. U. R. T.anit
Office at Santa Fo, N. M.,

Roommate

Imm-nc-tlc-

A church building to cost 10,-0is bo erected In Jlartlneztown

(B Tbt AsKolntetf rim.)
Manager M. M. Maisel of tho
Western Union Telegraph company
announces an arrangement, effective November 25, whereby cabled
money transfers to Germany will
be paid in American funds.
The particular value of this arrangement is that It eliminates all
questions of exchange and places
tho payee In a position to take full
on
of the premium
advantage
Amerlcun currency,
it also involves refund of the full amount
deposited In the case of nonpayment, which is another great advantage in the case of a depreciated and declining foreign currency.
The Western Union Telegraph
company believes that the arrangement of this dirct money transfer
service to Germany on the dollar
basis will be of considerable convenience to people desiring to send
money cheaply, quickly, safely and
directly, to their friends or relatives in that country.

Feel Old?

LEGAL NOTICE

Conclude Series of Section- Are Barred From Conduct- Arbuckle's
al Assemblies Which Were
Claims He Did Not Say
ing Meetings of the MinI.
&
Held
in
C.
F.
ers
"Miss Fteppe Appeared to
Camps
Throughout the
In Southern Colorado.
Teachers' Convention.
Be in Great Agony."

Tho
financial
formers held the low market
!rlco of corn made It
for tlirm to haul grain to

IMMIGRATION OFFICER
FINDS 20 ALIENS IN
STATE PENITENTIARY

A)XH;t t OR I'l

MERCHANTS DECIDE
TO ACftFPT CORN AS
PAYMENT FOR DEBTS
Merchants of MiAplla have derided to accent corn as payment for debt anil for
of iMprehanfliM. TM
notion was tnfcon yestordny and
followed complaint of farmers
fhnt thev wer npxhV to m"ct

MONEY TRANSFERS TO
GERMANY TO BE PAID
IN AMERICAN FUNDS

Despondency.
When you feel blue and that
everything goes wrong, take a dose
of Chamberlain's Tablets.
They
will cleanse nn
invigorate your
stomach, regulate your liver and
bowels and make you fee that this
old world Is a good placo to nvo in

io

(Br The AMiwlstefl PreM.
MPdoJIn. Minn., Nor. 93.
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THAT'S
SCHOOL

ALL.

NIGHT

E.

L. nOSKIXG,

Principal.

.,..

Spanish-America-

ttr.)

to-4- iy

CENTRE COLLEGE

SQUAD TO PLAY
CALIFORNIA

tonight
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skin
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pro vide
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dependability.
ana
le
Ark For our tw
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italiforniat
Picture BooK
'California Limited.
prdnd Ca.nyonand
.Tourist Sleeper

booklet
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CLUB SENDS

10 DELEGATES TO
STATE

CONFERENCE

Hl-club
Ten Albuquerque
delegates will attend the state conference of older T. M. C. A. boys to
be held at Lae Crucea etartlng Fri
day. The boys went to El Paso
with the High school football team
and will stop at Las Cruces on
their way home Friday morning.
Tne older boys conference
is
planned to develop a bigger and
better high school life for boy
students and has gone far in making a success ot the endeavor.
Many of the school activities, such
as the Hl-luncheon clubs, have
been developed tnroucii tho older
conferences.
boys'
Y

to d&y
longer tt
Stop

or)

Gr&nd Canyon.
lM&tionM

J
sit
-rideonly

trip

Park,
xhort

R. W. HOYT, Agent
phon'k

201.

RESINOL
5oothinq and HcAlinq

to wait;
Oneapplicalionof this
gentle ointment brings
You

t

because
its
extraordinary
Bake with

Hl--

by

comtort,

'Add the SthGnatoutd

61

quickly
relieved

-

convenience.
iJhed HarvcvMoals

8j

Anjfching

Ay J

6

is

"OAKE

don't have

heartfelt relief and healing

A!kuiuerquet N. M.
1

Km,"

I

i

I
I

With Powder Horn and Trusty
Musket Did Ye Pilgrim Father
Fetch the Thanksgiving Turkey
;

the turkey provided in a modern manner. And it makes as good a meal, for
mother knows quality in food and goes where she
knows she will surely get it.

When clothing is wanted, men who want to
tie sure of good quality come here for KUPPEN-HEIME- R
good clothes,
,

'

E. L. Washburn Company
"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."

November,
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GRAND CAPITAL PRIZE

ft:

STUPEBA
SEDAN
1922 MODEL STUDEBAKER SIX SEDAN, VALUE $2,295.
STUDEBAKER TOURING
MAY SELECT BIG "6"
PURCHASED FROM AND ON DISPLAY AT

OR WINNER

CAR

COOPER MOTOR CO., Albuquerque, N. M.
It f

kobr

ISB

n D W&TkH HOT

TWO WEE

IS ! !

Just two mere weeks and the big credit period will be over. After that

you won't get as many credits for each subscription to The Journal.
Live candidates will make the most of these "big credit days" will
you? By doing your very best work during these remaining days of
the big credit schedule, you can practically make sure of "clinching"
one of the big awards that's mighty good pay for a few weeks' work,
don't you think?

Now Is the Time to Boost
Your Credit Standings
You will never have a better chance at any time during the campaign.
So while you are boosting your credit standing you will be getting
just that much nearer to landing one of the big prizes. And with such
a big award to lock forward to, you can't afford to delay you can't
MUST JUMP RIGHT INTO THE RACE
afford to wait-Y- OU
NOW, DETERP1INED THAT YOU WILL PUSH YOUR WAY TO

THE VERY TOP.
wide-awak-

Only wo More
w ee&s o the
"Big Credit Period
TTTTT

Every yearly subscription of The Journal now counts you 12,000 credsubscription to The Journal counts you 30,000
its; every two-yecredits. A three-yea- r
subscription to The Journal entitles you to 60,000
four-year
subscripcredits a
subscription 120,000 credits a five-yetion 240,000 credits and a
subscription 360,000 credits.
IN ADDITION YOU GET 100,000 EXTRA FREE CREDITS with
every $27 in subscriptions turned in. But this credit schedule will soon
ADVANTAGE OF IT NOW
be very materially reduced-TA- KE
WHILE YOU CAN.
ar

ar

six-ye-

ar

MAKE SURE

Miss

ONE
115,200
133,800
5,000
i

i

Helen Gurule

Mrs. R. E. Hathcox
Miss

Angslica Howden

,

Mrs. Markett Jones
Miss L. M. Kemnenich

Miss Margaret Kleinworth
H. M. Kingston
Miss Shirley Lewis
G. Albert Linder

Ada Philbrick

79.6CO

Mrs. G. D. Ramsey
Miss Louise Roark
Arnold Rosenwald
M. Roybal
Mrs. Margaret Schaltegger

169,500
48,000
5,000
5,0C0

Mis3 Margaret Spargo
Miss Wilma Stevens . . . ,
Miss Anna Wilds Strumquist
Miss Mildred Tatum

85,900
5,700
5,900
5,000
5,100
149,100
5,000
166,100

:;
.

Mrs. H. J. Tompkins
Mrs. Lucy Valdez
Miss Edna L. Williams

NUMBER

TWO.

.

.

,

8 500
5,0C0

8,000
5,000
5,C00
5,0C0
,

.

.

J.M.Sandoval

..

Mrs. Fern Swatzell
Ed. C. Tafoya
Miss Minnie Wallace
Miss Ethel Wilson

DISTRICT
T. H. Bowland
Baby Ellen

GO

5,000
5,000
32,700
5,000
39,100
5,000
5,000
895CO
144,800
5,500
37,000
5,000
112,800
7.2C0
5,000
5,000
131,200
9,300
5,000
5,000

Mrs. R. M. Marx
Mrs. Tony Ortiz
Miss Lenora Perea
Miss Burnadale McGee Putnam

DISTRICT
Alfredo Baca . :
Prof. R. M. Bolt
Neil P. Bolt
Sim Brown
Miss Eloyse Bumgarner
W. A. McGahan
F. C. Groman
Miss Tiofilia Granito
Miss Virgie Hidalgo
Mrs. C. W. Howe
J. F. Jamison
R. M. Kimbro
Mrs. Florence Kronig
Mrs. John Lash
H. S. Mason
Mrs. C. Martinez
Miss Soohie Martin
Mrs. J. F. Oglesby

89,1

43,600

John Livingston

NUMBER

'.;...'

Charles E. Hayes
Gordon Herkenhoff
Colbert Hicks
George Lentz
O. E. Lovan
Rev. C. D. Poston
Miss Margaret Radcliffe
H. L. Rose
Miss Lutgorda Sanchez

,

,

92,500
5,000
8,100
5,000
5,000
5,000
56,300
8,200
5,000
157,900
128,000
62,400
68,700
73,300
5,000
5,000
5,300

THREE

J. Eller

Fred Rogers..
L. J.' Stone

uLcee

NUMBER

DISTRICT
Mrs. Margaret F. Barnes
Chas. Hill Barber, Jr
W. A. Betts
Miss Dorothy Bowman
Miss Irene Eurke
Miss Dorothy Cameron
Benny Cordova
Mrs. Tom Esposito
Myrtle B. Fowler
Lynn H. Fox
Mrs. Roy Graham

Miss

The laggard members will not profit by the big credit schedule but,
e
members WILL. And those who take advantage of
the
their present opportunities will be the ones who will rejoice December 22nd.
To which class do you belong? Your work these next two weeks will
answer the question.

Of

STANDINGS

117,200
5,000
5,000
5,000
43,000
5,000
5,000
80,900
5,000
117,000
5,000
5,000
49,500
37,000

Where Will You Be Tomorrow?

FIRST PERIOD CREDIT OFFER ENDS WEDNESDAY DEC.
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SHORT SKIRTS, AID TO HEALTH, MAY DEFY FASHION
Br

MARTHA COMAN.
of a coif club flepends
width of tha skirt, a tennis
racquet decides tjhe type of corset
a woman shall wear, while a butterfly dive
disposes of all discussion as to the rropriety
of a one piece bathing suit. Such is tha
importance of comfort when one is engaged
in outdoor sports.
These athletic activities of women, which
have become popular within the last decade
and a half, have revolutionized the feminine
silhouette and, changed bonds Into freedom.
No women in the world are less hamperel
by their clothes than the American women,
and there is no other country whero outdoor
sports are so generally Indulged in a here.

UPON

the iwins

Physicians Approve of Women's Demand That Unsanitary, Dust Raising Dresses Be Barred
and Reform Gained Originally by Rainy Day Club Be Continued Sports Responsible
The accompanying illustrations show how the influence of sports has affected woman's dress, Note the on
with the old time one and the clinging ankle length walking suit with the modern business dress.
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Followers of Sport May Defy
Paris Dress Edict This Year

So devoted have sports loving women

to their comfortably short skirts that
when Paris recently decided that feminine
ankles were to be shrouded in folds of fashionable material American women openly
rebelled. They declared they Just wouldn't
go back to long skirts, or even to skirt
much longer than they had been wearing.
Not one of the dozens interviewed on the
subject of whether American womanhood
was again to become an adjunct of the Street
Cleaning Department and help sweep up
curbs and sidewalks favored the ank'e length
skirt. And invariably each based her objection on the discomfort such a skirt entails
when going up and down elevated or subway
steps or boarding a surface car.
Sport fashions have been accepted as tho
daytime dress for the business and professional woman. They all know the comfort
of a sport suit and the bloomers and bran
Iere and pliable corset worn underneath,
and to support them In their determination
to cling to comfort for working hours they
call attention to the trim appear nee of
women who dress in this Btyle.
Physicians and athletic instructors stand
by them in their refusal to permit nny radical change In the favored sport dress. Health
experts heartily approve the short skirt for
everyday wear, both for looks and sanitary
attributes. So does Dr. Thomas D. Wood,
athletic director of Teachers College, and for
the same reasons. Both declared the senabout as sensible as ever
sible dress of
had been achieved by the combined aid of
those who design fashions and those who
wear them.
An act of Congress, which permitted the
late Dr. Mary Walker to wear male attire
because she considered it more comfortable
and better adapted to her activities than the
long, wide, haircloth stiffened skirts and
leg o' mutton sleeves in vogue in the heydey
of her career, never quite accustomed or
reconciled the public to seeing a woman
dressed in men's trousers. Yet the recent
appearance of young women wearing knickerbockers as they strolled along the avenue
caused scarcely a ripple of excitement among
the thousands of afternoon shoppers. S'ports
have accomplished wonders in the metaAnd the expressions that these matrons of
morphosis of feminino clothes.
the unemancipated group wore on their
At Last Men Are Used to
faces would have discouraged, frightened
Seeing Women in Trousers and slain the short skirt wearer If the
If the world hadn't grown accustomed to thoughts behind the expressions covld have
seeing women riding astride In tho neatest been realized,
When this first organized group of women
of breeches and coats, or hiking over the
country roads in khaki knickerbockers, or decided it was high time to lift th hem of
skiing in brother's army togs, or playing dresses to a decent and sanitary height
stop to
golf in the trimmest of bifurcated tweeds, above the pavements and to put
there probably would have been more nejeka the carrying of germs from curbs and pavecraned to see the fair pedestrians as they ments to hearth rugs all they asked for was
proceeded down the promenade. We are a modest four Inchesa to escape, though they
in favor .of
skirt six inches from
gttlng used to common sense In dress, though voted
the common sense is by no means the ugly the floor for those who liked them co astonishingly short. But the club members themthing it formerly was. "
The "Rainy Daisies, as the members of selves were satisfied to accept a freedom
that club which instigated the fashion of of less.
And to let the public know that they were
the short skirts are called, gave a vivid
In dead earnest, that they stood for a prinpicture of what streets looked like twenty-fiv- e
years ago, when the feminine members ciple, for an advance for women, for greater
of society were unwillingly enlisted in the health and comfort for their own and future
street cleaning job. The little movement generations, and not for a mere fashion,
started then by a group of women shocked they adopted a uniform and topped it with
a blue badge which they wore on one
the public more perhaps than cigarette invoking or skirts worn up to the- knees. And all shoulder.
they wanted was the public's approval of a Rainy Daisies Led Van
fashion that lifted hems Just a tiny bit above
In Short Skirt Crusade
the ground.
Did they get It? Ask any of that little
movement
The
Skirts
gained converts.
band of "Rainy Daisies" who trotd forth lost contact with the ground but
won
In wot weather and In snow and even la approval in various quarters, andthey
at last
sunshine wearing skirts that measured exdressmakers were compelled to cut their
actly four Inches from the ground
They models after the accepted fashion of the so- will tell you that instead of approval they called
day skirt. Dressmakers then,
were jeered at by men and women small as now,rainy
tried to discourage an attempt on the
boys threw stones at them and society part of women to dictate as to what they
women drew aside their own trailing skirts should" wear. But the women won out and
as If there might be contamination In the they have continued to hold on to their
very presence of a dress so shocking thar short skirts ever since.
it showed the wearer walking on a perfectly
Periodically these makers of women's gargood pair of feet Instead of on stilts or ments sought to revive the long, trailing
wheels.
skirt, according to the reminiscences of one
.
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Great Demand for Our Apples Abroad
season has just started for
choice Newtown Pippins to
where this famous apple is
muoh In vogue among fashionable English
folk. The Newtown Pippin received its formal Introduction into high society In England in 1861, when Charles Francis Adams,
then United States Minister at the Court
of St James's presented Queen Victoria with
a large barrel of the luscious fruit that had
been grown in a Massachusetts orchard.
It Is an Interesting fact that since 1861,
when the Royal Mall liner Dee carried Mr.
Adams's celebrated barrel of Newtown Pippins to England, the American apple has
steadily grown in favor with the British pub-llSixty years ago American apples were
almost unknown In England;
they are
sold In all the English fruit stores. Com
American
pared with any of the leading
varieties even the choicest Devonshiro apples seem puny and flavorless.
The extent to which the export apple trade
has Increased can be gathered from the
fact that this season the Royal Mall and
other steamship lines will carry 00,000 barrels of Eastern apples across the Atlantic!
to supply the English and Continental markets, each barrel containing 160 pounds of
fruit, In addition, three million boxes of
apples from the Northwestern StateB 50
pounds to the box will be chipped over
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land to New Tork and other Atlantlo ports
for conveyance to European markets.
The Royal Mall liners will not only carry
cargoes of Eastern and Western apples to
England and the Continent from New York,
but the company's now service to Europe
from Vancouver and Seattle, via the Panama Canal, will transport this season the
biggest apple shipments ever sent from
the Pacific eoat. No fewer than 800,000
boxes of apples "from Washington, Orogon
and Idaho have been booked for shipment
to England alone.
A large proportion of the apples supplied
to the English market come from the Canadian fruit districts of Ontario, Nova Scotia,
New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island,
where the harvest of Baldwins, Kings, Newtown Pippins, Spies, Mclntoshes and Russets
this season Is unusually heavy. With the
exoeption of Maine, however, where there
has been a phenomenally large yield, the
New England apple crop has been light.
The Western apples, such as Wlnesap,
Oregon Pippin, Spltzenberg and Delicious,
figure conspicuously in British fruit Shops,
the Wlnesap, like the Newtown Pippin, havWhen
ing won the approval of royalty,
King Goorge, as Prince of Wales, visited
Canada about twenty years ago he was so
much Impressed by this apple that he ordered a case of Wlnesaps to be sent to
House every season, direct from the
Northwest.
Marl-borqu-
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of the original "Rainy Day"' band, but they fact, the harness that fashion had evolve
lf
of the human race.
met with no success. They would lengthen for
It was three or four years later that tho
skirts by an Inch or two one season and the
public would rebel. They'd try it unother straight front corset made its debut and
waists began to be let out to something like
season, and tho same thing happened. Dresswhile diamakers might determine tho width of a skirt, their normal circumference,
but they could never dictate as to its length phragms and abdomens came in tor thoir
if they set the fashion for anything beyond share of freedom. The hour glass effect
a certain height from the ground.
disappeared with the long skirt, End then
If in those twenty-fiv- e
years s'nee the women started all sorts of freedom and comfort innovations until they have dtveloped
first sanitary skirt made its
dressmakers have been unable to put women a type of dress that Is more comfortable and
Men's
into long skirts what chance of doing it free than men's ordinary clothes
have they now, even though Paris favor? tweeds and soft shirts and collars are almoet
the ankle length and is predicting that no identical with the costume that tha modern
matter how much of a hue and cry American woman wears for outdoor activities.
women raise against this hampering fashion
It was an easy and a logical step from the
they will come to it in the end? The "Rainy straight front stay, which replaced the old
Daisies" calmly point to the history of their whaleboned armor, to something even more
own movement and feel perfectly satisfied pliable and unconflning.' By rapid stages
will die a natural there was developed the athletic corset, then
that the
came the brassiere, and later women of
death.
A skirt that just covers the knees was tha slender figure abandoned either or both of
and enjoyed an
last thing in the world that this club had in these very trivial garments
mind when It marched forth as a group of uncorseted existence.
The modern corset is so carefully designed
protesting women, women bent on abolishing and so
unobjectionable as a garmont that
wet, bedraggled clothes, soppy shoes and
exhorting woman to
ankles and dripping petticoats. Never did physicians have ceased for
wear is
discard it. The corset
they expect to see their modest protest so built on lines that In no wayordinary
menace health,
exaggerated.
frightfully
They frankly while tho affair of hooks or laces and a few
acknowledge that tho skirt movement has bones to stiffen ever so little
softly woven
gotten away from them, but they point cloth. Intended for riding or driving
an autoto
the
is
worst
that
signs
hopefully
,past
fori golf or tennis or hock-jy- ,
really
and that modesty will again characterize mobile,makes little difference in the appearance
the lower portion of feminine dress Comof the wearer.' It Is usually put on for comfort and wholesomeness was what they fort Instead of effect.
worked for, and they feel that both are stltt
School and collco girls' track meets are
possible without sacrificing modesty.
among the most picturesque events of the
The four Inches from the floor skirt was entire year. Tho old bloomer costume has
not the only startling change that the been tremendously Improved upon and the
"Rainy Daisies" were responsible fo' Their most fashionable gatherings of this kind
dress rebellion was stnrted at the psychobring out groups of girls In washable colored
suits that combine bloomer and
logical moment, for women wer gettins
tired of their nipped-iat the waist corsets, blouse in artistic and attractive lines.
the diaphragm squeezing bodices, the tight
It might be mentioned that bloomers, ence
sleeves or the enormous stiffened ones; in scorned by the public and once worn almost
Copyright, mil, by Tho New Tork HoraU.
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when she sits on the beach, has atrau' e?;ry-thinIn its favor, and only the most prudish
person, who knows nothing about the sport,
could have any reasonable objections to It.
These same clamorers against giving
women any chance to expand thir lungs
and grow healthy and strong from indulging in outdoor sports, are the same who made
a fuss about women riding astride. They
were horrified when the first breeches riding
habit was worn and they said so In the loudest of voices. But about ninety-nin- e
out of
one hundred equestriennes you see anywhere
on
now have
riding breeches instead of
riding skirts. And no on Is scandalized at
their appearance, and If any one does stop
to think about the rider he or she probably
says, "What a healthful exercise and how
splendid she looks on a horse."
Women tournament golf players apparently prefer skirts to knickers. They are
usually pictured In tweeds or Jerseys with
sweaters or tailored coats. Whilo the fad for
playing golf is largely responsible for the
adoption of a sane and healthful style of
dress for outdoor occasions, it is noticeable
that the golf skirt is never worn extremely
fchort. Midway between knee and ankle Is
a length that offers all necessary freedom,
and the width should be ample to permit the
player to swing her clubs and follow through
without ever having to give a thought to
her dress. The golf knicker has arrived,
however, and on almost any course near the
city you will see women stepping out briskly
across the greens in this feminized version
of the mannish suit.
For hockey and tennis tho same unhampered point must be considered. Sometimes
It is bloomers that a girl prefers, or it may
be a short flannel skirt and sweater. The
schoolgirl plays hockey In her "gym" bloomers and a middy blouse, If it's warm enough,
and a sweater if it's cold. You can see her
almost any day In tho park with her hockey
sticks. A dozen years ago sho would not
have dared show herself outside a gymnasium in anything so utterly unfeminine,
though necessary from an athletic point of
view, as a pair of bloomers. Thus has the
sex progressed toward sanity and health in
dresses.
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furtively in gymnasiums, have gone the
way of skirts, and now they blissfully
the feminine leg several Inches above
a perfectly bare knee. Fredom of movement
i
what the style affords, and that's exactly
what a track suit should encourage.
The one piece bathing suit is following la
the path of the asti-ldriding habit. If li
has not already won the right to appear
encasing the (Inure of a feminino swlmme:
at any and every beach then it wl'i unless
nil slsns fail. Shades of Ocean Grove and
Father Bradley! What strides hive been
made since the days when the Pur'tan insisted that tho most pious looking oceangoing apparel bo worn at a seashore resort.
How could any woman hope to !earn to
swim or actually propel herself in the water,
even If she had mastered the strokes, wear-in- ?
a bathing suit such as was prescribed
by Puritans and dressmakers? The o'd styli
surf costume bound every muscle tint should
have had the utmost freedom, and the
material was so heavy when It become water
soaked that a person could scarcely drag
herself ten feet across tha sand without
dropping In a faint.
Is vastly different
The mermaid of y
in every way. She swims and she likes It.
does
not
And brother
have a costume any
better adapted to the popular aquarlo sport
she
has
who
made
than
the one pUce affair
The ono
acceptable almost everywhere.
piece woollen suit, that is as light as a
feather In the surf, sheds water like a duck's
back, keeps a bather from catching colj

Making of Incandescent Gas Mantles

M'

saturated fabrlo is shaped over a wooden
form.
Burning out. The modelled fabric is then
hung on a sultablo hook and ignited ot ths
top. The thread la burned out, leaving the
ash composed of the oxlds of thorium and
cerium.
Hardening. After tho rotton is burned ouc
the soft, flabby ash Is placed over a blowpipe, where the gas and air are controlled
in such a way as to blow it out to the form
mary:
of a mantle.
Knitting. A thread of sultablo size Is knit
Dipping. In order to prepare tho mantlt
into a tubular fabric on a machine modified for the
and 'or shipfrom those used in knitting undervear. A ment it issubsequentintohandling
a bath of collod'on and
dipped
large variety of stitches Is made at.d desig- allowed to dry.
nated as single weave,, doublo weave, trlpla
Trimming. After the collodionlzed mantles
weave, &e.
are thoroughly dried they are passed to an
The
of
knitted
fabrlo
lengths
Saturating.
operator, who trims oft the rough edges of
are placed in a suitable vessel, and the
the skirt and reduces the mant!? to a
lighting fluid .is poured over them. uniform length.
After tho fabrlo is soaked in the 1'ghtlng
Packing. Loop mantles are
in
fluid for a certain length of time It Is put paper tubes by cords; cap suspended
mantles are
through an equalizer for the purposo of mounted on supports and tho supports seequalizing the amount of fluid carried by curely fastened to the caps. liar. ties are
each Web. The fabric is then plared upon usually packed in cartons of fifty and cased
suitable forms of glass or wood and dried.
according to the size being Bhlpped usually
Sewing. Tho fabric Is now taken and in five hundred or ono thousand mantle
folded in at ono end and carefully plaited to a case.
and an asbestos cord drawn through to form
In all these details there exists the necesthe head and loop of the mantlo.
of avoiding the least trace of mineral
sity
Modelling. After tho head is made tha Impurity, which interferes with the light,

of incandescent eas man
tles are used yearly in the United
States. The method of lUhtlne in
which they are employed is now familiar to
every one, although It was introduced only
about twenty years ago. Yet very probably
there are but few persons who use tbe mantles who know how they are made rr wha:
they are made of. Here is a brie! sum-
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GIVE THANKS.

America this year has real cause for thanks
giving. This past year has been filled with trials
and tribulations and what at times seemed staggering problems for all the peoples ot the earth,
but our difficulties have been the least of all. And
as another year draws near hope Is raised to a ne v
height in all the nations that the greatest burden
of all is about to be lifted, and this, above everything, should be cause for thanksgiving in evcrv
American home.
Of all the peoples of the earth the American?
again on this Thanksgiving day appear to be thit
favored. While famine has stalked through other
Ivcver waj
lands, plenty has ruled in America.
there a time in our history when collections had to
be taken up In other lands to relieve distress in the
United States.
Through immigrants helping tho
folks they left behind and through general benev-dencit has always been a case of aid going out
from here.
Today, while there are calls for relief from millions in other countries, the Americans, as usual,
arj in the midst of plenty. While America Is recovering from abnormal conditions of tho war, internal and racial strife, disease and famlno stili
beset many a European land. And there is no better way for Americana to show thankfulness for
what they have received than to share with thoso
who are in distress.
Observance of the last Thursday In November
as "a day of thanksgiving and prayer" is dependent
in no degree on the customary proclamation by
but we should be sensible of a loss wer;
an executive to omit its issuance. This exclusively
American day is, indeed, as firmly fixed as is Christmas. But it Is good to have the chief administrative officer of the nation review, if ever so briefly,
the blessings which have been so abundantly bestowed upon lis. Let us all hearken to the president's call and give thanks for the blessings we
have enjoyed.
o,

MONEY NOT CHIEF CONCERN.

Premier Brland, voicing France's concurrence
the principle and spirit of the American proe
of the armament disposals, adverted to a
cussion that well may engage the minds of people
The chief of the French ministry ingenerally.
quired, "Is it only a question here of economy?"
Rightly he remarked that, "If that were so, If thai
were the sole purpose you have In view, It will be
really unworthy of the great nation that has called
us here." All the speeches at Washington have revealed that money saving is not the primary purpose of the conference, but the importance of stopping the waste occasioned by wars and preparations
for wars can not be Ignored.
A great many people affect to despise trade,
holding solicitude for it to be unworthy of governments and nations. Billions of words have beer,
.spilled, orally and through print, in condemnation
of the system that, they say, puts care of business
above that of human beings. Actually, of course,
concern for the people is at the bottom of all activities in promotion of trade. If a country would
have no trade it would have no happy people.
Wars of tho past were waged in the interest of
trade, often. In a sense that was promotive of tho
welfare of some peoples. We have progressed so
g
far in
that It has become overexpen-ive- .
There are no benefits to be derived from ll.
On the contrary, vast injuries are done. The onetime compensations for losses in war can not now
be achieved. That is the simple fact of tho money
side of the war and peace question. We pray for
peace, not merely that we may have more money,
but that we may have more of the benefits of clvl
lization of which material prosperity is the token.
Though we speak of economies to be Fecund
through disarmament and peace, the tangible gain
will be better conditions of life for the human fam- ily, and that is what everyone wants.
In

sub-topl-

THE SOVIET'S FINISH.
Coming from a less known authority than Prof.
Paul Miliukov, the prediction that the bolshevik
downfall in Russia Is a matter of months would
The
be greeted with a great deal of skepticism.
longevity of the dictatorship has continued to surprise and puzzle the world, but Prof. Miliukov says
its end is drawing near and the final blow to tho
autocracy of Lenlne Is to be delivered by the famine.
The bolshevlki came into power through promises and have retained it through making themselves feared. Now famine has come as the culmination of the years of misrule. The people, according to Prof. Miliukov, roallze that this widespread
calamity is not an incident, but a direct consequenca
of bolshevik maladministration.
It can be traced
definltelV to the confiscation of crops and farm machinery, the discouragement of private initiative
and tho utter breakdown of tho nation's transportation and agencies of distribution.
.

Tho people of other countries

latter holiday for November 11 would give business
That
the advantage of about two weeks more.
Armistice day falls near the middle of the montu
offers an opportunity for a change that would be
welcomed by most folk, except perhaps the lazy
Raton, N. M Nov. 22, 1921.
y
and half-daholidays are Editor, Albuquerque
ones, to whom
Journal,
merely an excuse for knocking off work.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Dear Sir:
ENROLL I
Relative to the report of Try
talk before the educational coun
cil
on last Saturday, as tho same
The American Red Cross is the one organizaIn your Journal of No
tion which has never been called upon to make an appeared
vember 20th, on page 9, column 1,
Its
to
the
I
note
of
its
public.
that I am. reported ai hav
stewardship
explanation
ing said that out of eight million
affairs are conducted in a manner that commands acres
of school lands which ' were
the highest respect and inspires the fullest confi- granted to tho common
schools,
dence in its ability to handle economically and ef 6nly three million acres have been
selected.
I
did
itself.
What
which
that
say
wis
situation
presents
fectively any
eight million acros granted to
Much of the work which is being done by the the
the common schools of the state
Red Cross is for the former service men who arJ as It appeared in the blenn'al restill unable to take up the work laid down to enter port of the commissioner ot public
land, (said report ending Novemthi service of their country. This relief work will ber
30, 1921), that only three and
be necessary until governmental agencies are opermillion of the same had
ating in a more effective way in the interests of tho been Belected, and less than threeI
million had been clear listed.
soldiers of the world war.
am enclosing you this report, markThe American Red Cross is doing a wonderful
ing that portion which was menwork in carrylngTellef and cheer to many thousands tioned by mo, which you will find
relief
This
on
the closing sheet of the report.
in Russia and other sections of Europe.
The report speaks for itself, and
work will be necessary for many months, and Am- it
was
to this report I referred.
erican money will be required in large sums if the
I notice that I am also quoted as
work is to succeed.
having said that lands purchased
acre have been sold for
In the interests of the needy who are being at $25 peracre.
$250 per
That statement is
and
sought out abroad by the American Red Cross
also incorrect.
My statement was
for the benefit of those persons at home who ara that land purchased at $5 from the
immediately resold
the victims of untoward conditions, the Red Cross slateas has been
in the army of for
high as $25 to $35 per acre.
makes Its plea for
I also stated that much of the
contributors to this gracious work. May it never coal land coming to the state in
be said of the Red Cross that it had to beg for tha school sections 16 and 36, and rat
support which should be given freely.

AS THE PEOPLE VIEW IT
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It was the kaiser who defeated limitation of
armament at the last Hague conference. Look at

THE HAFPY ENDING.

on a
Among back numbers I am
By helping Great Britain to save money
wending, I like the old thing,
tns
easier
lor
it
make
will
Hughes
Secretary
navy.
though they're stale; and I admire
the happy ending when I wade
allies to pay the debt to America.
through the stirring' tale; I know
my course needs much defending,
since critics at old methods rail.
"It isn't Art," thoy tell me, sadly,
"the wnv all stories lined to cease;
the villain always turned out badA PEOPLE'S PRAYER.
ly, the hero wed the vicar's niece,
and packed his trunks with gems
Not in vainglory, Lord, today
and
gladly went honeymooning off
Wt thank Thee for Tny Diessigs ncn aim
Art is a thing of
to Greece."
at
throne,
Thy
meekly,
But humbly,
pomp and glory, and I'm its boostDo we accept Thy grace peyona comyaie.
er and Its friend; I claim that Art
Is hunkydory, my throbbing euloFor though the fields with grain are ripe,
gies ascend; and yet I do not like
And tirodinal its fruit the garden yields.
a. story that does not have a cheerSHU shall we perish if we fail
o
ful end. The methods of the
To grasp the truth Thy love rcvcais.
masters were good enough to
bo my guides; they soaked their
Help us to put aside today
years;
Tho usnlpss hates of
DOWN
Help us to BUILD UP NOT TEAR
Help us to cast out ueauiy
Man must hold close to brother man,
Each must his baser self lorever siay;
Tis only so can we attain
For all men, in all lands, THANKSGIVING DAY.
By Howard B. Garis
Mabel S. Hilyard.
Copyright. 1921. by McClure
Newspaper Syndicate.

VERSE OF TODAY

old-tlm-

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones

CRISP PARAGRAPHS

UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE
WASHING.
BOTH
It Is to be hoped the president isn't of a Jealous
I Just can't go! I Just
dear!
"Oh,
disposition. His speech may have been a gooa one. can't go1." exclaimed Nurse Jane
i"111
me
inins
but Mr. Hugnes plan is
Fuzzy Wuzzy In the hollow stump
rcad. Charleston News and Courier.
one
bungalow
morning after
Thanksgiving.
TEMPERAMENTAL FOLKS.
"Can't go where?" asked Uncle
Farrar's husband says her nature has been per Wlggily, ns the bunny rabbit genverted by acting Carmen end Zaza. How would- It tleman rubbed a bit of orange skin
Kenneon his red, white and blue striped
do for him to take a course In Petruchlo?
rheumatism
crutch to make it
bec Journal.
smell nice, "is it to the movies
you wish to go? If so, I'll take
WHY NOT MAKE 'EM THE NAVY?
As a further incentive to reduction In arma- you." .
his
to
"No, but Mrs. Longtall, the
scrap all
ments Uncle, Sam might be willing
mouse lady, Just telephoned over,
Chicago News.
wooden merchant steamships.
said Miss Fuczy Wuzzy, "and asked
me to come and help her bake a
WHEN TONGUES ARE TIED.
cheese cake for the church sociaIt would be a bold delegate who would be will- ble for tonight. I'd
love to go and
was
he
that
home
to
be
it
allow
to
telegraphed
ing
help, but I can't."
opposed to lightening the burden of the taxpayer
not?" Uncle WIgglly
"Why
and in favor of costly war machinery. Washing- wanted
to know.
ton Star.
"Because I have to do the washing," answered Nurse Jane. "You
know it rained Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, and the only time
I have to wash the clothes is today.
THE STRAIGHT ROAD TO PEACE.

JU'

EDITORIAL OF THE DAY

(From the New York Times.)
"The .way to resume is to resume" that was
sound
the
money war cry in 1878 when the resumption of specie payments was the overshadowing topic
of the day. The way to disarm is to disarm, said
Mr. Hughes to the astonished conference, and thu

whole world rejoices and applauds.
Since cave men began to make war clubs and
fashion stone hatchets there hag been nothing llltf.
ar
this In all history, save only the Rush-BagGreat
rangement" in 1817, when we agreed with Lake
Britain that on Chamnlaln and the Great
there should be "on each side" only four vessels not
exceeding 100 tons each and carrying one
gun. That "arrangement" was voluntary, line mo
program Mr. Hughes now submits to the conference; other ordinances of disarmament have been
imposed by victors In war.
This Is a culmination of plans of peace long
urged and cherished. It is of intense interest, momentous. The hitherto unchanging policy of always
bigger ships and heavier guns, of uncounted millions to provide unmatchabla navies, is to be suddenly reversed by the three chief powers of the sea:
building is to cease and splendid warships are to be
A
breathing spell for Vulcan
destroyed.
will leave him little disposed to resume the beating
out of armor-plateIf the conference accepts this
plan, if the nations agree upon it, even with modifications, a great stride will have been taken toward
assured peace.
It is of good augury that the conference welcomed Mr. Hughes' naval holiday program, that
government chiefs and leaders of opinion tho world
over receive it with favor.
It should have universal support and advocacy. Friends of the league
can
to
of nations
not fail
applaud and help on thia
happy continuation of the work nobly begun in the,
covenant. What boots it who speeds on with the
torch when once it la lighted? Men pass, means
serve and are discarded; it is the end, the achievement, that endures.
ten-ye-

ar

s.
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MERGING TWO HOLIDAYS.
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Mr. Whitewash, sang
And now Mrs. Longtall wants mo
to come over and help pwith the
cheese cake."
"Thn toddle along!" exclaimed
Uncle Wlggily. smiling like. "Toddle along and bake the cheese
cake."
"But what about the washing?"
asked the muskrat lady housekeeper.
"I'll do it!" declared the bunny,
magnanimously like and care free.
"You!" almost screamed Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy.
"I certainly, I!" answered the
bunny, twinkling his pink nose
surreptitiously like. "It will not

"REG'LAR FELLERS"
I

land office.
I am opposed to the sale of the
lands in large bodies, depriving actual settlement for coming to the
state, and it was that point I deI am satisfied
sired to impress.
that the great bulk of our state
lands in northern New Mexico, and
the agricultural lands In various
counties of the state, if properly
classified and sold In small tracts
In alternate sections, will bring to
our school funds several times the
amount it is now realizing for its
stat lands.
I think your report of what I
said was not accurately made and
not desire to do any injustice
do
I
to anyone, but only desire to get
the neonle to realize, ana espec
lally the educators, that the state
lands are a great iauiur iur ui
of the
fund
future educational
state, and they should exert a par
in
the
Interest
ticular
protection
of the same.
The present method or selling
lands that are agricultural in char
acter, does not tend at this time
tn develon the state, but tends to
give the speculator a chance for
the future value or me same.
Honing that you will correct
your printed report of my talk ac
cording to the lniormauon con
tained herein, I remain.
Very respectfully.
JOHN MORROW,

By WALT MASON.

Into autoHenry Ford wants to turn battleships
mobiles. Now we may guess where he obtained
effect.
that ocean-wav- e

u-ur-

ed in the government coal ratings
of valuations in Colfax county as
high as $250 per acre as yet had
no classification
from the state

BIPPLinG RHYMES

him now!

who have been

responding so generously to Russia's need should
realize that while the experiment in practical socialism has been terribly hard on that unfortunate land,
It has provided an object lesson which should servo
as a danger signal to warn others from such a pernicious course. It should be a long time before any
other country makes such a colossal mistake a.
that which has ruined Russia.

cried the muskrat lady as she saw
the two friends in their bare feet
standing In the tub.
"Washing the clothes," politely
Mr. Whitewash.
answered
"I
think you'll find them so white as
never was," he added.
"Well, so they are," spoke Miss
Fuzzy Wuzzy, as she blued them
and hung them out. "But I never
heard of washing clothes by dancing on them."
"Oh, that's how I always do it!"
laughed Mr. Whitewash, blinking
one eye at the bunny. And Mr.
Longears tried not to laugh.
But everything came out all
right, and if the cabbage cutter
doesn't tie knots In the string bean
and make a cat's cradle- - of it, the
next Biory win oe about Uncle
WIgglly and the alarm clock.

(Copyright

heroes in disasters until disasters
stained their hides; but in the end
the smiling pastors united them to
blooming brides. The heroes suffered for a season, till Chapter
or five; the dupes of
Twenty-fou- r
guile and crime and treason, they
wondered why they were alive; but
In the end they had no fleas on,
and they began to bloom and
The villains for a time
thrive.
were winners, all things appeared
to come their way; they fed their
works with costly dinners, and
drank cold bottles from Cathay:
but retribution smashed these sinners, to Tyburn tree they rode
away. The highbrows doubtless
I'm offending when I let thoughts
like these prevail; and Art, perhaps, in iro is lending her help to
have me put In Jail; but I admlro
the happy ending when I peruse a
stirring tale!
be the first time. I have done
I know how to
some washing.
put the clothes into the tub, with
some soap and water, sozzle them
around and hang them out."
"Oh, but you must blue them
put them In a blue water or they'll
be all yellow!" cried Nurse Jane.
"Blue they shall be I'll make
them as blue as the summer sky!"
sang Uncle Wlggily.
"Oh, but not too blue!" begged
Nurse Jane. "Not too blue!"
on!"
Toddle
come!
"Come,
"Leave the
laughed the bunny.
washing to me. Toddle on!"
So Nurse Jane, with many a sigh
and shake of her whiskers, toddled on to help Mrs. Longtall. the
mouse lady, while Uncle Wlggily
made himself ready to do the
washing.
"I Just know he won't sozzle the
clothes enough, or he'll get the
water too blue or something," said
the muskrat lady. "But I suppose
I can wash them over, and I must
holp with the church sociable."
Now we'll see what Uncle WIgNurse "Jane had the
glly did.
clothes all picked up for him, and
he carried them to the laundry and
tumbled them into a tub. Then
he ran on some hot water and put
in some soap.
"Now for the sozzllng," cried the
bunny rabbit, as he rolled up his
sleeves and dipped his paws Into
the soapy water to rub the clothes
up and down on the board. But,
Just as he was about to do this the
door of the bungalow opened and
a voice cried:
"What is going on here?"
For a moment Uncle Wlggily
was frightened, but when he saw
a big white, shaggy
creature, with a Jolly face, the
bunny answered:
Mr.
Whitewash!
"Oh. hello,
Come fiight in, my dear old Polar
Bear friend. You may see me
wash the clothes." And he told
about Nurse Jane going out.
"Ha! I'll do more than see you
wash the clothes. I'll help you!"
roared the Polar Bear in his Jolly,
frosty voice. "Off with your Bhoes
and socks."
"What for?" asked the bunny.
"We'll get right in the tub with
our paws and Jump up and down
on the clothes.
That's the only
way to wash them! That's how I
wash
clothes!"
my
laughed
always
the Polar Bear. "Off with 'em!"
So Uncle Wlggily took off his
shoes, and so did the Polar Bear
gentleman, and then they hopped
up into the tub of clothes and began dancing together.
Splash,
splash! went the soap water and
the clothes were sozzled as they
never were before, as Mr. Whitewash sang:
"Up and down we dance!
'Round and 'round we prance!
We'll wash these clothes,
For, goodness knows,
It is our only chance!"
Nurse Jane came back, Just as
Uncle WIgglly and Mr. Whitewash
were dancing their hardest, splashing the soapy water all over the
floor.
"Whatever are you doing?"

1921 by George Matthew
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TRADE.

KANSAS CITY PRODUCE.

Kansas City, Nov. 23. Butter,
and eggs unchanged.
Poultry Hens 2c lower for light'
weights, 1320c; 6prlngs and tur.
keys unchanged.
LIVESTOCK MARKETS.
Chicago Livestock.
Chicago, Nov. 23. Cattle Re
ceipts 9,000. Beef steers and she;
stock steady to 25c higher;
part;
load long yearlings, $11.00;
bulk
beef steers,
bulls
$C.OO9.00;
steady to strong; veal calves mostly
boo higher, hum
around
$S.D0:
stockers and feeders about steady.'
18,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
active, 'strong to 10c higher than
yesterday's average, mixed up most.
Top, $6.85: bulk, $6.65D6.80; pica!
steady to 25c higher; bulk desirable,
I L00.
Sheep Receipts 8,000. Killing,
classes uneven but sharply higher.;
Top fat lambs, $10.00; bulk early,'
$6.75 0 8.00;
culls,
$9.259.B0;
fat native ewes,;
good
$4.35; no choice lambs sold farly;1
heavy feeder lambs steady at $8.00;
best not sold early.

:

118-pou-

2c

Hogs--Receip-

210-pou-

160-pou-

re

unforgcttlble ixperience
to have you Ilssen to my Judgment grain.
Closing prices:
suteh
an open mind.
with
Wheat
Dec. $1.10; May,
O Willyum. do you reely and
$1.13.
truly think its all rite? sed ma.
Corn Dec, 50e; May, 55c.
Absilootly and positively o. k.,
Oats Dec. 33 c; May, 38 c.
sed pop, and ma sed, O Willyum.
Pork Jan., $14.10.
I think youre too sweet for enyLard Jan., $8.62; May, $9.00.
thing, I knew I could trust your
Ribs Jan., $7.42; May, $7.80.
Judgment , then 111 keep the hat
Jest as it is, as long as you say so.
NEW YORK COTTON.
Its a grate life if you dont week-esed pop, and got behind the
New York, Nov. 23. Cotton fupaper agen.
tures closed strong. Dec, 18.47;
Jan., 18.47; March, 18.38; May,
18.14; July, 17.70.
n,

THE MARKETS

LIBERTY BONDS.

FOR SALE

Furniture

SALE Sectional boukcaio, roll top
desk, Morris chafr, heatln
tv?e,
ran ft, 3030 Winchester rifles, and lnr
stock of used furniture. 825 South First.
FOR SALE Moore range, used one sea
puui-butto- n
son, perfect
condition;
Morris chair, teak wood
if si on
table,
wrttlns; desk, mission book caie, tw.
beautiful brass beds, complete; Hoover
electric sweeper, 150 books, .'lc:I;i, IS
each. etc. 911 North Second.
FOH

New York, Nov. 23. Liberty FOR RENT Office Rooms
'sssasausaaesaiMaeasimesaaisssmsBsssssaisssBas
bonds closed:
$96.10; first 4s, FOH RENT Attractive
team
offlca,
$95.00 bid; second 4s, $96.04; first
furnished.
and water
(By The Associated rress.)
heat, light
New York. Nov. 23. Extensive
$95.30; Wright building, opposite poetofftce.
$95.70; second
buying of Liberty bonds at the third
$96.64; fourth
FOR RENT Three vry desirable office
rooms light, heat and water; will rent
$99.92; Vicyear's highest quotations featured $95.58; Victory
$99.90.
separately or as a whole, A. B. Mllner,
today on the stock exchange, the tory
West Central, phone Ml,
31.14
share list showing no material alNEW YORK MONEY.
teration from recent professional
MATTRESS
RENOVATING
and uncertain conditions.
AfYilESsTlENOVATrNQ" la.Ss aiS upi
Tho demand for Liberty issues,
New York, Nov. 23. Call money
which later extended to other
repairing, fur
Easier. High, ruling rate and Rug cleaning, furniture
packing. Phone 471, Ervln Beo
bonds, notably several foreign war offered at, 6 per cent; low, closing rlture romoanr.
illng
flotations,
seemed to
emanate bid and last loan, 4 per cent.
from substantial sources and again
Time loans Firmer. Sixty and
was accompanied by Indications of 90 days and six months, 5
to 5
Gentleman ad wife fron.
easier money.
per cent; prime mercantile paper, WANTED
Michigan want newly furnished, steam
Demand loans opened at 5 per 5 to 5
cent.
per
heated apartment where meals may her
cent, but the light inquiry at
had, on or about December IS. Btats
soon forced the rate to
FOREIGX EXCHANGE.
price. Address box 21, car Journal.
with the usual easing from that
New Tork, Nov. 23. Foreign exquotation in private
offerings.
Much money was available for one change Irregular.
Great Britu'.n,
LEGAL NOTICE
two
to
months accommodations demand, $3.99; cables, $3,997',. NOTICE
OF ADMINISTRATRICES
and concessions were made on high France demand,
7.07: cable?, In the Matter
of the Estate of
7.08. Italy demand, 4.11
grane commercial paper.
cables,
Samuel
William Lee, Deceased.
? 5 Vi ;
Concurrent short selling and cov- 4.12. Belgium demand,
Is
Notice
given that Julia
ering in stocks of the same descrip- cables, 6.86. Germany demand, E. Lee and hereby
Lou Lee. Adminlstra-trice- s
tions made for confusion. The only
cables. .36. Holland demand,
of the estate of Samuel WilIssue to register more than nominal 35.45; cables, 35.51. Norway deSweden demand, liam Lee, deceased, have filed In
changes mostly upward, were spe- mand, 14.10.
the
Probate
Court of Bernalillo)
cialties of the utility, chemical and 23.50. Denmark demand, 18.43.
minor industrial types.
Switzerland demand, 18.85. Spain County, New Mexico, their final reand
Dealings in rails were unusually demand, 13.75. Greece demand, port as such Administratrices
contracted and many popular In- 4.00. Argentina demand, 32.87. the court has appointed Thursday,
as
the
first
of
1921.
December,
day
dustrials, such as steels, equip- Brazil demand, 12.50, Montreal,
the day for hearing objections,. If
ments and motors, held within
any there be, to the approval of
fractional bounds, while oils resaid final report and the discharge
flected profit taking over the ImNEW YORK METALS.
of said Administratrices.
pending holiday. Sales, 675,000
Witness my hand and the seal of
New
shares.
Tork, Nov. 23. Copper
Remittances to neutral countries, Market steady. Electrolytic, spot said Probate Court this 81st day of
particularly Holland and Sweden, and nearby.
later, October, 1921.
FRED CROLLOTT.
at gains of 15 to 20 points, featured
(Seal)
Clerk of Said Probate Court.
Tin Steady. Spot and nearby,
the foreign exchange. Sterling was
firm but rates to the other allied $29.50; futures, f29.C229.7fi.
Iteware of a Persistent Cold.
Iron Steady. Price unchanged.
countries showed further heaviness.
When a cold hangs on week
In addition to the five Liberty
Lead Steady. Spot $4.70.
after week or when you contract a
maximum
issues which scored
Zinc Quiet. East St. Louts de- fresh cold before you are over th
French
display$4.70.
municipals
first one, there Is great danger of
prices,
livery, spot
ed marked strength. Many domessome germ ulsease getting a etart
Antimony Spot, $4.65 4.75.
isin your system. The average contic rails, especially convertible
Foreign bar silver, 68'4o.
Mexican dollars, 62c.
sues, were at top prices for a year
sumptive will tell you that "1 had
or more. Total sales, par value,
a hard cold last winter that was
followed by a bad cough that I
rnonvcE.
$20,750,000.
Chicago
have not been able to get rid of," or
Closing prices:
29
Beet
23.
alive
Nov.
American
Sugar
Poultry,
Chicago.
something to that effect. Why
30
American Can
higher. Fowls, 12 20c; springs, take tho chances of such a result
17 He; turkeys, 88c; roosters, 13c. when Chamberlain's
American Smelting ft Ref'g..
Cough RemReAmerican Sumatra Tobacco.. 31
Potatoes Market weak.
edy, famous for lt cures of bad
115
S.
72
American Tel. & Tel
cars.
U.
Total
shlp- colds may be had for a trifle?
ceipts

3s,

4s.

4s,

3s,

4s,

nnryNTEP

Roomtf

that-figur-

4,

.35;

91.

13134c. 13413c;

40.

Trade Mark Registered U. 8. Patent Office)

5

i'

4s,

4s

The suggestion that the United States combine
Armstlce day and Thanksgiving day .as one national
holiday seems worthy of serious consideration. The
increasing number of holidays is interfering with
Industrial and business activities. There is probably not a civilized nation that will not enlist to makr
Armistice day a peace observance for the world,
marking the turning point of international history.
Thanksgiving is the one holiday that is designated
by proclamation of the president of the United
States, and by custom is observed on the last
Thursday of November.
One of the arguments produced for the proposed combining of the two holidays is that Thanksgiving day comes so near to the Christmas holiday
and merchants find that little holiday trade may
be expected until after Thanksgiving.
Fixing the

V

...........

ments, 379. Minnesota and Michigan sacked and bulk round white,
sacked
$1.251.50 cwt.; Idaho
Russets, $2.40 cwt.; Minnesota and
Red
bulk
and
North Dakota sacked
rivers, $1.251.40 cwt.; Wisconsin
sacked and bulk round white, $1.65
1.75 cwt.
Butter Market higher. Creamery extras, 44c; firsts, 85S42c;
seconds, 32 34c; standards. 38c.
Eggs Market unchanged, Re
celpts 2,578 cases,

Chicago, Nor. 23. Export sales
at the Gulf of Mexico, together
with unexpected higher prices at
joiverpooi ana iiuenos Aires, naa a
bullish effect today on wheat here,
The close, although unsettled, was
Kansas City Livestock.
at lc to
net advance, with De
Kansas City. Nov. 23. Cattle
cember $1.10
to $1.10
and
Receipts 6,300. She stock, calves
to $1.13. Corn and
May $1.13
bulls cenerally steady. Few;
c to
e to
c
c, oats
gained
;
bulk fat
o to
c and provisions 60 to vealers, $7.75(38.00;
bulls mostly $3.00i!
saying, Now mind Willyum, dont to
12c.
beef steers unevenly weak to;
say you like it if you dont, now
Bullish sentiment as to wheat 3.50;
take a look at it ferst.
25c lower; top heavies, $7.40; few
And she started to wawk er- - predominated. With foreign prices yearlings, $8.25; bulk, $5.7607.00:'
round the room with the hat still going upward the question of stockers and feeders draggy and.
on so pop could see it all erround whether additional exports from weak; few odd sales, $4.60(3)5.25.;
would be at the ex
ts
without wawklng erround it him- this country
Market"
6.0Q0.
of domestic requirements re
self, pop saying, Well, its a nice pense
fairly active, openod strong to 10c
as
fresh
celved
notice,
especially
10c
considered
all
I
closed
things
hat, think,
mostly
higher,!
domestic arrivals remained email higher,
Bulk 190 to
I think Its a nice hat.
weights to;
London reports told of
Wat do you mean by all things Meanwhile
and shippers around $6.70;!
packers
in buying by Japanese and 140 to
considered, Willyum? sed ma, that activity
averages to ehlp-- t
in pers, $6.80;
sounds as if you had a secret res of unfavorable crop conditions was
packer top, $6.75: bulk,
of sales, $6.50 6.70; most throw-- ;
ervation or a dubble meenlng, or Argentina. In addition, there
gossip that all the cheap hard win out sows, $5.60 5.75; pigs
something, and pop sed. Not at all, ter
at the Gulf of Mexico
I
not at all, ony perhaps for one had wheat
bulk $7.15 7.25.
been bought for shipment to
3,000.
Sheep
Receipts
thing maybe It has quite a good Europe. Export
Early
of
sales
400,000 sales
eel of red on it, you mite say.
killing classes generally 25o
bushels at the gulf were confirmed.
Wy Willyum, the ldeer, you mite In this connection,
higher. Fes, $4.00; fed lambeV
was
it
persaid,
$9.25; feeding lambs steady; com
say nuthlng of the kind, one rea- sistent
drought in the southwest back westerns, $8.00; others carry
son wy I took this partickler hat
exercised a stimu- ing short fat end. $8.40.
was because it was so inconspicu- had apparently
influence oti demand. The
ous, you dont know wat youre latingsetbacks
which occurred in
only
Denver Livestock.
tawklng about, Willyum, sed ma. values
but the
Denver. Nov. 23. Cattle Re
I sfnpose not, dont notice me, Decemberproved transient,
somewhat
eased
delivery
800.
Market strong.
I
thawt perhaps the hole hat,
Bee(
ony
ceipts
compared with May, elevator in- steers, $5.00(86.60; cows and heifin a way of speeking, looks a little as
of
terests
the
announcing
purchase
$4.60
ers,
calves,
$3.255.00;
large for you, sed pop.
considerable hard wheat to be 0 sn- - hull
JHfinffflSnn!
utockens
Large, well upon my werd Willbrought here from outside termi- and feeders, $4.25 5.50.
yum, you must be blind or crazy, nals.
300.
Mantet
or something this evening, the hata
Hogs Receipts
Corn and oats rose with wheat.
small if enything, If you wunt to
strong. Top, $6.88; bulk, f 6.25 0.
Dein
time
the
first
For
weeks,
.85.
know the truth, sed ma, and po,) cember corn commanded 50 cents
TIoeelntH 4.600.
RViaati
MarVeli
sed, Im a grate beleever In tho
more a bushel.
Lambs, $7.5008.35; ewes.
strong.
truth and Im glad to know the hat or Provisions,
were
a
lift
by
given
is all rite and Its bin a grate plez-zuJ2.eu(84.uu; leeaer lamDs, ti.uua
strength in hog values as well as in 8.00.
and a

A

'Mm

M-

Pennsylvania

Pop was smoaklng behind itho
paper after supplr and ma sed,
Willyum, I wunt to show you my
new hat, now Willyum I wunt your
candid opinion so don't say you
like it if you dont, because if you
dont theres still time for me to
change it.
And she went out of the room
and came back agen with her new
hat on, being a red kind of a hat
with black and yello things ma

LITTLETV

JUST Afcocn"

11
American Zinc
44
Anaconda Copper
87
Atchison
Baltimore & Ohio
3l
65
Bethlehem Steel "B"
17
Butte & Superior
43 14
California Petroleum
115
Canadian Pacific
30
Central Leather
68
Chesapeake & Ohio
23
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
26
Chlno Copper
24
Colorado Fuel & Iron
S4
Crucible Steel
7
Cuba Cane Sugar
11
Erie
73
Great Northern pfd
S7
Inspiration Copper
Int. Mer. Marine pfd....... 58
24
Kennecott Copper
109
Louisville & Nashville
Mexican Petroleum
...113
24
Miami Copper
19
Missouri Pacific
65
Montana Power
72
New York Central
78
Northern Pacific

L.
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BOOV THINKS I OU4HT 111 11
TO JIT EVEN WITH MAC,,1E
I'LL CO EE PROF. PHIL
OSOPHER- - HE't) THE WIDEST

II

jVERt

mm

in

A REAL BUY IV THE
FOURTH WARD.
Good brick house, completely
furnished; four rooms, large
screened in front and back
porches; modern; extra large
lot. This house is a real bargain and can be bought on
good terms if desired. If interested in a good little home let
us show you this one.

ron

1-

24-

5-

5-

f

I

hj:

fA

A ft

4M1

ZJ
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I
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NO! DO

$40.00

house, fur$75.00
85.00

and sleeping
porch, furnished ..,.$ 40.00
liowlnnds.
house, fur- -'
nished
$ 65.00
- Room house, furnished
$100.00
house, furnished
$ 65.00
- Room apartment,

furnished

$ 25.00

3-

- Rooms

furnished

4-

- Room

house, fur-

and garage
nished

nished

..$

35.00
$75.00

house, unfur

$40.00

- Room house, unfur-

nished, hot water heat. $60.00
furnished ....$40.00
furnished
$42.50

Tell

us what you

want-m- ay

have It.

D, T. KINGSBURY,

REALTOR
Loans and Insnrance.
210 W. Gold.
l'hone 907-FOR 8ALK.
brick, modern, sleeping
porch, corner lot, highlands, close in.
$4,200
brick, modern,
large
rooma, large glassed porch, Third ward,
close in.
$5,500 New
white stucco, fdobe
bungalow, Just completed, oak floors,
fine garage. University Heights.
Seme good ranches for sale. Houses
and lots In all parts of the city. Business property and business opportunities.
A. FLEISCHER,
REALTOR.
Fire Insurance,
Automobile Insurance.
Plate Glass. Bnrainry, Puhlle Liability, Compensation Insurance.
Surety Bonds.
Phone 674,
Ill South Fourth St.
$3,800

cash will handle,
ACKERSON & GRIFFTH,

$1,500

120 S.

Realtors.
,
Fourth.
Phono 414.

YOU?

'J

SHOW YOU

121

v

Dandy lot
Lot and Adobes for six
room house
750
We have a customer for your
house let's have it.
SHELLEY REALTY CO.,

Phone

459--

Realtor.

J.

111
i i

I

$5,000
850
450

216 V. Gold.

INCOME
y
A
residence near
business section, where rooms
are always in demand. Right
price and part terms. See or
HOME

AND

SERvicf.. fNe. 77-- 2

I

LEFT

I still have six fifty foot lota
left in the Albright-Moor- e
Addition at $300 each. Seventh
street Is now belngr opened
which makes these among the
best located lots in the entire
addition. Don't delay. Get started on tho upgrade right now.
$20 cash and $10 per month.

two-stor-

write

J. A. nAMMONP,
821 E. Silver.
Phone 1522--

f'

I

v

ONLY SIX

HOME
That will appeal to you,
A

I

i i

Bargain

Extraordinary

For quick sale the owner will
sacrifice one of the best and
most substantially built small
houaea on the market.
You

have to see it to really believe
ao much can be offered for the
money. A cut in price of $500.
J, D, Keleher, Realtor,
211 West Gold.
Phone 410.

Rond.
A

m

oak

GREAT

BUY

When you fan buy a nlca little
furnished house on
a corner lot for only $2,100
only $400 down and $30 per
month.
A,

General Acents.
Second nnd Gold Avenue.
Phono 010.

L Martin Co,, Realtors

Real

Estate, Fire and Auto

Insurance,
223 W. Gold,

Loans.
Phone 156.

HERE'S TOI'R OPPORTINITY
Nine large rooms, with porchee
galore, completely furnished. Including piano, two complete baih rooms,
rooms all taken; (his Is a money--make- r,
one of the best corner locations In the Highlands nnd Is close
In; owner leaving for the east.
If
Interested come In nnd talk It over.

n

Five-roo-

base-

4-

Ten-acr-

4

mi

748

FOR RENT

FOR'rf.NT

SALE

five-roo-

West Mountain

PAY RENT

5-

The best 1919 Seven Passenger
Buick in town. New top and
new paint Job and in A-- l condition. We will compare this
car with any one In town
selling; for $500 more. See it
for yourself and ride In it before you buy, and you will be

FOR

finish,

705

WHY

hardwood
corner,
floors,
features,
floors, garage, $4,500. Eight-rooment, furnace, garage, splendid
two
hardwood
corner,
garages,
HOUSES FOR SALE .
VACANT LOTS
location, in Fourth ward. Price
A. r. STAUICM,
floora, steam heat. They are fine
$o,2D0. Oood terms.
Itenl Kstute nnd Insurance
Close
locations
and
furnished
850.00
And
$
some
good
buys.
cash will take equity In
819 West Colli Ave.
R. McCLUGHAN,
Phone ICS.
to
furnished
950.00
postofflce.
nearly new five room house in
204 V. Gold.
l'hone 442-- J
- Rooms, two corner
W. II. McMIIXION",
lota 1650.00
Fourth ward. Owner leaving city.
- Rooms,
206 West Oold.
modern, Fourth
KOLLIN K. GCTHIUDGE,
A GOOD BUY
ward
3500.01)
Phone 1023,
e
314
W.
Gold
Ave.
McDOXAT.D
&
ranch, close in. Price
WORSHAM,
FRUIT TREES
$3,000. Splendid orchard. Terms.
HELP WANTED
Real Estate Insurance.
SHADE TREES AND ORNAPhono 966-Special attention Kiven to rentals
108 8. Third.
Male.
MENTALS
list your property with
FROM ALBUEMPLOYMENT
OFFICE Wo furl sll nil
QUERQUE NURSERIES
J,
L, Phillips, Real Estate,
HOMES-kinds
of
our
110
help.
servin.
Write
Try
Get Your Order in Now.
Sruth Third, phone 354-110 S. Third.
Phono S5I-for catalog.
For sale by owner, M. W',
102 Yale Avenue.
J. T. YOUNG & CO.,
WANTED
Thompson,
WAN TEU Experienced collar girl.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Assistant Seamstress in AlterPhone 863-- W
Laundry.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ation room; must be
WANTED Two girls for hand sewing.
Call Meyer ft Meyer.
competent. Apnly
JOUN W. WILSON,
ECONOMIST.
WANTED
Competent second girl, Ap- FOR RENT-Roobuilt-i-

1DTS
surprised,
NEW MEXICO
MOTOR CORP,
517 West Central.
Phono

white

brick,

$890

J.

vs.
State University

FtAiunt

W, C, THAXT0N

modem house, close in, aplendid
location; newly
decorated, fine
shade; $750 cash, balance like
rent. Step lively, the price, $4,000.
J. I. GILL, REAL ESTATE.
115 S. Second.
Phone 723--

AFTER THAT GOOD,
TURKEY DINNER
You Will Find Us All
At The TJnlverslty Field.
Football.
New Mexico "Aggies"

Int

r

y

SOME BARGAINS

Six large rooms, two good porches

SUDDEN SERVICE.
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renders sudden service on Kodak finishing
to people wbo demand quality.
Work
:n before 11 a. m. mailed same day.
Work in before S p. m. mailed noon next
Address work to
day.
TUB BED ARROW,
E. Las Vegas
Albuquerqus
(We want
representative In TO'JH
territory.)

HEIGHTS,

mo.-- t
Albuquerque's
restricted
and fastest growing district.
THESB IX)TS ARK A SPLENDID INVESTMENT AND
SAVING ACCOUNT
All lots r0xl42 fpet and can
be bought $10 cash and $10
per month.
Look our city over Ask your
friends where Albuquerque's
future residential section will
be?
TOt-L- L
LEARN THAT IT'S
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
All who live there are
BOOSTERS. WHY?
IT CANNOT BE BEAT.
Over $200,000 has been spent
on
in
improvements
the
HEIGHTS
this year.
That
means a steady increase in
values.
We Are At Tour Service.
'

"

FURNISHED, $750 CASH

ASK US
TO
UNIVERSITY

I

IDEAL LOCATION
For health seekers. Five rooms,
bath and sleeping porch. South
fire place, furnace.
exposure,
Completely furnished. Linen, silverware, dishes, cooking utensils;

TEACHERS

'

1

itENT

for light house
keeping, furnished. . .$

7-

-i

--

sg;:J

Highlit nds
and Bleeping
furnished
$25.00
porch,
- Rooms,
furnished. ... $25.00
- Room house, furnished
$75.00
- Room house, furnished
$60.00
furnished
- Room house, fur- ...,$20.00
nished
$60.00

nished

2-

t-t-

DO VOO KNOW
HOW A MAN KIN
EVEN WITH

FTl
O

1

- Room

apartment,
furnished

6-

to,

A

( tM- - PROFESSOR

By George McManu

Miscellaneous

FOR RENT
FOR

Rooms, 112 North Edith.
RoomT"
415 North Fourth.
Room. 818 West Copper.
Bed
room. 210 North

FOR SALE
boR SALE

Houses
brick

ply morning, 701 West Copper.
W A NT El) Experienced wultruls, Manhattan Cafe, 124 North Fourth.
WANTED
Housekeeper for four lilu"'s;
must be good cook. Phone 1446-WANTED
Girl for general niousewnrk;
must stay on premises. Call at 1021
west Koma.
WANTED Girl
r woman for light
housework and company. .Apply 202
North Sycamore.
WANTED Strong, willing girl, to asslet
with housework half days. Apply 1116

Attorney.
and la. Cromwell Building.
Phone 1153-J- .
PHYSICIANS AND Kl KI1KOM4.
lilt. 8. I. Ill 111 UN,
Diseases of Ide Sfomnch,
Suite.
Harnett Ttiiilding.
DR. IS. C. CLARKE,
Noso and Throut.
Kur,
Eye,
Barnett Building.
Phone 83$.
Office lloure- 9 to IS a. m., and 2 to It p. m.
DR. MARGARET
KK.IIT,
with Board Office Urant Bldg., C'Alil
Room 10. Phone t"J.
1123 East Central
Resldenco
Mrs. Knight, 200
Phone 571.

LOAN WANTKD,
First mortjrage loan of $500 on
house and lot close in for
two years at 10 per cent intor-es- t.
Value of security $1,750.
KEAIi KSTATK K.VCHANGE,
40
Wtl Copper.

tai'ma

15,

17

house.
rortn Eioim. fnone ZiOl-RFOR RENT Several unfurnished rooms.
Canaries. 628 South Walter.
124 South Edith.
I OR SALE
new four-roorand
modDIECKMANN REALTY COMPANY,
FOR SALE Cement block, cheap. 628 FOR RENT Three furmaheo. rooms;
em bungalow; close In; fine location;
Kenltnrs.
South Walter.
terms. Phone 19S8-1011 North First.
modern.
Real Estnte, Insurance, Y,onne,
THY BUDDY
MILhn iESX IN 10W.N, FOR RENT Three unfurnished
roomi FOR SALE Five-roo300 West Gold avenue.
bungalow, priced
Phone 670
Phono 2413-R829 North Fifth.
light; look It over and be your own
For Rent-Roorr- u
SWEET CIDER 60o a gallon;' war lax, FOR RENT Furn'shed
148
West v est centra,
rooms.
218 Judge; flue location; terms,
central.
6 cents.
110 South Walnut.
South Walter. Phone 1667-WANTED
Ulrl or woman for general Boa rd $8 per week.
FOR
SALE
DENVER POST delivered at your door, FOR RENT Moenrt, furnished rooms,
FOR RENT Dwellings
By owner, 718 West Coal,
nousework, from 8:30 a. m. to 4:30 p. South Broadway.
frame stucco, 4 rooms and bath,
65c per month.
Phone 194B-1 m.
st earn hcat 608 H West Central.
Call 909 West Slate.
BUSINESS CHANCES
NICELY
FOR HE.NT Three ruoms, furnished;
furnished ruort. with board:
large porches, newly decorated, vacant.
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
New
SALE
FOR
Baldwin
81,600
lowplayer
Foil
water
In
RENT Furnished room,
WANTED A cook In a family of four;
Terma If desired. Phone 1808-private family; no slok. 1027 Forrester.
paid, L'0.0, 1912 South Edith.
ItlR BALE
Garage, best location In
piano, 500. Phone 1826-D. FOR RENT
to right party.
Mrs.
good
lands; furnace heat. Phone 1054-Practice J. hulled to
wages
town. Phone 879.
FOR RENT Furnished three-rooroom and
FOR
BALE
.New
porch,
Sleeping
100
buds.
porch,
Weinman, 708 West Copper.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished bed room,
excellent hoard, 1208 East Central. CKXITO - I'ltlNAKY DISEASE?
modern. Apply 714 South High, FOR SALE Canary
reet cornea:
WANTED Man with small capital to In
1667-water;
terms.
(1,160:
Walter,
phone
13S7-1585-J.
V.'est
Coal.
e.'O
close in. Phone
AND DISEASI'ft OF TII10 SKIN
four-roovest in good business. Address O. U, FOR RENT
ooutn Eiilth. Inquire 1701 g, u'.h wanted High school girl for room Phone
76,
and board In exchange fur help, De FOR RENT Room and board, with Wnseerman Luborotory In Connection.
machine,
M., care Journal.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no Edith.
house, at 328 North Fourth. Dr. Eas- - FOR bALK Threshing
Postofflce box 412. city.
cember 1. 103 South Walter.
first-clas- s
Citizens
Bunk Hide Phone 88(1.
410
board.
Sleeping
terday.
sick; na children. 414 West Silver. FOR BALE Pretty new
porch;
FOR "SALE One of the best huslne;
modern WANTED Live-wir- e
FOR SALE Adobe to nulla bouse. Si
stucco bungalow, eitra well built
salesmen for pop Eaur Central.
properties In Albuquerque. S15 South FOR RENT Two-rooFORRENT Two nicely furnish., wdl-heot- fine
and
cotcage, furnishmon Garcia, 1202 North Arno.
office
ular
commission
appliance;
First street. Inquire at Savoy Hotel of'
609
location,
RENT
rooms In private family. Phone
ed,
East
CHIROPRACTORS
lis North Elm. Apply basis. Office Buppljr Agency, 207 West For
Large furnished room with
Pacific. Inquire 82:
South Walter.
NAVAJO RUOB
table board; rates for two people. 817
rice.
at cost. 117 1675-illJ'rthElm.rhjTine198i.R.
Gold ave.
South Fourth.
North Mulberry, phone 1730-VI'?AKij.N7''"JVLUJ
FOR
SALE
FOR SALE- - -- Meat market; doing a grod. b OR RENT Modern three-rooA
RENT
FOR
Largo
jroom,
housekeeping
house,
Chlropnictor.
EARN BOARD
Room and $10
month FOR RENT Room wltn glussed-il- l sleepwith glassed-i- n
buslnees; good location; good reas'
sale- bull pup, three moniliij i l l. on ground floor; bath, and phone. 414
porch. 1005 For
II) nnd 20 ArmlJiiHuilllng.
while attending school; catalogue true.
for selling, Address A, C. E., raro Jour South Arno, phone sleeping
120 South Cedar, phone 1439-2140-J- .
aieWest Oold.
ing porch, with board. Phone 1H3I-.- I
J. A. Ham
'i""
906 !
Business
South
112
nal.
Mackay
j
College,
North
Waller.
fiver. Phone 1622 R,
SEWING MACHINES
FOR RENT Two furnlshpd liKht house- FOR SALE
Majestic range, FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
Main, f.os Angeles.
FOR SALE Garage. Half interest In
uit Ui!,.M Newly furnished rooms
keeping rooms; reasonable. Glldersleeve
owner, four-rooroom; steam heat, close in. 317 South ruti tAU-- Uy
cheap; good as new. 420 West Mar
(rouse,,
with slecnfna- Dnrrh wot-- ,.
with or without board. 411 South
garage, low overhead, "good location, Electric Co., phone 17 20-Third.
quette.
cleaned; parti mid
icu-iuppllft for all
eheap If sold at once. Addrees Oarage, FOR RENT Five-rooBroadway, phone 1909-ilgnts, lot 60x142; 18,000, $0O
lurnlshed house. FOR SALS Moore range. in excellent FOR RENT Three modern rooms, fur- down, balance
G H.
mak?!; all work guaranteed.
rare Journal.
130 per month.
07 West FOR SALE Fat geese and fat turkey
JAMESON'S
ISO, at 803 South Arno.
RANCH
Ideal location
condition: also andlrea
Irons. 812
nished for housekeeping. 423 West
822
Inquire
412 V Copper.
Mnrehead.
phona
2421-RROOMING
HOUSE
Rooms all filled South Arno. phone 1340-Phone
West Gold.
fsw reservation
Santa Fe.
no'
FOK BALB-ML- '8T
central location; profitable Investment. FOR
SELL IMMEDIATE- - WE BUY POULTRY of all kinds. Phone available. Phone 2238-RENT Three
furnshed rooms, FOR BALE 8125 hot water heater, for FOR RENT Two rooma and porch;
Inqulr t.t Everybody a Candy Chop, 83
868-802 SouthBroadway.
jo.pect ana make your offer.
with porches, for housekeeping; no chli- 35t suitable for heating store, ware
FUH RENT Sleeping porch and room,
phone service, hot and cold water. 214 Four-roosouth Third.
house,
bath,
cilia In.
716
house or work ehop.
110 South Walnut. South High.
porches, --gar- - FOR SA LE Bucks7 docs and frying rabFast Haxeldlne.
pren.
adjoining bath, with board; rates $56
run sue lot. Evervthlm
In
n.i
at lesa than Improvements cost : or
FOR SALE Pool room,
oold drink FOR RENT
Five-roobits and hens. 710 West Lead.
montn. ioj east central.
VOR RBNT Sleeping rooms for gentleunfurnished PHOTOS, 16 CENTS A DOZEN till
will trad
In town.
Rood
for
stand and 20 rooma In connection
rrMdence
house, with
men employed, (8.00 up; no sick. 818 FOR SALE-hou- se
fine location.
garage;
FOR SALE Fat hens, dressed and FOR RENT Furnished rooms with
change my mind. New Studio, over
PostnffU-bnx 824 or phnna 6BU.
good lease, some terms. 313 South First 1001 Northmodern
Bargain
Butts' Drug Store.
West Sliver.
Fourth; rent M0.
without board; bath and phone. 116 i FOR SALE
street. Phone 558-with creen porch; $400 down, 2402-J-drawn, If desired; will deliver. Phone
Country home, etucco house,
FOR RENT New three-rooThree-speed
Indian motor FOR RENT Nicely furnished 00111, out $30 a month-- , One block from car line
south (Second.
Phone 820-furnished FOR SALE
even
FOR SALE SMALL RESTAURANT and
roomi. ateam heated, electrlo
house,
lot: na pbllrf n
Mr.
cycle, cheap. Phone 2038-- J or call at
side entrance; also garage; no sick. in Highlands, Priced for quick sale by FOR SALE Fine corn-fe- d
F R RENT Room ana sleeping porch,
e
on
lunch room, doing good business, ac- Valdeg, 500large
ranch ? m alfalfa and
turkeys.
lights;
yoiuj
415
on
block
South Seventh.
North Broadway.
1116 North Second.
owner, loop wast copper.
v Ith board for convalescents; gentle
for
eight to fifteen pounds; or lor n.-count bad health and leaving city; some
orchard. Address Postofflca box 277, or
IjO RENTS a brand new modern flve- - FOR SALE Nice fresh eggs, 80c per FOR RENT Nice
Phone 2412-H2HU-Rmen only; private home. Phone 214$-Thanksgiving.
room with private
terms. Inquire 413 west Central.
SALE
phon
uk
modern
brlik
nouse
dozen, at Ely' Poultry TarUs, 523 8ouib
furnlnherf
and adobe residence, in Fourth
elegant v
FOR SALE Turkeys and all kinds of troll hknt Nicely rurnlshed
family; with or without board. 807
SALE At a bargain, five second' Room 10, First National
FOR
rooms FOR SALE Nine-acr- e
ranch, on main
'
Hank bulldln: Eighth, phone 1168.
nice location, close to school; might w&ri;
North Fourth.
poultry at the Albuquerque Poultry
hnnd pool tables and one billiard table,
trude
with steam heat and first-clas- s
th
table
ditch; new house and (enrage;
Five-roo802 South Broadway, phone S52-first-claRENT
6
or
Yard,
ior
vacant
'U
iota
nh FOR SALE Used tractors,
In
smaller house In
and
board.
110 South Arno. phone 1S27-hm,.
condition; also one twelve
FOR RENT Two front rooms furnished
one an4 una
mile
school,
frm
1875-oiKoionns.
sleeping porch at 414 Smith Tr,,wn
pnone
A
with gang pluwi. Hardware Depart
foot soda fountain, A- -l condition. In
after
t
SPLENDID
for
flock
bronze
half
turkeys!
of
miles west Barelas bridee.
In
light housekeeping. Apply
FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
treet. Inquire at 806 West Iron. Phone ment J. Korbei A Co.
Modern aa
FOR SALE Account leaving city, furdolre at 120 West Silver.
p. m., 408 West Lead.
breeding birds; also young turkeys for
1174.
nurse service. quire at Hunt's Ttaneh,
commodatlons.
with
nished or unfurnished
1 UKINESS FOR SALE
Old
your Sunday or Thanksgiving dln'itr. casade Oro. MS West Gold,
mod
tabllshed
resn porg, vy tne nan or FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
UK ba Lc,
14-iJf
a
FOR
SALE
Seven
phone
em nnuse; screened porches, nicely ar H. B. Watklns. phone 241ii-j... nercantl1
it eft land, four aci'tJi
two
hnu.
business, located on railroad run KENT Three-roowhole hog. Delivered. C, W, Hunter,
light housekeeping; no atck or chli
In alfalfa, fruit trees: 200 feat
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
Ajt
screened porches, new v riarorntAA in. phone 2400-RIII sell for value of Improv-- t nents clone.
ranged for two families. West Central, RED POULTRY YARDS
dren. B01 South Fourth.
evenings.
Thoroughbred
near park.
porches, with board, for convalescents. frontage, on Uniilevrtrrt, five blcfc from
2204-Phone
in aide; lights and water furnlshad.
1318 BUY YOUR OUN
owner,
Ctmd reason for selling. If ltitret-H.
R.
I.
C
RE-Nrooms and
Reds, Ringlet Barred Rocks. Mrs. Reed, 612 South
car line. $3,200; term.
before the season opens FOR
M.
J.
South
Housekeeping
ICaeter,
addr-s- a
Broadway,
High.
gond-slxe- d
phone
BALE Uy owner,
jostofdee
proposition,
and cockerels, pullets, hens and pens for breed.
Old Albuquerque, N. M.
fifty shotguns and rifles to select from.
sleeping porch, for two persons: no IOR
box 638 Albuouero.ua
FOR RENT Furnished
large rront porch, modern bungalow, mg. 413 west Atlantic, phone 1483-cottage 118 West Gold.
children. 110 Suuth Walnut. ,
FOR
In good residence
IF LOOKING fur a cmnfortabia bom
RENT
Rooms with aleeDln
with sleeping porch. Phona 2186-east
section;
front,
'.MOUNTAIN
VIEW"
FO'I SALE OR TRADE Paying business, orcail
8.
H.
I.
CLARIFIED and Pasteurised milk. Thei
C
Reds,
FOR RENT To ladv. nice front be lawn and trees. In very best condition;
1203 East Copper.
board If desired. Also gar
anfl a pleaoant and profitable
rabs
won twenty ribbons January. 1921: a ageporches;
pool
luncheonette,
Is only one place to obtain It. Albu
cigars, fountain,
$10
room
modern
in
$01
furnished,
rent.
for
Ushed business, you can secure same at
ne
home,
South Edith. Ph
would sacrifice for quick sale; leaving
room In rear: small payment down, bus FOR RENT- - Modern three, four and five querque Dairy Association. Phone ul.
2040-superb lot of cockerels and cocks now 1340-Phone
month.
use-Tper
In:
mono
town,
four
two
barm
frnrn.
room
miles
acre,
houses and apartmen.a; sm
ness pays balance; will take in good
for sale; bred from my finest exelse Simmons FOR RENT Room with board, m pri FOR SALE By owner, In the Fourth ready
Furnaced-heate- d
W. H, McMUllon, 206 Wo:-- t FOR SALE Three-fourt- h
poatofflc. on main ditch, douDi i maab
bed uhibition matlnga: visitors welcome.
C. FOR RENT
ear; will sacrifice account of health, In- - furnished.
bed. complete; like new; also wooden
vate family, for two gentlemen,
with private entrance to bath; lurve garace. ch token houses, tools, blondef
ward,
voice 14.000.
Write T. P. Seale, Arte- Gold. ,
modern bungalow, gar- P. Hay. 236 North High.
.
1357-.T806
South Edith, employed ladles. Phone
real cheap.
bedstead;
o furniture
chickens
and turkeys;
1207
for
1,
has
December
age,
and
two;
sleeping
resiporch,
light
FOR RENT Three-roohest
sla, K. M.
heat;
very
MT ENTIRE stock of S. C. R. I. Reds; East
modern fur
will sell on terms to responsible
Central.
op'
nished cottage, at 818 East Coal, 828; FOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot IMPERIAL. ROOMS rice, clean rooms; dential district In city; priced right;
hens, pullets, cocks and cockerels;
Phona 2418-JWANTED
rates by day or week. Over Pastime easy terms; not priced over phone; breeding
tage cheese; also fresh milk In gallon
In
or
"WANTED Miscellaneous water paid.
Three
fuur
boarders
Call at 412 South High, or
pens or singles; pure bred C. P.
shown by appointment
lots.
Phone
home
1,
Swayne e Dairy, phone 1916-only.
Theater, 211, West Central.
December
phone 1624-private
by
Apply
backed
of
Hays
stock,
2040-by generation
408 West
Cattle to board. Phone FOR RENT November 28. furnished FOR SALE Flower slips and plants. FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
WANTED
the 29th of November.
porch and two
prize winners In the best shows In the by
. 2409-RLead
Prices reasonable.
OWNER,
Dahlia, oxolls and gladlolla bulbs; also
brick house, two rooms and'
modern house In country. H. B. tVatklns. phone 241B-Jairy rooms; board across street, lit BYFourth
TIME CARDS
1122
hens
and
South
1888-ward, hard wood floors, fireGENTLEMAN
Broadway. Norlh Maple, phone
can
fryers.
WANTED TO BUY
HEALTHSEEKER
Call 806
shotgun. sleeping porch, garage, 1:3.
Position
, Phone 1419-west Marquette.
find best of accommodatlone with first-claWANTED
FOR BALE
porchee, three
At a real bargain, practic- FOR RENT Nice front sleeping room, place, large screened
bed
board, reasonable, 112$ East CenFOR cooking and serving dinners and FOR RENT Five-rooally now Corona typewriter and Win.
brick house.
for one or two gentlemen: private en light airyfronte rooms onwith extra large WANTED
Uud
Houaowork.
South tral, Cedar street entrance.
closets,
east
large lot with
bath, screened sleeping porch, window Chester Special .22 W. R. F. 624 South trance; close in. 409 West Iron.
partita, phone ir8!-Walter In rear.
lawn, trees, eta; everything In excellent
acArno,
can get home-lik- e
HEALTHSEEKER
shades
In
coal
and
tioune,
To
range
newly
vWANTED
buy a light spring wagon.
FOR RENT Three rooms, two sleeping condition) terms
If desired, phone WANTED Washing and ironing to t.ike
commodations in modern country home,
dli .ng
decorated, garage, 180, water free. Call FOR SALE Kitchen
cabinet,
i Phone 1538-porches, newly decorated; light an) 1977-- J.
nome.
ma feast oai. pnone 1.105-near
care
220 North High
to
bed
special
table
four
oak
two
at
and
given
patients;
1318
chairs,
water furnished.
South High.
rvln
TOVES POLISHED and set dp.
car line. Address postofflce box 224,
SALE
By owner: Four modern WANTED Work for high school boy.
beds, two springs; will lell cheap. EI.UIN HOTEL
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms and1 FOR
cottage, three two
rl
Bedding Co., phone 471.
Sleeping
ie. pnone 1450-228 South Second.
city.
bungalows In Highlands, one and one- evening.
WESTDOL'.N.i
rooma and bath and glassed-i- n
Dally.
aouth
the
by
day.
apartments,
housekeeping
Musio
WANTED
half blocks from Central on car line;
MIRAMONTES-ON-THE-MESpupils by young lucly
Train.
WAITRESS wants position, or will conArrive.
Depart.
porch. Phone 881-key at FOR SALE Good selection of Navajo week or month. 60IU West Central.
n
Address Music, care Journal sleeping
1
t teacher.
four
rooms,
A
and
SANATORIUM-HOTEglassed-iL
210-No.
bath,
sider
The
1:39 pm 1:30 pm
plastered
for tubercular
8oout....
1524 East Central, phone or call be
anything. Phone
rugs and Germantown pillow tops, FOR RENT One room furnished for
a
sleeping porch, front and back porch. WANTKD
atNo.
nurse
Calif.
In
WANTED Your garbage. Pnne 840U.K2. tween 9 and 1: a. m.
Llmlted.lu:30
11:00
am
convalescents;
am
for quick sale. 1006 East Cengraduate
to
priced
work
take home.
or write C. W. Hunter, general delivery. FOR RENT On South
light housekeeping, 110 month; gentle $3,600 to $3,850; $!00 to $7I0 cash, bal14H-tendance; rate by the week or month. no. 7 rarao Fast. .10:60 am 11:20 am
or oy tne day. pnone 2101-- J.
ance like rent. Good Investment; now
Broadway, five' tral. Phone
2400-Jmen only. 201 Lewis, near shops.
Call
No.
12:35
The
am
1:00
Navajo..
ain
room
oricK nouse. unfurn shed. 835: BUTTER Ask your
EXPERTS trunk and furniture crating
grocer for Alburenting for $50 and $65 Der month. Will WANTED Washing and Ironing to take
SOUTHBOUND.
room, well fur- - sell
Call for Joe. Phones 307 or 898; prices furnished, West Marble, three rooms.
querque Dairy Association butter; if FORR I3NT Nice front
home; also clothes rough dried; prices FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, Na 29 El Paso
furnished or unfurnished. Apply at
.
and
bath
hot
reas'-'inmewith
10:10
nlshed,
adjoining
two
pm
Exp
bath,
with or without bath; Just across from No. 97
7 in East central.
porches, 826; furnished apart- your grocer can not supply you. call at cold
very reasonable. Phone ir,0fi-311 South
no sick wanted.
El Psso Exp
11:80 am
water;
1
North Second.
AT ONCE Portable chasing ment, West Coal, five rooms, 835. Real the dairy,
WANTED
.
WANTED By University student, work the postofflce: hot water heat for win
Arno.
EASTBOUND.
'
409
West
Estate
Exchange.
ter; best of home cooking, served family No.
Copper.
house about 8x8 feet. Ruby Cox, 215
FOR RENT Apartments
FOR BALE Detroit Jewell gas range,
spare hours, for board or room.
i The Navajo.. 2:10 pm 1:40 pm
en
South Sycamore.
style: room and board, 845 to $55 per
four burners, large oven and broiler. Ft'RNISSHED front room, private
Student, So! South High.
AUTOMOBILES
trance, bath adjoining; one or two gen FOR RENT New small, modern furnish
month: board by meal, week or ticket; Na 4 Calif. Limited. 6.00 pm 6:40 pm
Good condition.
Also has cook stove
OOODSON
CO. Cleaning paper and
8 S. F. Eight.. 7:25 pm 8:10 pan
WE
AUDIT,
Na
CLOSE
ed
CHECK,
7,
OPEN.
1007
no
50
North
and
sick.
apartment.
meals.
cents.
410
tlemen;
garace;
Inquire
West
apartment
Gold,
o"
TRADE
Almost new five-pa- u
cleaning kalsomtne; all work guaran
1215 West Roma,
No. 10 The Scout
linger attachment. 608 Luna Boulevard, Phone Second.
7:20 um 7:60 an)
WILLIAMS ft ZANO.
keep books.
car; what have youT 828 South Walter. 2085-RESEISVATIONS
teed, ptrone 634-now be had at St.
mom
701-Mellnl building.
may
FROM SOUTH.
Phone
FOR
RENT
WOODWORTH
tumimed
apartments:
Newly
furnished, nice,
John's
Panatorlum
5
rates,
WANTED
Bulck touring car; FOR SALE Pearl necklace, beat made,
Well located building lot in FOR SALE
No.
(Episcopal):
:S6 pm
El
Prom
II
Paso
three rooma with batb. Albuquerque YOUNG MAN, attending business col- 117.50 to 125
clean rooms and housekeeping apart
first-clas- s
If not as
per week; Includes private No, 80 Prom El Paso 7:00 am
Imported, Indcatructable;
condition, Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
Fourth; ward; give location and price.
lege, desires place to work for room room with
North Second.
by day, week or month. 812 Hotel.
to
beautiful as those sold for 825 to 145, ments,
connected
sleeping
porch,
80
jAddresB Lot, care Journal.
No.
city.
conneot
at Telen with No. Zj
FOR RBNT Three rooms, furnished for and board.927. Phone Albuquerque Business bath and toilet; medical care, medicines, for Clovls, Pece
It; price $13, Addrets South Third.
done EXPERT RADIATOR REPAIRING. O. you may return
LATHERS
UNION
College,
Valley. aCan.- - Clljr and
tattling
Keneral nursing;
FOR RENT Furnished room with toilet.
excellent meals, tray O
noueneeping, private bath, eteam heat,
K. Sheet Metal
Coast
Works, 21S North 'Pearls," care Journal.
promptly by J. E. Thlehoff ft Bona,
NURSE
wants
1701-no
extras.
us
All
JS
rooms
and
bourn
steam
steam
Phone
and
heat.
have
per
bath,
service;
position, ijurslng
keeplights
Broadway.
1104 North Eleventh, phone 875-FOR SALE Fine apples, by the box;
No. 29 connect, at Beln with No. 21
Third.
close to car line; next door to FOR RENT Two nice clean furnished
ing house for Invalid or healthseeker; heat, hot and cold running; water, Rev.
Jonathans, Roman Beauties, Ark&nsaw month;
WANTED TO BUY Young male dog, FOR SALE Borne extra good used cars;
W. H. Zleirler, Superintendent.
Phone frm Clovls and points es.t and soj'h
Taylor's store. Old Town.
experience In hospital.
roome and sleeping porch for house- two years'
Ben
Phone
Davis.
Blacks,
Ganos,
80S
N.
Auto
State
terms.
Co..
491.
small slzo, of good breed.
Mcintosh
easy
C, care Journal.
price
H28-or call Wm. Dolde, 705 South FOR RENT Furnished room for light keeping. 821 South Walter, phone H70-J- .
and fulldescrlptlon. Box 123, Journal. West Central.
WANTED AT ONCE Work of any kind
housekeeping with sleeping porch and
Broadway.
Steam heat-e- d
Journal Want Ads bring result.
man
nam adjoining; light, water and phone; MARVIAN APARTMENTS
WELDING AND CUTTING of metals"; FOR SALE Am tired of traveling. Make SOFT SPOTS
and
will go on ranch,
by
Heel and arch cushions furnished
apartments, close In. Highlands; run hotel or do wife;
me an offer on my touring car: A- -l
710 West Lead.
aiso weiuern supplies ana caruiue jim
capable and
linen furnished.
prevent fallen Insteps: cures all foot
Garage for rent. 10) reliable. AddressanyP. work;
condition. Caldwell, 218 West Gold.
ale. N. M. Steel Co.. Inc.. phona 1947-care
A.,
Journal.
troubles, $1.00. Plautur Arch Supports. FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room, South Walter.
1921 Ford touring
MAX BARGAIN STOKE, at 815 South FOR SALE
car;
in private home, with use of kitchen; FOR RENT Two
F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West
room
unfurnished BUSINESS depression makes available
starter and demountable rims; cash or Thoi.
on car line; employed lady preferred, 711
First, will pay the highest prices for
accountant-bookkeepcentral,
capaDie American
jrrone 10b7-- J,
apartment; steam heat; sleeping porch;
North Twelfth, phone 1045-- J.
your second-han- d
and BtsnngraDher.
clothing, shoes and part terms. Call for Jackson at Occiwith thornna-large scresnci porch, Sath and raiga.
dental Hotel,
Phone 858.
furniture.
knowledge of Spanish and salesmanship;
FOR KENT Strictly high-claroom; 1023 North Fifth.
FOR SALE
RUG CLEANERS
AdExceptional bargain In used FOR SALE Five hundred shares of
north, east and south exposures; south- FOR RENT Apartment, new and clean; detailed qualifications on request.
City east sleeping
dress Result, Postofflce box Ml, phone
tires; 84x4, 82x4 and 80x3'; also
renovated. 13.60 and BP.
(MATTRESSES
porch; eteam heat; best
heat, light and cooking gas; furnished
Dr. R. residential
below nar.
E'ectrie
Railway,
several
v.
used;
spot
lights,
slightly
prices
home
furniture repaired and packed. Ervln
district;
privilege. complete. Crano Apartments, 216 North
Mcintosh Auto Com- I Bust, N. T. ArmlJo building.
very reasonable.
Phone 970.
Bedding Co,, phone 471.
Seventh. Phone 814.
JANITORIAL AND WINDOW CLEAN-IN- O
808 West Central.
The word lot has several
FOR RENT Nice large front furnished FOR RENT Two-rooSERVICE COMPANY has been
DOKAK
FINISHING It Is pany.
BETTER
comapartment,
1018
Two
SALE
FOR
Sulck
sixes,
light
entrance,
on
for the purpose of floln 1ni.
housekeeping
Return
roomi
mall
better.
private
postage paid
meanlngsv "They cast lots," ex-Is
pletely
bath, organised
ToO and i7to; rora trucn, USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT.
models,
close In; hall and furnished,two kitchenette,
mum
worn
ana
sunny,
furnished,
at
same
comfortably
orders. The Barnum Studio, 219 H West
the
Kivlnx
one.
time
entrances, me
Again it is used to
porches,
Roof Koter; Roof Cement, stops leaks. no sick: reasonable. 211 West
private
one-to- n
.worm
drive.
ford
8175;
truck,
or
our
Marquette.
arouD
M.
emnlov
modern with gas. 1005 Forrester, phone
unemployed
Central, Albuquerque, N,
press feeling. "I think a lot ofi
One and Two,
8350; Ford speedster, 8175; Dodge tour- Mohair top dressing, Plymouth Cottage
ment. contracts will he iBkn hv ih
1S79-WANTF.D
Careful Kodak finishing. ing car. 1400. 118 West Gold.
Paint; Valspar Enamels, for automobiles.
you," Is hoard often, especialMONEY TO LOAN
FOR RENT For the winter, beautifully oay, week or month. Banks, office build
Floor paint.
Twice dally service. Remember, satis- FOR SALE A Hudson Super-Si- x
Satisfaction
tor Homestead
ly In the south. But "the lot"
ings, apartmont houses, etc.. will be
Twenty Dollars
furnished four-rooThos. F. Keleher leather Co,, WE HAVE $10,000 to loan on close-I- n
Bend your finishing
apartment, with taken care of. The office Is located at
faction guaranteed.
means much more when it is
This 1 a fine car ana In assured.
$1,000.00.
Short glassed sleeping porch, close In; no eick; las weet copper. Phone 155-Albuquerque property.
Gober,
to a reliable, established firm, Uanni fine condition and I worth more money 408 West Central, phone 1057-Down,
the
no
ground on which a home
and
Oober.
children; vacant December 1. 708
A Hanna, Master Photographers.
Legitimate reason make It sale at a USE EFFECTO AUTO TOP and seat MONEY TO LOAN On
West Lead.
is built
diaft
watches,
Ten
Bhort
Dollars
sacrifice
Per
Sober,
Valsnecessary,
Bffecto
RESSMAKING
Auto
dressing.
WINDOW
Enamel,
CLEANING
'
ALBUQUERQUE RENT Three-roogun and everything valuable. FOR
furnished
Get the lot, build a home on
par, Valspar Enamels on automobiles. Mr.monds,
CO. Windnwe elesned
and
floor Oober. Phone 66$.
B. Marcus, 11$ South First.
apartment, with bath and two sleepMonth.
Homestead
Plymouth
Cottage Paint,
it, and you'll get a lot more
and house
scrubbed
tnre. office
lill-W- ,
Phone
dsj
and
ing
decorated
Inside
PERSONAL
porches,
Floor
newly
LOAN
on
MONET
TO
Roof
Clement.
Paint and
Paint,
diamonds, watches
out of life.
cleaned; reasonable rate and honest work.
121 East DRESSMAKING
na!d.
and gold Jewelry: liberal reliable, con out; water and
Mis,
Crano
Balchuch,
Postofflce box 101, phone A. Granone. 262. BARBSllior private homes. , Phone Satisfaction assured. Tho. F. Keleher
Leather Co., 408 West Central. Phone fidential Gottlieb Jewelry Co., 106 N. 1st. Coal. Phooe 1S9-apartments. 815 North Seventh
$2200.00
1421-rooms
New,
three
and sleeping porch. This
modern,
1057-Send
or bring your
RAZOR BLADES
DREHBMAKINO
Room 18
CONFIDENTIAL loans im Jewelry, diahouse is well built and the owner la making a sacridull blade for rashtrpenlngt dfluh'.e-edg- e, VIOLIN lesson
FOR
SALE
Livestock
by a French violinist.
605.
monds
Hotel,
imperial
watches.
phone
Liberty
bond,
piano.
lliCI-25o
fice
SAc; single edge,
in order to make a quick sale. Can be handled
622 Sonth Broadway, phone
per dozen;
CARPENTERING
automobile. Lowest rate. Rothman's
WANTED Sewing; of all kliwls.
Call
have your raaor honed and set vy ex DO YOU WISH to learn Spanish with
with ,500.00, balance $10 per month.
Id heifer rnlf- - will taka
after 5 p. m phone 14r,-R- ..
PETTIFORD THE ODD JOB MAN. 117 Sonth First Bonded to the tate.
perts; work guaranteed, K.obla Brothers
in
und
raised
teacher
born
Spain?
alfalfaln
1220
trade
for calf.
South High. WANTED Dressmaking, by
at Ruppe's Drug Store.
At, kind of work, rhona H7J-J$5250.00 New five-roobrick and strictly modern,
FOR SALE Real Estate FOK SALE 'Carload
day or J.t
1007 North Second.
1,000,00
home. Mrs. Baker, phone U30-fresh Jersey mlllc
Odd Jobs oarpentering, paint-Incash and $50 per month.
WANTED
cow and several (printer cows, from
Private pupils; teichet ha WANTED roof
rOR
Lot
SALE
on
146H-East
WiiTlams'
Gold,
$350;
MilURMHTITOHINO,
anfl
repairing. Phone
pleating.
three to tlx year
special training for primary grailts.
028 South Walter.
all
tuberculin
term.
old;
ROOF WORK of all kinds Repairing 119 Ntrth High, phono 1H3-J- ,
imery, too anntw Brosdwsy, rj. 107J-BEFORE BUILDING or having your FOR
Cm be aeen at McAllister Yard,
SALE One lot, (0x148. cor.nr tested.
and painting, root built up, work guar1201 Nort'i Plrst. corner Mountain road. DRESSMAKING
bouse repaired, call S54-our figure
and altering, by the
41 a TCat
Twelfth
and
Slate,
tnnmr.
anteed. Call 542, for man.
are
No
day. Phone 1548. n-- , M- -. E.'P. Wash- LOST AND FOUND
Job too large or too small. Santa Fe.
right.
FOR SALE We are ve.ders of grade burn.
Holsteln cows, and have on hand be.
LOHT Lady' red wool sweater, Sunday
FOR SALE Fine 60 foot lot on East tireen
WPEWfUTERS
hree and four hundred choloe DRESSMAKIN- GW ii.l;ni-lnafternoon, on lslcta road, or near town.
Silver at reduced mice. J. A. Hani- - cow
I
nlnv dresses, I ':!!.(
embroider.
2404-Rnd heifers. As we are a little
Phone
overhauled
All"
TVPlSWRifERB
4
mono,
East
m'ke
Silver.
"FOR RENT Storeroom
v.
REALTORS,
in
Phone
for
limited
crowed
sell
a
would
room,
LOST Sliver mesh bag, containing pearl
and repaired.
Ribbons for every maFO.t
SALE
a
At
lot
60x142.
'
bargain,
number at a reasonable price. The CUy PLEATING,
lioii.
si
and box;
FOR RENT Large store. Central aveear rings, bill and smsll change;
Exchine.
Third mid Gold
located Ninth and Sllvor. rjrloa 1700 if ra-Typewriter
Albuquerque
Phono 657
mall
company,
Crane.
order.
515
Denver,
coio,,
North
Fhon
42$,
Bus.
iairy
121 ieuth Fourth.
Phone ltOl-U- ,
given,
old at once. Pnone 14M-change, phona 801-peon Tork TI4I.
Seventh) Crane tpartmeuts. phon 814.

2:30 P. M.

FOK BALE
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C. S. DIRECTORS
We are thankful for many things, particularly for
the pleasant associations and liberal patronage of

'BOOST THE BOYS

ENGRAVED
CHRISTMAS

MAY OUST BOARD

our many customers during the year.

CARDS

01
(By Tim AMoelnft A PrcM.)

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMEK ft. WARD

ROBERT JONES

.....

Coal and Sooth Walter
Phone

S15 Marble Avenue

.........G76

Tha Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and

other Macaroni Product

(

PUII
irw i
EXVk

LET'S GO

Z--

h

B

fa H

HT

TODAY

uiwanio

1

FOX

WILLIAM

Presents

in

"BUCK" JONES
"BAR

NOTHIN'

A RATTLING

"

RANCH ROMANCE

LARRY SEMON in "THE FALL GUY"
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

LOCAL ITEMS

SPE&IAL

Coal Supply Co- Phone 4 and 5.
Dr. Murray, osteopathic physician. Woolwnrth Bldg. Phone 044 W
Mohin T. Dnnlavy, former secrehas
tary to Senator A. A. Jonca,
gone to Socorro, where he will
practice law.
Pay Poll Tax at High School.
The postoffice will be closed nil
th;
day today on account of
nnd there will be no delivery
annonced
by Postof mail, it was
master B. Spitz yesterday.
Factory wood, full truck load,
four dollars. Hahn Coal Co. Phone

Popular Sheet Music

-

holi-rin-

91.
Mr. and Mrs.
Miss
daughter.

John Morelll an

v

1

Gladys Morelli.
have gone to Santa Fe to spend a
few days.
Thanksgiving services will bo
held at St. John's Episcopal Castreet and
thedral, corner Fourth
Silver avenue, at 7 o'clock and 10
o'clock this morning. Both will be
communion services. Bishop Frederick B. Howden will be ,the ecle
brant. He will preach at the 10
o'clock service.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Claude Mann nnl
daughter arrived in the city yesterday from El Paso to spend several days.
services will be
Thanksgiving
held at the Immunucl Lutheran
church at Arno and Gold avenue
at 10:30 o'clock this morning in
tho English language and at 7:30
O'clock this evening in English.
trapper of
George Ostrandcr.
the Cochitl mountains, is in the
city on business.
The Rev. Walter S. Trowbridge,
rector of the Church of tho Holy
Faith at Santa Fe, has decided not
to accept the call to become rector
church
of St. John's Cathedral
here,
Adolph Vohs, of Bernalillo, wns
fined $10 and costs hy Justice
of the Peace D. Montoya yesterdav
on a charge of speeding while
passing a vchldo on tho North
Fourth street pike. He was arrested by the special county speed cop.
Word was received here yesterdav of the death of Mrs. Melva Little' at Kansas City. Mrs. Little formerly lived in Albuquerque. Her
daughter, Mrs. .T. W. Hughes, of
this city, wns with her at the time
of her death.
Members of the Pino Ren! Grove
No. 39 will attend the funeral of
Hosa ArmHo at the Sacred Heart
church Friday morning at 8
o'clock.
The meeting of the Ladies Aid
society of the p'lrst M. E. church
has been postponed until November 30.
Typewriters for sale. S5.00 per
month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange.
The use of eoal was at one time
Rtrirtly prohibited in London on the
ground that the air was rendered
impure- and unwholesome.

HONORED UNKNOWN
SOLDIER FOR VETS
OF THE CIVIL WAR

3 Copies

for

10c

dismissed the bill brought by
the trustees to prevent directois
from interfering with the affairs
of tho society.
The decision in other respects
the report of Judge
confirmed
Frederick Dodge, who Bat as master in the controversy, except that
it made no ruling on the question
rewhether John V. Dittemore, felmoved as a director by his
low members, or Mrs. Annie M.
Knott, elected to succeed him, was
a director legally. The latter question was declared to be at Issue
in a separate suit. Exceptions to
the master's report taken by Mrs.
Emilif B. Hulcn, of Brooklyn, N.
Y
having been waived, were not
considered by the court. The apA.
peals of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Krauthoff of Washington, were dls- missed.
In Its ruling as to the power of
trustees,
the directors to removeremoval
by
the court held that the
as a
Rowlands,
Lamont
of
them
'trustee was effectual.
The court said that the manual
of the church "appears to be a
vital part of Christian Science." It
found also that since tho manual
purported to be the work ofof Mrs.
the
Mary Baker Eddy, founder
church, "there can be now since
no
the decease of Mrs. Eddy,
of the
change In tho inprovisions
accordance with
church manual
terms."
Todav's finding came almost' a
supreme court took
year after the consideration
followthe case for
master's re- ing arguments on the
port. The suit was filed originally
on March 25, 1919. Judge Dodge
filed his report a year liter.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

Music and Jewelry Store
Phone

117 8. First St.

B17-.-

I

SCHUII1II
HERE

APPEAR

WEEK

CHRISTMAS
Apollo Club

Completes

supreme

It

ElOTH MAN'S

TO

The

Boston, Nov. 23.

court today handed down its decision In the litigation concerning
governing boards of the christian
Science church and its publications.
It held that the directors of the
First Church of Christ, Scientist,
Boston (tho Mother Church)
jot
have the power to remove a memof the
ber of the hoard of trustees
Christian Science Publishing-society-

,
Mrs. Martha B. Moran pur-- chased a residence lot on Stanford avenue this morning.
Quite a number of tho school
teachers have visited the Height."
'in the past few days nnd all have
sur-- I
unanimously expressed their
of
prise at the wonderful growth
the addition.
was
soic
A choice business lot
this week to W. .1. Foster, orwhoa
the erection
contemplates
public garage, which will certainly
fill a long felt want of the
Heights auto owners.
C. IT. CONNER, M. I).

Osteopathic
Stern Bid. Tel.

P.

O.

Specialist.
803S-W- .

701--

J.

CITV KI.ECTRIC SIIOK SHOP
M7-I3 Smith HMond
I rm fall and DrlHrry.

A-

for Great
rrangements
We deliver any size any
Musical Event; Duke City
where.
Henry Transfer Co.,
Business Men
Phone 939.

Money Back
Want It."

rnin

them?

Phono

WE

LAST TIME TODAY

HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

914-.-

DELIVER ANYWHERE.

YOUR

Violets

If You

Call

vq. Monte Blue '"e

College inn

888--

SATARAIN

HALL

NOTICE
Mrs. Dotson of 301 South Edith
is again prepared to receive a
certain
number of table
boarders.
Phone 1340-.-

Fresh Country Pork

Pure Sausage, Backbone, Fresh
Hams and Bacon and Pure
Lard, any quantity delivered.

Phone

1915--

FORD

Fresh

Mi

Madam

Schumann-Hein-

will

k

V.

.1.

the H'olcb Mskrr.

BIIA.SFIKI.II,

Maltei.

--

-.

A

11

Bowers

Dr. H.

Phone

With All FixiVs

Oorris Tea Room

Jttit

FOGG,

CECIL

Joseph Lonsway of Cayton, A.
Y., the oldest living holder of the
congressional medal of honcr, received for bravery under fire, represented the Civil war veterans '
New York at the burial of America's "unknoTni soldier" in Arlington National cemetery Armistice
day. lie is eighty-foyears old.
ur

MATINEE

Adults.

NIGHT (6 to 11)

IN PRICES

35c; Children.
AdulU
50c; Children
( Including Tax)

.

.10;

......
"

5c

1

'
3

DANCE

Where Will You Eat
THANKSGIVING

TOHIGHT

DAY?

ARMORY

DllfC
'
l4iees.

Trading Post.
WRIGHT'!"liMlInn
Building

Old Fashioned
Thanksgiving

Sand Storm Orchestra
TEACHERS WELCOME
Don't Leave Before
,
Having
A GOOD DANCE

Dinner Served at the

In Bulk Best on the Market.
SUPERIOR WHITE IJME CO
Warehouse
Coal Supply & Lumber Co.
Phones 4 and 5.

Shelled

S

Agents Wanted
In Every Locality
in the State.
To represent the United House
Builders of America a 3 per
cent
Loan
Investment
and
Company. It has amounts of
over $1,250,000. Hna done more
than $23,000,000.00 in business
in less than three years. It Is
the only like organization that
has complied with the laws of
this state and that is duly authorized to do business therein.
Agents of character and energy
may profit materially by writing

Jas. W. Norment,

General Agent for New Mexico.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Fannie

S.

Spitz

"CAMILLE"
The World's Greatest Drama of Love and Sacrifice

Pumpkin
Apple
Sauce
with
Pudding
Fruit Jello
Coffee
Closed for Breakfast and Lunch
Mince

ALSO

Plum

"90

DAYS OR LIFE"
A

Two-Pa-

rt

NOTE ADVANCE

REDUCED PRICE

Social

Better Kodak'
Finishing
Rolls Developed
Packs Developed

10c

..15c

pastor

Ladies' Aid Society

10c
15c
3c to 6c

Printing, each

reception to the
given by tho

And

Comedy
IN PRICES

Matinee Adults
Children
25c;
Children
Night (6toll) Adults. .. .35c;
(Tax Included)

Thank Offering

LIST

V A

in

PIE

Telephone 802.
323 North Tenth St.
3end for mall order price list.

0

H A Z I M

Lettuce Cheese Balls
Waldorf

Tomato

Machine-Separate-

TODAY

THE INCOMPARABLE

SALADS

at

TO 11 P. M.

1

TIME

LAST

Bisque of Oyster Soup
Radishes
Olives
Celery
Roast Turkey with Dressing
Sweet
Potatoes
Candied
Escalloped Corn
Tomatoep
String Beans

SHELLThe FINEST
ED; Machine-ShelleThe choicest HOLIDAY GIFT.
nut-me-

CONTINUOUS

CAFETERIA
from 5 until 7

Shelled
Shelled

PINON-NUT-

it mr if iS,
To
Lyric

Y. W. C. A.

Postofflcc.

Fresh Lump Lime

The Barnum Studio
210 West Central.

of the First M. E. Church
In
Frlduy evening at 8 o'clock. nnd
tho church. Good program
Members and
refreshments.
friends of tho church are

AH Thankful

Invited.

Established

GRAND BALL
Give by A. H. A. D. B.

The Jeweler

We Are on the Job
Cents

0-TEA-

merchandise Is the highest
vehicle radiators in cold weather. grade obtainable for the price,
Apart from its wonderful powers of and fully guaranteed. Our prices
resistance to cold, the liquid Is a are 25 jwr cent to 50 per cent
and
cheaper than our competitors.
Above all It Is very cheap,
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP.
e.

NOTE: ADVANCE

an all StariCast'

BARELAS

SOCIETY

TODAY,

NOVEMBER

Three years ago this Thanksgiving our store and stock
was very small. We advertised to divide our prpfita with our
customers. This we did. We soon was forced to move in large
quarters In several months we outgrew the second room. Today we have the largest building we can get full from floor
to celling with Del Mont, Heinz. Van Camp's, Beechnut and
brands you know and can depend on.

6MS

1883

at

S

HALL

llKwATCHMAKERS

& JEWtLER

24

DE LUXE ORCHESTRA

You were without a meat market. We used money and
time until we found a meat man who would give you the best
of meats at a very small margin of profit. We deliver what
do.
you can't carry something no other cash and carry will
We are thankful for the wonderfut business and you are no
doubt thankful to have us deliver at cash and carry prices.

111

American

First Class

Highest

DAILY'S KASII AND BARRY
206 East Central Ave.

Thanksgiving Dance

Real

Thursday,

November

24 at

25"

NEW STATE COAL CO.

CHOCOLATE CREAM COFFEE

Admission

$1.10

,

--

STAGE

Dry sawed and split to suit your needs.
Phone and tell ua your coal and wood requirements

Sell
Because If s Rich and Mellow
Vie

Orchestra

PHONE 35
GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA COALS
ALL SIZES
CEDAR AND. PINON WOOD

Legion

7

SERVICE ECONOMY

QUALITY

. .

A peculiar liquid has been discovered by an English engineer,
who claims that because it is Impossible for it to be frozen it will
supercede water for use in motor Our

EVENTS"

W

er

Joseph lonsway.

"CURRENT

Bi

DeMILLE'S
f
The Affairs
ArtatoP
of
With

J.

fa.

usky preterxi

W

CURIOS
MAW

Post-offic- e.

v. T
V

L.

516 West Central Ave.

North Tenth.

Rossiter McConnell

t--

A vivid, tingling drama of love ami marriage.
Glowing with
luxury. Piqnnnt with gay adventure. Played by stars enough, foe
ten pictures!

ALSO

TORXEY DINNER

DIE5E

Opposite

The grrentost picture in cast nnd rich investiture ever made since
the photoplay began.

PRODUCTION

Shelled Pinon Nuts. Phone
802. Fannie S. Spitz, 323

Moccaslna. Baskets.
Jewelry, Gems,

TO SEE

With due regard to "Male nnd Femnle," "Why Change Your Wife?
"Something to Think About" and nil the other big DeMllle productions de luxe, "Tho Affairs of Anatol" attains the highest mark
;
yet reached in tho blending of life nnd beauty on the screen.

First class shoe repairing. Our
212 West
prices are reasonable.
Silver. Opp. Imperial Laundry.
F. GREEVIOLS, PROP.

T

in

.lil'lfl

Santa Fe Electric Shoe
Repairing Shop

ATRISCO

DANCE ALL DAY
and NIGHT TODAY

A

60c

Cows, $75.00
each. One Heifer, be fresh In
Good
Ford
J25.00.
spring,
Touring Car $195.00. Call today
312 West Sliver

Lucidas Fiestas
DE

COWS AND
Two Young

WOOD
Phone

RANCTIOS

LONG1NO

SPECIAL
DINNER TODAY..,

.

First

ST.

Morari

"aynond Hatfon
TURKEY

te

Amcruan. Swim ana .nieUth
tho armory on the evening of DeAll Work .Uoarniiiffd.
cember 1'9 under the auspices of
rhone 017Ill South rirst.
the Apollo club.
Learning that tho famous singer
HOUSE ROOMS
was to be in the city during the BITTNER
Phone 221-South
First.
31!H4
her
visiting
holidays
who is now living
here, George
Genke and Maurice Klein, both officers ot the Apollo club, immediFOR SALE OH RENT.
houses,
ately started negotiations to see if
Six brand new
she would favor Albuquerque with
corner Ninth and Coal. Will
a concert.
sell one or all on reasonable
The negotiations were successful
terms. See F. H. Strong or L.
new
which
the
spirit
and, following
C. Bennett.
has been demonstrated in the
PHONES 75 or 115.
chamber of commerce meetings
-'
fithour
one
and
this week, exactly
teen minutes were all that were
necessary to secure fifteen AlbuMEDICATE!! AM) SULPHUR
querque business men to guarantee
BATHS
cover
the money to
tnp expenses,
Graduate nurse and masseuse
l'nrt for Charity.
n attendance Shampooing and
rr n n - H t n U ' fle- Tnom
treatments a specialty.
slre a part of the proceeds of the scalp
?all for appointment.
concert will go toward onnging
DEAMER. Prop.
VI RS. TERRY
Christmas holiday cheer to those
V. Central
508
hone 085-who are not fortunate enough to
obtain it except through charity.
Arrangements were made to turn a
portion of the proceeds over to the
M.
burenu of charities, to be distributed at their discretion.
PHYSICIAN
OSTEOPATHIC
Madame
of
The
appearance
In Albuquerque
Schumann-Hein- k
K. of P. Building.
December 29 will positively be her
89-oiilv public appearance during her
holiday visit here, either in the city
or in the state, according to an announcement Issued last night by
her manager.
As this is the case every effort
will be made by the Apollo club to
arommodate not only Albuquer-quean- s DESIGNERS AND BUILDERS
lobbing promptly attended lo
and those fortunate enough
Cement work and floor snndlng
to be visiting in the city, but also
Phone 945. 211 West Gold.
to accommodate all lovers of music
throughout tho state.
exMr. Geake and Mr, Klein
as this was
pressed the hope
the largest musical event In the
history of the state, every person
Clock and Jewelry
who loves the art should grasp the Expert Watch,
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
opportunity to hear it. The tickets
will be Bold at popular prices and work guaranteed. Opposite
special rave, will be mado for
122 S. 4th St.
school children In order that they Phono 903-may attend in large numbers. the
Exactly what the program for
SUPERFLUOUS HAIR
evening will be is uncertain, ofbut It
the Moles, Etc., Permanently
Reis probable that members
and
that
assist
will
moved. Multiple Needle Method
Apollo club
k
Schumann-Heinand
Madam
SUSAN CHITTENDEN
Electric Needle Specialist
Oorgo Geako will render one or
more duets.
Art
Aseptic Beauty Parlor
The program will be announced
411 East Central. Phono 973-within a few days by the Apollo
club
which, althougn It nas ueen
,
nrornnlKPit has already
developed such activity in musical
circles that it is able to secure iucn
for Aiuuquerque.
performance
Your Trunk Hauled for
and Mr. Klein were
Mr Geake
greatly responsible In organizing
25
the club to meet the greatly felt
Call Albuquerque Transfer Co
need in the city.
Phone 642.
Their appeal yesterday to the
business men of Albuquerque met
with instant enthusiasm and the
following men and companies have
SAVE SAVE SAVE
become guarantors of the concert:
Mux Nordhaus, J. B. Herndon, J.
YOUR BUILDING EXPENSES
MIvan
Arthur
Prager,
Ilaynolds,
I will build you a modern
T.
C.
(irunsfcld, K. E. Diets',
home of four to five rooms,
French, H. B. Hening, Sidney M.
ready to move in, for $1,200
Weil, D. S. Hosenwald, The Brlggs
to $1,500. Why pay more?
Kistler-ColllstCo.,
the
pharmacy,
Room 10, First National Bank
and
A. I. Iiiedling, E. T. Chase
Building.
George E. Everitt.

Ayresotf

Agnes

MANHATTAN
CAFE

if
egg coal, $11.50
oauup
Johnson Coal Co.
900

LAST CHANCE

The Affairs
of An atol

Elliott Dexter

at

1

COAL and

'Mr'iiifi'iii'ritta'l

FRESH

GUYS TRANSFER

n

yHlf,1j

n'i'''iwa--

fniT

Hens (about 2
27c lb
lbs.)
80c lb.
Heavy Hens
lb.
32c
3pringers
Our list of satisfied customers
Is growing dally. Are you one

ef'polly

3 7

mi

Small

Southwestern
Poultry Company

STRONG'S BOOK
STORE,
Tour

Note These Prices!

of

Now Is the time to
order if you want
when you need them,
to make them personal, and have them
when yon need them.'
The most uncomfortable creature in the
world Is the one, who
on Christmas
morning, receives a number of cards from people whom he or she
forgot, to remember. Cards
will be
used this year more
than ever. Our samples are on display.

ATTEND

THE BIG FOOTBALL GAME

Phones

November, 24, 1921. 7

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
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The Highest Crsds Macaroni
Ecg Noodles, Spaghetti and

We
Sell

Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.

other Macaroni Products

Leaves Albuquerque., 1:46 am
Arrives 1n Santa Fe. . .10:45 am
Leave Santa Fe
4;J0pm

Phone

91

""'CT'"
SINGER TAXI

For Your Fuel

GALLUP EGG
GALLUP LUMP,
Wood Kindling and Factory Wood

Office singer Cigar store.
210 West Central

Combine satisfaction and economy by usinjr
Cerrillos Egg, burns longer, produces more heat.

""

IIAIIII COAL COMPANY

aS-ssS-

-

...

i
1

We give you service and qnnllty and guarantee every order.
I

4

.
I

Let Our
42S Nortb

and WOOD

COAL SUPPLY AND LUMBER CO.

s

Phone 421.

' i

-

COAL

First

PHONES

5

Tracks Bring Comfort to Tonr Borne,

